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h-- urric
-is---conceined --about
velopinenttivhich heal-Ali:Ion ;instruction And-curriculum-in- thenatfons
At_ tiaes:itilasTsonghtIhrough;itt;publicationsnnd"ipronouncements -to create--=
_trends iandEtend enciet;nit--othersit =has s =soighttn-hitergretitrends, andesents_

-fotthe nation's teachersandtngervikrt otthelocalovel.
lr =keeping with- the
=aspOct-±=_Of---_its_-work;-_the__ Conithission in early
-_=

-1969=liogan =to=
oUa
called,=loosely, - "behavioral =objectives"

widesiofead:_arid;06win&movenient

z-had=
-hadi-; begun = sweeping =- through=

schools andi-_--Soine::-Colleges,==andr-to:-examine-thiS-_-niov6ment

it-Jappliedr:to
,
instruction
--;Through-__ reading; and portonaL study; members _prepared- -themselves for
a conference;heldIsloVember-,14--andi25;;1969,-=prior foitheannuar NCTE -con-ventionin-- Washington; ac--=_± The- -conference
upon
certain substantial questions -which, the CoMmiSsionrfelt the--:baaviotar objec-__
fives movement-rposited: far-_,the- profession: Among ;the qtiestions _probed= were
the: -following::_What__ --do-_7-behavioral objectives = imply -- about-Inman-learning, -about _instruction,: andut__Curridulum dontent?-:Are -there clear henefits- students and tntheit_teichers:finin--pursuingthangeSiiiiiVett behavior?-Are thote
dangers -andIshOrtdomings -which- have -rnot!been=realited? Are subjects
_

_

_

_

_

English) which --aimf partlY: toward ;_amotional----`frespcine or = aesthetics_ or the

creation of novel_ -utterances -amenable, to = analyses which presume that all
-learning z-results inoVert,-- observable behaViors? Or -arsuch _-_-ithalyses better
suited to -subjects-in--which elementary -Skills -andiithe7acquiSition--of content=

are

Are there notextraordintry---prOblims- of measurement brought= out

--
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by the behavioral -objectives_movement? -Or, if these measurement _problems
are not faced,- is-there -not a:real danger, that =eurrieuluni-will=beilimited to the
trivial-since trivia can be readilymeasuredK
_--On-- thez-Other hand, _asked the Commissidn, is there- not-a =nebulousness
about-MU goals Of -English eurriculUm_ that_makes-them--impossible:Ao _-_attain,
or :Jat_;-leastto--know-When--oncliaS -attained:-them or:nialle--_progress===toWa-rd=:::
it not=_true--thaticnoWing:hen-_onerhaS--thade=ProgresS is
-au=imOortant=part_of taking- heart:and;
IS it :riots_

_

_ their _ attainment?

i=rill=educationAsi-suppbsed-to-have=_COnsequenees=in= mproved-!_beh--avioribither---

-now-or later2 Isther harm in knowing with precision what bnecii attempting-

-16-11-6-anditherukndwing-4WpreebiOn-=_When-heilial-diiiielt?=,h7the Wides=pread:
Saspicionabout= behaVioral===objectives:=:hierelys a=f-seitiantie broil halin==or eyen
possibly_fa=visceral=_response--among=those-who-Ao_=not=:Wantjn-eYaluate

_-_selVel,InuchleSS-bebVihiatedbyothers?-:

1'11

Sikzstakpers=_Irotil:-fthe; &Onfete-ne at whichithese_que=stions=-were'la-ceilArd-=-_-reproducidAw:Part -II. Ve:iare :indebted-ito --the -;authors- of _the= paperiifor_q_
Tentiittitig;vi-=,to-=-reprOduc-Otheilf-ihere;_i AlsOrifieluded- with-:_the permission-of= -_ __
=the -= authors -are fi
additionati-paperSIthotight :to= be==_UsefULund =-oUi nterost: to

-thoseinlocat schools-mhoare Setting-abOUt:thewritinwof heh-avioral objectives.for
-=-I-_

=part_of Ithis=_mitmograph--draws occasionally upOnikese_i-Papers-Jor- =

'direct-language= an&freque-ntlY:for-I-specifie-idea. But the Substance =Of
-lfiiit-_pait is -a- n ar tatiVe--c&erin-g levent--- -in Anytcnr ,"-- where= -an
=program haS-_been-norganiied-16_prepare1Or -therintrbduction :of behavinrally

defin-ed- goals-bf - instruction:-- Miss- :Emily Jones, department-- chairman;- =faces
the_z=task of_ redefining-English in -a---frameWork- of:behavioral: objectives-. The1_
attempt-has
has been=tormake _the reading_palatable=and=suited_to:the,:teachers who_
Must- work_ oh curriculum after =hours= when the--spirit -=is Weak,_ -or to those
more fortunate teachers_-Whohave;been=_given summer- time -for the:task.

The:bibliography which_ concludes Part-- II-l-was-:_preparedi espeCially- l=for

thivpUblicationi-by the- NCTE/ERIC;Clearin-ghou=se in the Teaching-of Epg__,
lish.-_-It-nOt only sets doWn--for==the=profesSiontearrent_s-ources of information
on =this question,,- but also -reflects _the--pervasiveness of the iSsue-alall :levels of
-instruction, including _behavioral -objectives programs- already in use in two year _Colleges.

= If _anY _one'

haS been learned froth -the=CoMmiSsion'S study; it is that
Writing _behavioral objectives for English is=a -devilishly_ hard and intellectually
demanding_ task (harder still is deciding Whetherrt6 write them at _all),-What

seems patently =clear is that, without reverie and plenty of work, thoughtful
results in writing behavioral= objectives are not possible.
The =Commission= on-the English Curriculum feels- that even though some

major benefits might someday arise from the writing of behavioill objectives
for English, = a clear-caution =must -be uttered: This uis-not a task tozbe underen lightly = noi. =by=
The -process bristles with problems- in
semantics, philosophy; psychology,-measurement; and pedagogy.
rFurthermore,- there- are =real dangers_ to the English =curriculum possible
within the behavioral objectives = movement; and- while -the Commission by no
means = condemns = =the writing =of = behavioral objectives, =it feels_compelled =to

warn- the profession against prematureiand unsophisticated attempts.
The Commission's study of the subject led to the passage of-the following
resolution at the Annual Business Meeting of NCTE-in Washington:-

On the Need = for Caution in the Use of Behavioral
Objectives- in th Teaching- of _English
-

BACKGROUND: The = Commission on-English=Curriculum has recognized that the growing practice of proposing that behavioral_objectives be
_defined for= the language arts,_ and that these objectives be employed, intesting, leads to a complex, demanding, and possibly educationally dangerous activity. Expert = witnesses on the goals of English, in conference with
the Commission, have echoed the Commission's-concern that real_ daMage
to English = instruction may result = from = =definitions = of _English in the behavioral mode, and advise that-the methods of= measuring the attainment of
behavioral objectives are-still too =imperfect -to justify= = the__= extensive use of
comprehensive behavioral definitions of English. _
While-theCommission advocates that all teachers be open-minded about
possible-alternatives for defining and structuring the English- curriculum

including the use of behavioral objectivesat the same time it urges
caution and accordingly presents= the following resolution:

Resolved, That those who propose tobehavioral objectives be
urged to engage in a careful appraisal of the possible benefits and the
present limitation of behavioral definitions of English with reference to the
humanistic aims which =have traditionally been valued in= this discipline.

And be it further Resolved, That those in the profession who do undertake
to write behavioral objectives (a) make specific plans to account for the

/
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total English curriculum; (b) make- an intention *to preserve ( and, if need
be, fight for) the retention of important humanistic goals of= education; and

(c) insist on these goals regardless of whether or not there exist instruments = at the present time for measuring the desired changes in = pupil
behavior.
The = authors are particularly-indebted to

e participants in the November
conference (whose articles appear in Part II ); to the members of the present
Commission on-the = English Curriculum, who= read -=the= manuscript-and made
valuable suggestions during its development; to former inembers DorothyICnappenberger, Robert Ruddell, Arthur Eastman, Shiho = Nunes,-= and Jewell
Bindrup, -who = helpediirconceptualizing the monograph; and to Robert_ Mager,

whose Preparinganstructionat Objectives '-has done so much to make this
monograph necessary and possible.

_

It was only 9:00 a.m., and already =the September heat began to creep
back into the auditorium.
Mr. Sloan leaned =over to Emily -Jones and murmured. "Another scorcher,

Emily. I thought yesterday afternoon during the department meeting that
I'd never make it to the coffee break"Miss Jones opened her notebook and glanced at-him. "Well, George, you
never have been much for= department meetings anyway. You sure it was the

heatr
"Now, Emily. Don't scold. I told-you I'm turning over a new-leaf this year.
I'm: going to be a model member of the department. No rebellions. Just sweetness and light."
_
Miss Jones made no Comment. After a pause, she said, "I hope they get
started_ on time this morning. = I've a great deal to do" She waved= to Tom
Flahrtery, adjusted her skirt, and doodled in her notebook.
"Good morning, staff."' The voice of the principal,_Mr. Novatney, came too
loudly over the auditorium- speaker& The feedback squealed and caused him
to jump back, but the noise quieted the babble.
"This morning, we're going =to begin taking a look at the subject of our
inservice program this year, behavioral objectivei. That's B.O.'s for short" Mr.
Novatney chuckled to himself, hoping to bring the audience along with his
h_ umor. The silence deepened.

"I'm= happy to introduce to- you .today Mr. Frank McNemar, a systems
expert from = the Endotion Corporation who will be this year's continuing
consultant in our inservice program. For years, Mr. McNemar was associated
with the departments of- psychology and = education at -the state university
where he was associate professor. Many of you know him, and although he
3

4
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has-now gone into consultant work in private industry, we still count him as
one of the important educators of this region.
"During the coming months, Mr. McNemar will speak to us several times
at faculty meetings but will spend most of his time with us in meetings at the
department level and, frequently, in conversations with individual teachers."
Mr. Novatney sipped from-a glass at the side of the lectern. "As you all
know, la es and gentlemen-of
fad
, this past year was not a pleasant
one= in terms of our relationship with our community.-I need not review the
events of= the year, but you a ee. wi me at the failure of the bond issue
to pass was perhaps the culminating event. The Board of= Education's analysis
led-to a conclusion that= the = people want evidence of better education before
they'll give us-more money. The Board has asked us to begin to apply to the
instructional process some -of the modes that are-used inAndustry and the
military for planning and laying out our -objectives and assessing our achievements.

_

.

rElrin-the-isystems - approach, -:_whicl==_Mr. _McNemar-As

help us- to --

understandand apply, the first=step IS_ -usually= the:Specific-ad-On of behavioral_
-lobjectives=stateirients-___Which-_ -- descrie
b in Conorete,--- measurable
a
=terms that
Which-Wei-ateiseeking to attain.-Won't- take-Mr. --McNeinar's

---__--__

=like to _say that-zit _wOuld be

easy to'rnitinterpteCthe: Board bf_---Ediitation'saction in--recommending that
we-_apply-th-e _systeras-approachJo =our = instruction. It_ s not, :as:rumored, an
attempt-to Sas-re:_moneyill-iariything,the=applieation- Of ithesystems_ approach=
may =cost more: -For--iny---patti I would like t6, stress --that we are :after' gteatek
clarity=_oUrout_ goals, Inote:E-zubStantial individualization of instruction, arid-ultimatelyabettef eduoation-fOr our
"Now -=I'd- =like= you to:theet_Mt.-- McNemar, wl-,o Will address -us on the
significance =of behaviotal-iobjectivel -to 'Modern appi oaches to instrUction.-Mr.
McNemar."
A Polite smattering of applause _crept -across _the-atiditoritim. -Miss Jones'
back, beginniirg-to perspire,robjected= to the prickliries-s of
velour back on
the 'ancient-auditorium:seat. She-sat slightly-_forward_-_aild-Avatched-therspeaker
move toward the lecterni a slender inan,-_aboa: fifty, gay-haired, strangely
cool-looking despite theleit of the-stage
"Thank yeu, Mt. _Novatney.--It's a-pleasure-to be with- ou; and if I could_do
something about_the:tempetature_ite make- your -introduction to the tystems
approach more_ pleasant,Td- do $o.. -So,- I'll- take-a second tack bound to give
reliefirein-the heat.
be isibrief as possible.
_

r
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"Before I begin, I'll mention the paperback which was distributed to you as

you entered. Mr. Mager's little book 1 -can be called the primer in writing
instructional objectives, Or as I prefer to call- them, behavioral objectives-It
is a programed textbook for teachersactually it was first written for teachers
of vocational= subjectS=and aimS, at: the -hot&i)f writing- objectives.- -Before our

next-meeting:on the 14th, I-hope-you will read.anddiscuss-thislittle-- book It
is well-written =and is-vgood program ofits=type.We'll-- discuss-the_matter- of
how to write-objectives:on the 14th-and agairinzon -the 21st. All right, se much

for that
"Today, howeVer; it is more_iMporiant that_ we laokzat the question of_why.

Why is-there int& a widespread ball for Writing=objectives of instruction in
the =behavioral mode? All the way =froth- mediuth-slied-- school -districts like
=

yOurs, through the,=_state-7departthent of ecitication-,-,to the -various agencies=
concerned =with education in = Washington,2 -therels_ an-- extensive and diligent
effort to-describe ethication,in 7i-tint-mode; = that is, =by describing bothitssoals
and its-outcomes as a very- large-set of behaviors -which; taken together, bonfti,
tote a definition ofthe educated_ person:
-1_134, the = reasonable questioner asks; why= behaviors? -What justifies thii
shift of cdncern from qualities ofthe individual thEtt we seek-to-engender, to astyle which talks about human learning as _behaviors?" Mr.:McNemar paused
to mop his -bro*.
1

Human =beingi, behave,"he continued. "No:question about it. From the
first cry at birth__ the death-rattle, Ian:dans exhibit an = enormous =array= of
actions which can be (and =are ) called behaviors. The actions- we don't lilce
are called= Misbehaviors; but for some = reason we hay:: difficulty labeling the
things we do like=as behaViors. -We much-prefer to --call theni Ilearnings, outcomes, or proficiencies-.

"The actiof-looking at the =behaviors of animate and inanimate things has
been theshallmark of science eversinde Copernious had thc effrontery to suggest that the earth was not the center of the universe. The phySical sciences

have long depended on acute and technically proficient observations and
descriptions of -behaviors. The Socialzstiencesmuch younger but nonetheless
assuredhave for half a- century put great faith in acqiiitingzenormout quantities of data as the basis for prediction and, sometimes, manipulation of social
structures.
1 Robert Maget, Preparing Instructional Objectives (Palo Alto: Fearon Publishers,

Inc., 1982).
2 See the paper by Sue M. Brett in Part II of this monograph.

"It is probably inevitable that -a society _which- is as much affected by
science as is America
ask: Is- not- the-school an-instrument by which_ the
society= seeks to affect the behavior of its students ? -If so,- what are the behaviori
which are sought as -"a consequence_of schooling ?- Are _then present means of
producing those__behaViOrs jtir-cliddrenzasefficient-as_possiblefAre-there other
waSthatintill:work'-better?_-I-s--schoeling;:after
HoW=dowe
know-lime-do =notmeasureitheresults :with- any :precisionF_,Howcan- science
improVe the -preductiVe_tapaeity:of -th-e-school-aS-jthaS=_improvedthe--butpUt
of :factoryfarm;_ ysteMs-Eof_cominunication;_travel;:sand--6-dii scholarly inqifiry
:through the -application:ief scientific - and--zsystematicifplanning--arid----inanagement?'!-

_

z

==

Mr. McNemar paused. ""Theiword:sristem-isa_critical faotor in =this-sk-of
:questiont.--Tor =the:ansWeri-to_ the -matter_ o_ f :efficiency=4tontiroCkets: to :rift=
bagas-As, -zwe:_-_believe,the -efficient use -61-:hfunart--intelligence -ithrOugh-±
"- syStems"_-_approach_tolfredifetionProbleths;AndineffortS- teapplyintelligence
to -these problems;=ailisting of-spedifid
outcomes
yonz-don'ts'Inow iniebjeotiVe --terms-what-vet:Le after; -you =can't= improve your_

efficienoy ofigetting-

arenoofffetrtn-stumble ardund,_ -hoping" against

hope-that you'=ll --finallyarrive,=andrieverreally knowing.
--`17hose"-who :espouse-systeni approaches in = education = quite naturally= must-have goals, -and they must
:thergods rstatedzin-rtitchzalaShioti that one-eanknow_ whenthe-goallhasii_been-attitined.=-Systerns:espertstend--ito be -dismayed
--=

_

=

at the preient --educational- system whicb seekisuch_elassic-blit nebulous:goals
-as "citizenship" and `worthy_nse- of leisure _time' or 'health."-What,- they -ask_ in

thenameofheaVen-dothoseterms mean?--

_

=

1)r, to =bring =the diScu-ssien_e_closer to _home,- what do we _mean when we

_say, T want the student-to irespondtalitcrature,'-1-- want him to understand'
the role of =history in the life -of-Western-Man,' or-The Student should be a
Creative, self - actualizing - person'?

The more -temperate of the Systems authorities will
1=couldn't
agree-more:with_ what you _appear to be -after. But will >tin-help-me translate
the abstract objective into concrete; behaVieral- objectiveSr
"Recently--I -posed
posed this questic n -to -a-teacher in a district not far from here.

The teacher as I= recall; she _taught- social

believe that her

objectives_ were abstract at all.-13nt I persisted.- I- said, 14W X, let me- try the
question another way.--Do you Inow-any-creatiVe,-self-aotualizing people?'
" Wellr she_ huffed at me. 'Of aointe-I do, don't you?'
"I ignoked her knife edge and Continued. 'Miss X; what does the creative,

-=
t_-___-
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self-actualizing person do? I mean how does- he characteristically talk with
others, treat his wife and family, participate in the community, face problems,
use his leisure time, or carry out his work = at the office? In short, how do you
know him =when you see him?'

"I needn't pretend_that I made much-progres& Miss X-heard the bell for
her fourth hour, -gathered up her books = and papers, , fluffed her hair, and
skewered_me _with =a stare. 'Well,' she said, 'if I= haVe to explain such things to

you it's apparent we'll neverbe able to write behavioral objectives, will =we?'
With that she departed.
"Now,= maybe = I= caught Miss _X= on -a bad day, but later that afternoon =I
visited =her =class =and= observed afterward = that her objectives = had been to be

sure that students-learned the names of the presidents andtheirdates of_ office
in order and to come to appreciate what our= forefatheis had done for u&
"For the life of me I couldn't figure out the relation-between her objectives
in the class period and the ultimate goal of developing a creative, self-actualizing perzon. The point of, this-story =is that there =is often a= very wide gap
between =what we say our objectives are and what-happens in= our classrooin&
One observer has pointed out that it is not uncommon for-classroom events
to be aimed apparently at precisely opposite goals from those we profess_ in
the curriculum- guides 3
=
"Well-formulated and well-thought-out -behavioral-objectives serve-instruction by reducing-this _gap between what we do and what we say we want to
do. For the behavioral - objective= is written-with such specificity and= exists so
intrinsically in our daily plans, that we /annot escape its guidance."
Mt McNemar-loosened his necktie and collar. "I- think that's perhaps all
for now When we meet on the 14th, we'll take tip the matter of how one writes
behavioral objective& = This = does= not mean that =the tthy has = been fully answered. Not only is why a critical matter, it =is probably one that cannot be
dealt with in a large meeting. It's enough to= say that in the`coming weeks =we
will continue to consider
the matter of why, and I-look forward to these dis.
cussions with you. Thank you7
The applause at the end of his remarks was stronger than at the beginning,
and Miss Jones wasn't quite sure whether the cause was enthusiasm for his
ideas or for= his appreciation =of the audience's discomfort.

In a= moment, Mr. Novat.ney waved = everyone to the refreshment tables
which were humanely stocked with chilled soft drinks.
3 See the paper by James Hoetker in Part II of this monograph.

At precisely 3:45, Mr. Novatney opened-the = faculty- meeting.-All activities

after school had been cancelled. ("Even football," mused Miss Jones. "I don't
think I've ever =seen such =a = large gathering at a faculty meeting. Hminm."),
Mr. Novatney spoke. "Ladies and gentlemen, I feel we'rre= really = beginning
to bite into this behaVioral = objectives task_Several of you have relayed to= me

your discomfort about a number of aspects of the project. And I've relayedthem to Mr. McNemar. Since you _now know him personally, I'll skip =the
introductions and let him get at- your questions

Mr. McNemar sat _on one = of the lounge tables and swung his legs back
and forth a little.
_
"At our firSt meeting in September, I talked with you about the purposes
of such a style of phrasing objectives. I'd like to take up that question again
today by way of considering the matter of the entire framew_ ork of the systems
approach.
"I feel safe in saying that each person =in_ this room has =the desire to reach
that ultimate state which education has professed for a hundred- years but = has
not reached: that is, individualized instruction.4 We all- recognize the futility
of teaching something to =a person who already knows what we want him to
learn, or the reverse, teaching something to someone who lacks the tools or
background for = leearning= the new idea or skill. When we tell a= group of
students something, we make substantial assumptions about the appropriateness of the information for= them in_ their present condition. A good part of the
class is not ready= for what we're saying; another part =has already known it
for some time Fortunately, youngsters are conditioned to be patient with these
practices, and our inefficiency as teachers goes largely unnoticed.
4 See the paper by John Flanagan in Part II of this monograph.
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"The new conception ofi educationsome-like to call it the eduCation Of
the future=--is :that_ education-should-be individtally tailored to the needs, the
readiness,=indthe- interest patterns of individual- students, A_ Method _of mass
instruction such as lecturing,_ as you realize, does _not _facilitate =this sort ofindividualization.-_ In-anIdeal=situa tion;the
youngster
take sinto--iaccountlislevel =bin attainment iri-----the----sublect; the Problems =her
typically encounters-in learning-it;the-'skills lie---has-_( or liat__notYniastered,
-.
-what _he ls_ordinarilyintereSted-in=learning,---whathis personal objectives
are,_
-and=eVeir how he:feelsen-aliVen day.
="The,so=callect systems -aPproach--_classrooMiniIhelaee_ of the_ demands
=

for_`this _kind

instruction, -lias:=to-_--detwo

must_

definitientof what itiSsithat-Ithe school;program _ is :attempting--to- ac=
cOmplish,phrased .int-erms of.ithings -thestudentisTsiipposed-fte-beable
It is=nedeSsary that these =be stated=inlbehavioral-iterms,-'foritls only-when-Ili&
--student
_sbni-ething that o-dribe--obieliied_lhat welnoi-v-thit he has _arriVe&
"Secondly,---thefisYSternS _approach -- re4uires-lh-atJ.he-Work-lie- so= arranged
1=thatr-eaeli;:student according-to: his zenergy-andjskill!and--also aecor=dingIo:hiS:
interests ban rehooie-;-( or _lie- aide& ME-choosing )=;the =next--unit -of==-Work-f_te n_be
undertaken. Thus,- the elassroom- Would-la-rely-be
_where; alle-students

at once *ere -prooneding7throltgliAe'zame- niateriar at= the same_ tiMe--andrat
the isathe
Since= =only _ indivviduals learn, it is individuals-_that-muit be

taught_and: tau

t-_-atcOrding-

=

needs,-__ interests, and i-styleS-_ of__

_

"Now,_b-ehaiioral= objeetives are_ the- key_to-theisystem; What=the= teacher
does Is cof- course=pertinent 7_tolearning,-bUrthe teacher's:Mies-hi:are _not_student
learning.t1The school =concerned abentlearning;--- and- =exposure_ of students

to -a bertainaubjett -thatter_liy the :teacher may be teaching,_ but it is= -not
necessarily
That -Is, -there may =be =little or_ no relation between -what
the-teacher does and =what anindividual yotingstermay learn:- So we ciiillook
at=the;teacher-to deterinine what =learning hastranSpired.-_We- have tolook at
the student.
"And-how_-do -we look at the student ?--We have no-access-to his mind. We
can only =tell when he lias-=learried by looking at what he does; He- can = write
words, he can speak, he can-Manipulate-a_ machine,- he can make something,
he tan not do something (for example drophis books- at __precisely -10:03), or
thousands of other actions. But = the critical
thing to note is-that he does some.

thine-

_

=

°See the paper by Lois Caffyn in Part II of this monograph.

_

"When he:does something upon request and according- to a- measurable
criterioni we -then- know that he has learned. -If -we:really-want= to be precise,
we -can ,find" out before he studies whether -he can -already do - the thing:we
want hitn- to do. It is,=of course, more than= possible;- sn't it,:_thatthe student
can alrea-4-=VititeUbtisineSs- letter,- and=_do--it4e1L__ before we start him"off on-a

unit on letter-writing ?-If

thingrelstoido of
_

_---doistto -give _liimi some-=====---

--1 --"That's_the-s s eneiof-The -s y_ s ten s approac_ h i=findn: Mt

at you=

wan t he_learner to_be bletd_ dO;-tes thimnto=fnd-_ cut: = wheher-he-ca already-do_ it; --if-he Can't
that=he=canige thfoUghlas efficiently
rapidlyi__=_AslieiiS,_able;=andE then- testi- tit:see--Whethef ihelean-do-it l'here'S- nothing

ekoticiaboutthe systems-approach: iajustC0111111011SenSC:
"On= the_ other =hand; =it _appears nonsensical =p3_-,tiroeeed_--a-s-_-_ithough all
sttidents = are _equally tinable:to-- Write, a business- letter, to give all students
-Same -program-- oUinttrilotion-andt then- to-= hope= against =hope -thatEas_a tonse,
quenccof--mstruction -they: will -all--:be,able_:_to=wri eTra: satisfactory-- business

`Another spect-l-laven't
htun- anenesj:of the
syStertis_approach.lt is
upon =the= notion- that =people
fuL
-Say _that:a -Student should-istudy,onlythat-Whichihelt=readyfor.
It= does--not:_thean -_he would study that
he=lredAY-Inows- It:ineafiShe
StudieS
artUthe _=backgroutid--knoWledgelov_
He_ n-ot-_--sutpOed to
of the --instructionnor=the faultof:_the-,`preicrip- tion"--_( that-nisi- t- he*lecticri- ofnthe

_

-learning_taSkythit was-given-to him."-

_L

==--

"So =- this --is =--the sgoal:-_indiVidualize-dAnStructiOki:Sornethingi---everybodyWants,- but- which- -no:schooLhas_ yet-achieved. The sySternslappreachTis;--Land
convinced, --= the_ only-practic-able_Way-ito -_-get it.-:-And=lhe: systems _approach:is
criticallk:_dependent upon =yoUristatilig: your: :Objectives -in=_ behavioral terms-.
_

-- Without- behavioral =objectives, -r there-is- no -way_ -to individualize instruction,
fox' there -is no way _tknow"-When one objective nhis_ been- reached- and when
the: he'd one should be soUght-afteeMr. McNemar paused= and:stood- up-,:i"NOw; -we've :got about -twenty ininutes.-_I'd -like -to hear some of:your que-stiont.--Thisis'orie-Way-Lhave of testingwhet:, i-erl'm communicating You've Probably_ already-noted that I'm violating
the systems approach:by-talking-41th you--in_- a _:group-. Obviously,- not= all =of
you are-at the same readiness for what-rve_ had- to say. Questioning and Intel.-
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action are one way of individuali7ing instruction; but they're not a very good
substitute. Anyway, let's hear your questions."
Mrs. Horgan, the business teacher, couldn't stand the silence and raised her
hand. "Mr. McNemar. I wasn't here last week when you described what a.
behavioral:objective .looks like. Could yciu review that briefly? I think thzut
are others here who are not quite clear."
.
McNemar strode to the chalkboard at the side of the lounge "Yes, let's do
that.= I think a chart or- grid- would= be =the= best way. It's useful, =I = believe, to

of-a =behavioral objective as a-three-part entity. =In the middle is =the
action you want the student =to demonstrate.-Foi example, lets take a.simple
one: 'The student is able to adde column of three-place figures and arrive at a
dorrect_total:
"Now at this point we have what sortie = might call an educational objective.
It tells only what the student must be able to do. Itls-obviously the central
element in a behavioral objective, or= what= Mager and others refer to as the
instructional objective. To the behavioral goal, we add the first and third parts.
The instructional objective looks like this:
95% of the time.

In-a real sense,_ e-Partof_theebjective at=the_leftdescribes thertest conditions.
You might tallitthe-stimulus,-eor:That-with-which=the:student must- deal-or= to
whiCh_ he must- respond At thes=rightis=Avhat-is =called the =quality: criterion.criterion-- is :Very--ihigh.-Vhile -10= percent-- may -be: the

NOtice ±that

separation-point in -sehooligrades =between -pess:and-=fail, -the:criterion-level in
an instructional- objective is =usually= quite -high: This simply= reflects the-de-sire
amdog systems--peOple__-forjsuccess;as-pattern._-_OneihrindredTereent would,
of cOurse,--bO too high_; --for7each of- any -set of educated: achilt-s==will-make-Ari
occasional error; __but 10 percent is far too- low-te represent mastery of an
important:skill-like
"Later- On-- -this semester :We'll -be writing behavioral- objectives -for your
subjects,- and-Well- be able to take detailediook -at -the- style of writing that
is required in particulatfields.- Fol. now,- that's the essenoe."r,
Mr. Flannery, the art teacher, -waved- his hand_ speculatively. "Let-me take
-

_

_

-

a crack at writing-Rri objective, by way of aslcirige question. That
"Sure,"

"O.IC. How's this= one? `Given-four paintings -by Degas; _the student will be
able- to-appreciate French_ painting 95 percent of the time.' " A -Vague gtiffaW
-arose from -one corner of the room. No one-else- stirred.Mi. McNemar- smiled. "Nice_ try.--You've got _all the parts_ of -the instructional:_objeativa=there.-:Butlet's look atthe :middle- and- pirtiaularly- the wardappreciate.- This-AS a-- problem -term that hedevils writers-iofr-__hehavioraFeb-=
jectiVes-in ifieldsooncerned With---aesth-etiei=su-ch-as=art-musia,-andilitetature:'
McNemar glanced -:brieflY-at Mist-- jone--who3had_istoppect-grading-papers,
-,The word apprediatioti-or-apprediataig-_ troublesernalmatuse-it does_s-not---_-We'refaced-here -_With
-describe= or _ indicate= an -- action that
r_

thaproblein

t appreciate =means. What doesr-a person-- do =who=
ates?-Does it mean- that :a:certairi- earn- appearsInshisreye?=Does-it mean thathell-- go to -=the =library= and _check =out a--ibookki-a-_,painting,-_Or-' a --record- which-

-that he-

typifies' the---thing'ha-apprebiates?'

appredateis_tha_Work?MoeS--it- mean he'll -sit= for---an- eitendecr--peried:OU time
and look at_reid;;Otilisten--.to;work?-Will_-henspend his=money for an- example
of_= the thingjhe--apprediates?-Will-le- recommend the work --16---othet-peoplewith -eithuSiasin?
-your -:example,-±a-painta4):7--_Degas
_a-

painting bylVintlow-Hoiner,;yill-lie-choose--to-ilook-af the_DegisPi_
Words," cahhured _Mr. =McNemar, "what does--:appreciate
I'm sure- you=
_what youtheair,-aii-d=_Eni,sure =that--gi-tri-liine;t6 -ponder
the -Matter- you=teuldlitinslate;the--tertf-intorrobSerVable . ehatiort-which lmit
aoulcEobseiVe andErecorcL If s-ueh'translation- is-not-J:1one; -then__Vou- and -zI have
_

_

_

no basis for_ saying:that appreciation- haslibeen:attained,-dciiwer-__

pensivei_itut -said: nothing, and gave- his mustache
a tentative-twist-- =
-"Anyone elser -Mr. MeNeMar -waited.
-"-Yes,"- rumbled the voica-of:Don- Denison, the- football coach. q- don't see
what alltha flap is =about-Ale-Se-behavioral; objectives =are nothing new We've
beeu-breaking:big Moves intO*nall--moves:and-traininglzicisiri them for _years.=

That's how- we-Wiri-ball- games, -Fundamentals.-= If a _boy's- not -_-_-doing well on
tackling; we analyze _what-_--he- does= and-decide whiah_ smaller -part ofz the -act=

of tacklinghe's-failing in Then wateachhimto do-that."-- '1

_

"Good- observation, _Coach. The-analysis -_You_dolancr the teaching of subskills leading-__to larger =skills is an essential_ part of instruction in the systems
-approach. What's- new - is that the -question is -being _askeduf_Academiti-areas
for perhaps---=the- first time. What is-- it =that-y(1u expect the stddent -to do? In
football or-basketball, it's really lather_ clear what the student is to do, and the

_

-work is clearly observable, Either he-' does -it or he doesn't.- But=in academics

there is a -greater degree -of- covert=that-IS, lidden=behavior; and were
simply not used to the notion that thought hasfcorisequences-hi -behavior."
"Well,= it sure ought- to What's the use of ithinIcing: if you don't -ever do=

anything about yourthoughtsrItIt"McNemarrubbed
_

-u

d_asyiansvirer to_-_

that-_I think --we-Jioth-lave-- to- grant E that:some students =who:clo-, quite a bit of
thinking-apparently:_don't always--_Want to-saTot-A02Sorriething-whiCh reveals

the e-titiehty of their thought llut,E-leaving:that ptobleMiatide,-=I--have to -agree
with you;Coach,--ithat -thought-of any significarice=should-fhaVe _eonSequences-__
in -_-_behavior.--__OthetWise,-_

_

nafraid---that education:in' thinking
_

_

_

--Mr: :Malone,-fr-omsocialistudies,sueked_sharply on

pipe.'"IvIrMcNemar,_-

I -teach =American zhiStory,-=-and--1-__expect-my istudents =to have good-hot:jai
infOimation :on -personi,---places,--_and:-eVent& expect this -becanse- the parentt
=

expect it= and = because 1:think ifs-ifitibitatit-IfOrlticls-tolciu5W-vTheie- they-are'
in= _time and who --haes made- _contributions toithe world WithirinWhich they

_

operate.: A lot of ,peoPle in- my _departinent -don't :share
on= the
importance of facttlicinds of Me thisid6a-eifbehavioral objeetives;-it'aspecific:
and 'lends- itself to teaching'fand- testinglot- facts and basid -understanding&
thirik3we'V6 _needed-this sort= ofithing=f6r-- along -time. :Without_lacts-, social

studiekis:prettyrwOolly,"::_=

:71

-'7

=

Mr.: McNemar -rubbed liiteinples again, "Yes,- I=can-- see how you might lie

attracted in- this- way. -But as:A-lyste-ms -1Jers-oh I'm-forced-to-wonder-a bit about

the place -of--facts. Whatisitthat facts=are-:supposedito: lead _to? don't think

merely knowing or-being- ableto7recite- facts is-what you want. YOu_mentidned-__
during your rtrquestion something about 'knowing -where they are in- time:
Right?"
"Right.", =
_

_

_

"In _other words, rou might want stucientsto__be -able-to write or state how
a given _present event relates to- earlier events of= significance in history. If that
is so, then learningi_factS is, in=
of=little direct significance-but is _n type of
objective that lendsitself_to a- more advanced-objective. This, -of course, is a
_ cOmmoii_ problem- in =objective Writing: :knowing -What a given objective of a
fairly narrow sort relates to.
"Current events work:is the ordinary place where these stimulations of the
desired_ behavior can be tested, and I'd say -that in such activities you can begin
to kn6w if the student can apply his knowledge to interpretation. This behavior

_
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is probably close to the behaVior you seek?! Mr. Malone sucked on his pipe
and looked annoyed.
Mr.-McNemar glaneedathis watch. 1--guesi it's .
just_za-:minutef--The :voice was_ Mist_Jones! _clear _sibilantzspecch._ "Let_ me
-understand- this matter__- of levels= -of= _- objectives: r velread-one _report which,

indicateS1-thwit is _perfectly -proper to-statd!_an- objective in' abstract -terms,
atid:therismOVe from=thatilevel -to the
inor--cOncret6;7 observi
Then= you can _=rno-ve ttf-the= level =which
describes behaviors= that a =third- grader; fifth -graderi--and-- so 6n-=_should-be
-able-to dot which=approxiniatet-some=form of the final, or- as_-you laidzterthinal,
such- -as 'Worthy --Usezol-zLeisUre-Tiine-;'

_behavior-Hav6-1 got thatrightr-

=-

Mr;--McNemar wound his _witch and=Smiled.__Ye.-5.- That- 's _Perfectly-reasonable:and pOssibly reasonably_perfect 6s-a-procedure. "_ Miss _Jones:sniffed at hisnietithesis,I-think that's-id': the =tithe =-We_ haVestoday.:-Ill-he -looldng
forward-to -meeting withiyou-in-iiyour departmentimeeting- s-__during= the coming

--=

Veeks.- There's-a great deatelithihking--aii&tathig=t6 do -before tve -set:Am-it
the objectives, for_-_ ydur

ThiS-1-issnot--_easy:Worknor_ can it- be -hurried.

There- are available-lists- of behavioral =_objeetiVeS -which_ can--be:adapted :for
-_ your use and-thereby- aceelerate:the -process-.7= But:you-have-- local: objectives
and your -own--points- of :stress :that zarei_pertinent _-to your own Styles
to
pier_ studehts' needs. So_=there's:Workz to be _dorie,:and_:1-- feel gratified -that your

administration is -putting-ithe-= tithe -and-lacilities-r_of -the -syitem _behind your
efforts!'
Mr. -Novatney_AroSe to thank -Mr.,-MeNemar-- arid-the faculty f6r the interesting,_ diicussion, -made _a few announcementsi=ibearing-on- school prodedures,
Welcomed a new teacher,-and-dismissed -the faculty_mieting.
See the paper by j. N. Hook in Part II of this monograph.

7 James Popham and others have prepared sets of behavioral objectives in language
arts and other subjects for a computer "bank." Write to UCLA Center for the Study of
Evaluation, University of California at-Los A_ ngiles (Los Angeles, California 90024) fo_ ra price list and descriptive brochure.

Miss Jones frowned at the paper in front of her. "Mr. McNemar, I'm really
trying to understand' and cooperate with what you're trying to do. But, frankly,
this sort of thing doesn't make sense for En h."
McNerdar shifted uneasily. "How so?"
"This is a-humanistic study. We're very much concerned with what people

believe =and how they feel I try =to translate that type of objective into behaviors and I run into all sorts of troubles!'
Mr. McNemar rubbed his temples briefly. "The student is expected= to write
in the English class, isn't her
"Of course."
"And isn't that -a behavior? I mean writing is a behavior, isn't it? I- don't
think that is a feeling or a belief."

"Well, yes. That's true. Of course his writing will be a little drab if it
doesn't reflect his feelings or beliefs."

Mr. McNemar said nothing for a moment. 'Well, what else is there in
English? Spelling, capitali7ation, punctuation, manuscript format, handwriting

--those are= all behaviors. And I think we'd agree that they serve a larger
behavior, that of composition. All right?'
Miss Jones nodded. "I suppose."

"And these mechanical skills, since they're behaviors of an observable,
measurable type, can be listed as behavioral objectives. They can be taught,
they can be learned, and they are part of English. Do you agree?"
"Yes, of course. They are part of English and they are measurable. But it
would be a terrible mistake to confuse the learning of mechanics with the
essence of English teaching; Am I to understand that you equate English with
the learning of the mechanics of composition?"
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Mr. McNemar twisted slightly' in his chair. "No, of course not. I'm merely
trying to establish the point that behavioral objectives do have a place in the
English curriculum. You started out by saying that they don't make sense
for English."
"All right, I grant that there seem to be some aspects,of English which
lend themselves to objective measure and perception as= behaviors,But that's
a long way from= saying: that all or even a large part of the subject is amenable
to objective measurement"
Mr. McNemar -touched his fingertips together in an =arch =and gazed at
them speculatively. =Miss Jones gazed out toward the football practice field
where long shadows partly hid the figures of the helmeted players. "The
playing fields of Eton," she murmured to herself:_
"Pardon ? "said Mr. McNemar.
"Oh, nothing. Just= a little whimsy?" She smiled at Mr. McNemar. "I= was
just daydreaming a bit and thought of a line of poetry. The line triggered an
idea about= some of the boys in my= classes =who are =out there on the field. I
took a_- little - twinge of pleasure =in being clever and I thin_ k I understood the
boys a little better for having thought =the= thought."

Mr. McNemar gazed a_ t her, puzzled. "Yes," he said, flat and toneless.
Hesitant
"Don't you ever do that sort- of thing? Just look at something, enjoy it,
think of something else. And then feel you = understand it better- for having
thought?"
"Of course. Why do you ask?"
Miss Jones stood and-walked toward the. window. "Well, that's what I've
been talking about. To a= degree, that's English. Trying to understand and
appreciate, not -just literature but also life and some of its nystery, its pattern.
Understanding what we ourselves are made of."
Mr. McNerrtar began rubbing his- temples. Miss Jones noticed the movement and laughed, gently. "I= know, you think I'm getting fuzzy again. Maybe
I am. But the point I'm trying to make is that I have done something. Ordinarily I wouldn't tell you what I did because there would -be no need. But I
wanted to show that people think and reflect and grow in understr.riding, but
they don't necessarily do- anything that another person can observe."
McNemar leaned forward. "Yes, but ..
"No, wait a minute. Let me finish," Miss Jones gripped her hands together,
tense. "This whole matter of reflection and seeing interrelationships is essential
in the work in English. We don't teach literature so that kids can pass tests. We

_

use literature as a means- whereby_ the students- can better -understand themselves and -their lives through: studying the lives -and -events in the- lives -of_
others, And only a small:part-of this understanding-is supposed- to manifest

--

itself=irk_observableAction,:at=least while- they're -in -the English =classroom."
-=She,-lOOked_Again-i-out-= the Vvindow.7"No;;As s-ition-_Os= We --ask-thein,what=it-f _--- '-

is _that =they _feel or believe; they ge t coy -end:telt:is_ what-rthey _think we-Want
-themnto,say. -Beiefs,- ValrieS,=refeations.Ahey7reltoo_fragileand-many=kidS are=
too embarrasiecf-tolalkAbout th-em.=-Ofteni-they-don't=haveAhe
skills to put- them on-=paper even if they Winted,_And= they= won'ttell=thent to-teachers -Oreveniparerits.-Maybe among-fthemtelVesVOith-their_cloSest
friends ;_ =
= __

__

they'll = tell "
McNemar=broke_in. "Miss jones,1-;doin't see any _Conflict -I -agree= withyou

coniPletely =that ithose-_ are-, important_educational= goals:,-I'M:not -Aire- they

the -eichitive_provirice of -the_=English depirtinent _-MaybUthey belong to the
Whole-school or even the Whole:so-ciety;-But-there's_nb-doubtin my-Mind- th-at_
-seeking values -and beliefSand= engagirig: in reflective Valuation= of-life= that
these-areimportantobjectives-."-

said that we don't
have the-fondest hOpc=offindingout what such-le_arnings are, even if we
don't think = you litard=-What-1- said,-_-Mr._McNethar.

to fine it."

_

"What you-Mean -is,-Isgatheriithat yow concentrate on=carrying out;
yoblhopei
to theiacquisitioniof7-=

types ofiactivityin the
certain Values-and b_ eliefsf

===

"No, -not-really. If I knew What-the--perfeet -Values and beliefs were,
try to inculeatu-them,ITtuppose.:Butit's much-lriore=a-ccurate-to say _that we
carry_ on_- certain: activities in-liope that_-students will test their beliefs-and-values- against other- sets- of personatbeliefs and values. We-hope that _theY
will then determine their own tested values -andibeliefs as a _consequence of
the activities. But:the inain:pointislhatthere's no way-I know of determine=
objectivelY=whether- they have Acquired A-set of-tested values and beliefs. Andthat'S- our problem, yours --and- mine. The objective appraisal of the results_ of
instruction."-s
Mr. McNemar turned in -his chair and stared -at the floor. "So, as you see it,
the problem is one essentially- of -the measurement of the objeCtives-you seek-."
"Yes, I- think -so." Miss Jones --turned- away from the Window. "There are,
of course, people who_are_ afraid of= the-idea of objective measurement of their

efforts. 'The:idea is so new that they're a -bit terrified, but in my own case and

-
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in the case of most of our faculty, that's not the problem. We just feel that it's
impossible to judge whether important learning_ has transpired. Put in the

vaguest of terms, I suppose, we're after growth of our students as human
beingsresponsive, concerned, thought-prone, action-capable, warm, loving
and . .. well, rrn sure you know what I mean."
McNemar pressed his finger tips together. "Miss Jones, let's go back to the
problem L touched= on in the first= meeting in -September. You've stated= that

you're seeking a certain type of person through the study of language and
literature. I believe you agree with my Aameless Miss X and = cal_ l her the
creative and self-actualizing person. Is that about right?"
"les. I use various terms, but Miss X's terms will do."
"All right. And I'm sympathetic to your objective, though my sympathy is
irrelevant in a technical sense. You see I'm supposed to be, in my work, nonvaluing; that is, I- do not wish to set goals but to help people in local situations
realize their goals more fully..
`But leaving that aside, I can only generally understand what you mean

by 'creative and self-actualizing.' I hope you understand my problem; and
perhaps my problem is shared by many = others, including perhaps your students. If there's no way of telling when a student has arrived or made progress
toward such a goal, might it not be a little less than edifying to the student to
come to the end of the year's work and not be sure he's gotten anywhere?"
Miss Jones said nothing, again gazing out of the window.
"Wouldn't it be helpful for one and all," McNemar continued, "if we could
establish objective criteria that would assure the student that he had made

progress and assure the teacher that he had accomplished what he had set
out to-do? For example, if the goal of instruction was, in part, that the student
would be able to write descriptive paragraphs to a satisfying degree of quality,
wouldn't both student and teacher feel pleased if they had evidence that real

progress had been made? Wouldn't this haVe beneficial effects on both

parties?" He paused for Miss Jones' response.

She turned. "Well, there you've returned once again to the level of skill,
Mr. McNemar. And that's what I'm particularly afraid of. Systems people, in

their desire to provide evidence of growth through objective evaluation,
threaten, what is really important in the objectives of the English program.
I'm not saying that skill in descriptive writing is not important. The danger

is that in concentrating on skills and perhaps on the acquisition of facti about
English, you'll end up distorting the curriculum. Followed to its logical end,
the skills and facts emphasis you seem to be espousing would completely

Ye-
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eliminate steps to develop the affective side of the student. Isn't it true that
behavioral objectives are most readily written for the psychomotor and the
cognitive side of human behavior?"
"Yes, that's true. But it doesn't mean that objectives for the affective domain
can't be written. Crtinted, they are more difficult to write."
Miss Jones gave him a frowning smile. "But don't you see, Mr. McNemar?

The people throughout the school= are writing the easy type of objectives:
for facts, skills, and the lower levels of Bloom's taxonomy" Already we have
written thousands of objectives, and they barely rise= above the simplest sort.
The administration and many of the faculty are anxious to get the system
moving and begin teaching toward behavioral objectives. And yet, here we
sit, = acknowledging that the higher level objectives are important but unable
to state them in the form required. There's the danger I've been talking about.
We're on the verge of ending up with a sharply distorted English curriculum,
been= written, maybe can't be written."
and the essence of the thing hasn't been
Miss Jones began pacing. "Even the easy objectives prickle with problems
of measurement. Teachers- can't even agree on the definition of a satisfactory
paragraph. It'll -take years to work =out =the wrinkles in that problem alone. In
the meantime, all our energy will be swung away from central concerns while

we struggle with more peripheral ones. rm sorry if I seem agitated, but rm
terribly worried, not about the program, or the department, or the faculty. I'm
worried about the kids! We'll be neglecting the most important part of the
English program, and therefore what I think is the most important part of
their education, while we diddle with a high percentage of trivia. Don't you
agree? Don't you see that the faculty is engaged in one huge effort at trivialization- of the curriculum, writing thousands of objectives about next-to-noth-

ing, simply because they are required to show how they will measure
outcomes?"

McNemar teetered back in his chair. "Writing behavioral objectives is a
diffiCult art, and we have to start somewhere, Miss Jones. Yes, there is a danger

of trivialization, but the real danger is that you'll stop before the job is done.
Before you've written behavioral objectives for the complete range of things
you're trying to do."
"Mr. McNemar, this is dreadful. You put the burden entirely on us. You
have come with a system for writing behavioral objectives and it seems to me
you have started us off on a primrose path. Yet you are not ready to supply
° Benjamin S. Bloom, A Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: Handbook I: The -Cognitive Domain (New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 195(3).
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help in writing objectives for what matters most, and you will go away long
before the task of writing those objectives is complete. I really feel that what
you're doing is sinful. There'll be acres of inconsequential behavioral objectives
written, and the heart of the matter will be gone. English will be a- husk. The
school system will look very mod, and everyone will beat a path to our doors
to see how- we did- it. And when they come, -We'll have to force ourselves to
hide the fact that we're a sham. Instead of an educational institution we'll
have become a facts-and-skills factory, like a trade school. And we'll have
abandoned. our central responsibility to the students."
"Which is . . . ?"
"I've already -told you, Mr. McNemar. To help them become creative, self-

actualizing people, to use Miss X's phrase. People who care about others.
People wild have courage. People who look upon problems as opportunities.
People who are willing to keep an open mind on all points- of view but who
can make up their minds and take action when they've absorbed the facts
of situations. People who seek out quality in- artistic expression. People whO
turn on to literary works, who get excited about life.and look at it optimistically. People who love others and help them. People who constantly seek to
understand themselves better and develop ways to improve themzelves
intellectually, socially,, and emotionally. People who ..."
"Now you're talking, Miss Jones." McNemar swung forward on his chair
and pointed his finger at the department chairman. "Now you're defining the

creative self-actualizing person. You've given a listing of what that sort of
person does. It's still at- a relatively abstract level, but you're filling in the
details. You're telling me what that person does, and that's the critical beginning point. You've shifted from statements about the qualities or internal
states of people, and you've begun to describe what people do."
Miss Jones twisted a pencil among her fingers. "How are we supposed to
measure those things? They don't occur until years after schooling is over.
While they may occur during schooling, the real -test comes years. later. It's
nonsense to talk about writing behavioral objectives for the school years when
we don't know the consequences of instruction until° the student has been
away from us for years. Yet, you talk as if we should be able to tell immediately whether instruction has had consequences in the behavior of the student.

There is simply no way to measure progress toward these objectives, and
these objectives are central to what we do." Miss Jones paced more rapidly.
"Yes, Mr. McNemar, that's the central issue. We have no tools, no means for
measuring these long-term objectives. I'm not a testing specialist, and I don't
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think anybody knows how to measure these important outcomes. You have
no right to require workaday English teachers to state how these objectives
are to be measured! And above all, you have no right to warp and distort
our curriculum by saying or implying that if they can't be measured, our
objectives don't exist." Miss Jones was red- faced and breathing heavily.
Mr. McNemar wound his watch. "Look, Miss Jones. It's getting late. Let me
leave a copy of this article with you." The author takes the view, and I agree;
that- we have to admit we cannot know fully whether the behaviors we seek
can be known while youngsters are in- school. Yet we have to know whether
approximations of the desired behaviors have been attained. Otherwise we
have no idea how to alter our practices to get as close as we possibly can to
the ultimate behaviors we seek..

"I think also that you and I are in agreement about the importance of
humanistic goals. Furthermore, it's extremely important that you insist that I,
and other systems people, help you to help students make progress toward

them. That they are not easy to describe in behavioral terms is beside the
point. The objectives are real, and you should not settle for less. I justify
myself only if can help you articulate what you mean; and I fail if I force
you. to abandon your goals because of difficulties -that -this type- of objective
raises. I've never intimated that a thorough job of writingbehavioral objectives

would be easy. I appreciate your forcing these difficult questions. They're
important to me too."

McNemar snapped his briefcase shut and stood. "I'll be back. Next time
we meet, let's talk about articulating a more or less abstract objective, one perhaps central to English instruction. Let's try to get down on paper what that
objective means in behavioral terms: Do you have a suggestion of what we
might discuss?"

Miss Jones gathered a stack of themes and stuffed them into her purse.
"Yes," she said. "Let's think about the phrase 'appreciate literature.'"

"All right, that sounds good to me. Let's both think about it. For now,
goodbye and thanks."
"Goodbye till next time, Mr. McNemar."
Alone, Miss Jones broke the unnatural silence of the room by snapping off

the lights. She looked again at the football practice field where two boys
again and again practiced the "long snap" from center to punter. Miss Jones
sighed, walked into the hall, and locked the door.
10 See the paper by Isabel Beck in Part-II of this monograph.

December
Tom Flannery wiped a smudge of putty from his wrist with a tattered cloth
and plopped into the chair behind his desk. "You and I,- Emily English and
artwe're in the same sort of boat in this situation. We're bedeviled by the
fact that the arguments for behavioral objectives have a nice sort of logical
cor-'stency. And if we don't think very carefully about the outcomds of such
a system, we might go along, write a batch of behavioral objectives, teach

for them, and feel pretty good about the whole matter." Flannery gazed
darkly at his fingernails.

"I don't understand," said Miss Jones. "I thought you were pumping for
behavioral objectives. Didn't you say about two weeks ago that they were
applicable to art in some important ways?"

"Yes, I did. But that was two weeks ago. I grant that the whole process
has been helpful to me. It's helped me sort out my thinking about what it is
I want to achieve through art instruction. When I made the statement you
refer to, I was thinking about skills. You know. Shaping lines, choosing colors,

composing, mixing pigments and vehiclesthat sort of thing. Those are very
clearly behaviors, and I could judge them. And I could write acres of behavioral objectives for the skills in art."
"But what happened? What changed your mind?"

Flannery smiled self-consciously. "I committed the sin of thinking about
the important terminal objectives, what it is that I want kids to be able to do
as the ultimate outcome of work in art. And you know what those proved to
be?"
Miss Jones asked impatiently, "No, what?"

"Nothing. I couldn't say what the kids were to be able to do ten
years from now."

.
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"Oh, come now, Tom. You must have -some idea what an artistic lly educated person must be able to do. I'm right now having pretty good luck
describing- what a person trained in language and literature should be abk:
to do." She looked intently at Flannery to detect some whimsical sign. "You're
joking, Tom."
Flannery shook his head, slowly. "No, I had to admit finally that I didn't
know. I had to face the absurdity of my present position, teaching kids without
any clear idea of what it was that they were to be able to do ten years from
now."

He looked intently at Miss Jones. "And you know what? Emily, you don't
really know either what people are supposed to be able to -do ten years from
now."

"Whys I do too. People are going to have to be able to write and speak,
to be able to read, to understand literature. All that. What do you mean, I
don't _know?"

Now Flar neiy smiled and bent a paper clip into a new form somewhat
like a balanced triangle. "You're stayingpretty close to skills, aren't you? Your
.
list is skill-centered."
Miss Jones pursed her lips in annoyance.

"Look, Emily. When we state a- behavioral objective down the linethe
ultimate objectivewe're making a value judgment. We're saying that we
know what the adult of tomorrow is'supposed to be able to do.-That- presumes

that what we do, or what our model man, perhaps, should be able to do is
good and that our description is of virtue accurate. I think it takes a lot of
nerve to say that what we've done is so all-fired good." My own view is that
things are in a pretty sad mess. We've got aggressiveness and war, materialism
and pollution, violence and pestilence, noninvolvement and apathy, selfishness
and cupidity . .."
Miss Jones broke in. "Now, Tom, really. You know as well as I that the

schools have not aimed at those things. We've had our goals right, but our
failure is that we just haven't known how to get at them properly. I'll admit
the world is far from perfect, but it's not because we've lacked a perception
about where we ought to go. Surely you realize that."
"In my better moments, yes. But all I'm trying to say is that in our percep-

tions- of where we ought to be leading kids, we're very likely to be working
from a model that is ten or fifteen years old. I'm saying we just don't know
whether our model will work in conditions of the future. I'm saying that if
n See the paper by Geoffrey Summerfield in Part II of this monograph.
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we freeze our conception and jam every kid into that mould, we may never
get out of the perils we're in now, perils that seem to be getting worse by the
hour."
"You mean that if we conceive of man in the images we now have, we may
get even more mired in problems."

Flannery nodded. "Yes, and because I can't= predict or prescribe with
certainty, I'm forced to allow an open-endedness about objectiVes and growth
that I'm afraid wouldn't satisfy our systems friend. This is a classic sort of
problem. VVhen you analyze_present society to find =out what you should be
teaching kids, you're probably ten years out of date when you begin educating ldds for those skills you think. they need now And after ten years, the
skills you teach them, the occupations you prepared them for, maybe won't
exist. The vocational ed people are in the middle of that box all the time."
"Well, all right. I admit that training for vocations is a problem, but were
not talking about that We're talking about generalized skills, about understandings, about attitudes."
"Are we?" Flannery asked, though not in a way too calculated to seek an
answer. "Even if we were, rm still not sure that we know what generalized
skills, understandings, and attitudes well need in ten or fifteen years." Flannery
swung out of his chair and leaned against an easel.

"One writer I rather admire has said that 'ecstasy' is the general object
for education in the future." 12
"Ecstasyr Miss Jones' eyebrows rose.

"Yes. And don't snicker. When you talk about 'turning kids on' you're in
that same ballpark. Maybe joy in learning, or self-actualizing. But, in general,
learning the skills which will be needed for survival in 1980."
"Such as?"
"Such as learning the basic skills joyfully and yet knowing that facts are, at

best, tentative. But more to his point, to learn not only what is current but
how to manipulate and change that which is current, to 'learn delight, not
aggression; sharing, not eager acquisition; uniqueness, not narrow competition'; to learn to have increased awareness and responsiveness to other people;
to be joyously prepared for a life of increasing and unending change. And,

furthermorethis will really startle you, Emilythe youngster will have to
be prepared for lifelong learning, for in the future learning and living will
be synonymous. Maybe what I'm saying is that kids'll have to learn to break
out of systems and create their own."
22 Georg,. B. Leonard, Education and Ecstasy (New York: The Delacorte Press, 19138).
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"Sounds pretty woolly to me, Tom. I suppose my immediate reaction is
that it's not very practical either."
"That's our hangup, Emily. Our practicality may be spurious. We've shown

ourselves very practical in waging war and bulldozing other people into
thinking our materialism is the proper mode of life forevermore. How confident can we be that our practicality leads to fruitful outcomes?"
"Gee, Tom. You sound Bice a gloomy philosopher today." Miss Jones tried
bantering to relieve the tension.

Flannery smiled faintly. "Emily, curriculum decisions of the type we're
talking- about are philosophical. We've been told we must have an end objective in_ view, but _I don't have much confidence in last year's model."

"But if we don't have an end objective to shoot for, then how can we
shape a curriculum?"
"I don't know, and that's why I'm saying we have to be pretty open-ended.
The free student who finds and seeks his own objectives may have to be our
objective. He has to learn to learn and like to learn. That will be his way of
dealing with unknowns that we can't even predict for him."
"You can't build a curriculum on that basis, Tom. The parents would skin
us alive, and when the kids found out, they'd feel betrayed."
"Well, Emily, I don't know about -the parents, but the kids would be
betrayed by something that doesn't prepare them for 19 &5. We've been hearing

people prattling about change as the big news for more than a decade. It
doesn't seem to me that any analysis of present-day life is going to yield the
answers about life in 1985. And that's what the systems people are asking:
What do people do now? And that's supposed to provide answers for 1985?
You'll have to admit that's pretty illogical."
"Well, I don't know. I don't know. If I follow your logic, then we have to
decide somehow what life is going to be like in 1985 and then decide what
skills and attitudes people will need at that time. Then we plan the curriculum
to produce that kind of people. I . . . well, I just don't feel qualified."
"I'm sure nobody does. The crystal ball went out with Merlin, and predictions about the shape of life in 1985 could be seriously askew. That's why
I think we have to have some informed guessing about objectives for 1985
and then shoot for those goals, but with a large part of our effort devoted
to helping the kids to shape their own objectives. They're the ones who'll
have to take over the driver's seat about 1980, and they'd better be plenty
flexible, as far as I can tell."

Miss Jones stood up. "I've got to get to class, Tom. But I'm curious about
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what all this means. We're all supposed to come up with behavioral objectives
in rough form by _the end of the month. What are you going to -do ?"
Flannery sighed and threw the paper clip_ into his wastebasket. "I don't
know yet. rve got some reading to do. Some of the answers might lie in the
Dixon book you- lent me,13 and I've-_ got several from My own= field.-- Oddly,
there's an old - timer,- ohn Dewey 's Art as:Experience, that has some important
things to say about 1985." 14

"Well, keep me informed. You =may need some -backup on the day of
reckoning at the end of the-month. I may not agree with what you say, Mr.
Flannery, but I'll defend to the death yoUr right to say it:"
"Say, that's a- good line, Miss Jones. You - ought to copyright it."
Miss Jones smiled, laughed a little, and left.
is John Dixon, Growth through English (Reading, England: National Association for the
Teaching of English, 1967).
14 (New York: G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1934).

January
A steady drizzle and fog obscured the empty-football field as Miss Jones

and Mr. McNemar sat down at the conference table at the back of the
classroom.

"Yes, I quite agree with Mr. Flannery," Mr. McNemar began. "We have
to be quite careful that wc, don't lock education too closely onto the past. And
I also agree that a considerable part of the education of the student has to be
the development of his capacity to make decisions about himself and about
his curriculum. John Flanagan has deicribed just this sort of system which,
though based on behavioral objectives and constructed in modules, nonethe-

less puts quite. a bit of the burden of decision-making on the student
himself." 15

"I gather that you mean that one of the major behavioral objectives is that
the student have a developed skill in making decisions about learning based on

data available to him. That the decisions are not all- made by teachers and
systems people. Is that about right?"
"Yes," said Mr. McNemar. "Decidedly."

"Well, that seems reassuring. In other words, there's quite a bit of choice
in such a system. The usual objection I hear to programed instruction based
on behavioral objectives is that the only thing that is varied is the pacethat
is, the rate that students proceed through it."
"I think that's a fair criticism. At least it's a fair criticism of programs that
were popularly tried four or five years ago. Today, the notion of alternate
studies and alternate paths to attainment of objectives are receiving much
more attention than they were a few years ago, We have to keep in mind
that programed learning is a relatively recent development. It has growing
pains and problems of naivete and crudeness."
25 See Flanagan's paper in Part II of this monograph.
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Miss Jones frowned. "I appreciate your saying that because it gives me a
chance to say something that's been bothering me. It's just this. The background behind behavioral objectives is an approach where there seems to
be a great dependence on individualized study of programed instruction. Yet
programed instruction is at an admittedly crude stage of development. Furthermore, there are really very few programs available and, frankly, I'm not
very encouraged by the quality of those I've seen. When I've tried programed
instruction, there's an initial enthusiasm; and then, after a- while, I- begin to
get groans. Tedium and boredom set in. And pretty soon I have to chive the

kids to use the material."
"Yes," Mr. McNemar responded. "There are = those sorts of problems. But
as I say, the field of programed instruction is regrouping and doing better,
though there's a long way to go yet. What I think we have to focus on is that
there is no necessary connection between behavioral objectives and programed
instruction. In the present stage of growth of the systems movement, the task
is one of seeking clarity of objectives so that good prog,raming, really good
programing, can be developed. In the meanwhile, individualized instruction

can take many forms. From what you've told me, you do quite a bit of
individualizing of instruction right now."

Miss Jones gated at him somewhat abstractedly. "How so?"
"Well, for example, in your eleventh-grade unit on "The American West"
you don't have all students reading the same books. You vary the assignment
according to interest, to reading level, to the sophistication of the student,
and so forth."
"Oh," Miss Jones laughed softly. "I've always done that. I don't speak of
it as individualizing the curriculum. But I guess that's what it is."
Mr. McNemar smiled. "And you vary the composition assignments; your

students have quite a bit of latitude in selecting their topics. Furthermore,
your laboratory work in composition has you working with students whom
you group according to individual needs. Your work in spelling and other
skills is based on your analysis of student papers. Your program of outside
reading is highly individualized, and the reporting system uses not one but
a dozen modes whereby the student can report to you and others about his

reading. So, you see you do a great deal of individualizing already."
Miss Jones laughed. "Oh, come Mr. McNemar. You're just trying to beat
down my resistance. Now, sir," she smiled. "Flattery will get you nowhere."
McNemar chuckled. "Ah, Miss Jones. You caught me. But no, not really.
I just wanted to point out that it's not necessarily programed instruction that's
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behind behavioral objectives, but individualized instruction is. All that the
objectives do is specify what it is in concrete terms that you want to do and,
further, to give you criteria= checks to determine when you've accomplished
your objective. It helps for the student to know, too."
Miss Jones rubbed her chin for -a m_ oment. "All right, Mr. McNemar. Let's

let the question of classroom practice go for the moment and get back to the
question of measurement of objectives. Last time we talked, we decided -we'd
try to- define the phrase 'appreciates literature' in behavioral terms. What
progress did you make?"
Mr. McNemar reached into- his briefcase for a slim booklet.- "I tried to
apply some of the ideas in Mager's Developing Attitude toward Learning."
Have you read it?"
"No. What's it say?"
"Essentially, it says that one of the subject matter teacher's main objectives
is to produce 'Approach' behavior in his students. This means that as a conse-

quence of instruction in, say, history, the student will approach history
materials rather than avoid them."
"You mean the student won't end up hating the subject?"
"Yes," McNemar nodded. "That's about it."
"Well, I guess we could go for that objective. The phrase 'I hate English'

is widespread in the society." She tapped her fingers on the table for a
moment. "But that's a funny objective."
"What do you mean?" McNemar waited.
"I mean it would be all very nice if the kids left us feeling good about our
subject. I know we'd feel good. We all like to be popular. But . . . but I don't

see what sort of terminal objective it refers to. I mean, do we really want
nothing more than everybody running around saying 'I like English'? That
seems to be nothing more than chucking the English teacher under the chin.
There are all sorts of quackery one can use to make students like the subject.
You know: fun and games and a little bit of spelling."
Mr. McNemar frowned. "Don't you think that's a little extreme? After all,
what are we talking about? 'Appreciates literature' is nothing more than -saying that the student, when faced with literature, will approach it, rather than
avoid it."
"Oh, come now, Mr. McNemar. Surely you're joking."

"Not at all. I'm pretty sure that your objective is to do something whiCh
will assure that in life, after school is over, your students will continue to
16 Robert Mager, (Palo Alto: Fearon Publishers, Inc., 1962).
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gravitate to literature of merit, or, at the least, continue to read so that literature will lead them to quality."
"Well, if you put it that way, I agree. But to call it 'approach behavior,'
really!"

"The term is Mager's, not mine. But let's not quarrel about semantics. I
have to grant that in the literature, some of the verbiage -surrounding behavioral objectives requires some- adjusting to." McNemar paused to pull a
paper from his briefcase.

"All right," said Miss Jones. "Let's accept 'approach behavior' for the
moment. We want the student to continue to approach literature ten, fifteen,
twenty years from now. How are we supposed to measure that? How are we to
gauge whether we've met that objective?"
"You can't, not those behaviors. As Hoetker points out, you have to 'settle
for indicators or approximations of the terminal behavior. The indicators can
be observed while the student is still in school."
"I guess that's no different -than what we do now. Only I guess- we just
hope."

"Veil, not really, Miss Jones. You now do some measuring of approximations. For example, you yourself give your students wide latitude in their
choice of reading. Your records of what they read give you pretty accurate
data for judging what they will read later on. You can assume that you've
done something to produce an orientation toward works of quality."
Miss Jones reflected a moment. "I wish that were true. But, for example,
Jennifer in my fourth hour class. I'd say her tastes in literature are shaped by
her home situation, a particularly richly cultured one. We do nothing here but
applaud and give her access to our library. We can take little credit for that."
"Oh, but Miss Jones, you can. You're at least not doing anything to prevent
the growth of that tendency to good reading. And that's creditable. But let's
admit that Jennifer is an exceptional case. For practically all other students,
the work of you and your faculty is probably the only force disposing students
toward a lifelong contact with literature. You want to bring this about; it's
important to you; and you'd probably like to do a better job than you now do.
Bight?"
"Yes, I think that's a very central objective of ours."

"Let's think about this list I've sketched of behaviors which approximate

the terminal objective, a person who appreciates literature. I've merely
17 St Hoetker's paper in Part II of this monograph.
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stated here what it is that such a person does. He may not do all of these
things, but he'll do many of them.

1. He reads at least one book a month.
2. He holds d library card.
3. He owns a personal library which includes works of literature.
4. He reads book reviews in the Sunday newspaper.
5. He engages in discussions of current books with neighbors, coworkers,
and bthers.
6. One-fourth of his leisure time is given over to reading books or articles
about books.

Well there are several more here, some of them having to do with literature
in other foralsplays, films, and so forth. Please understand, I don't offer this
as a definitive list English is your field, not mine. But these are behaviors
which seem to =me reasonable as parts of the definition of one who appreciates
literature."
"Mt. McNemar. It's more than possible that a person who does the things
you have in your list may not like literature at all."
"I beg pardon?"

"He may be doing all those things because they're socially acceptable or
even because he thinks that somehow behaving in the ways you've listed will
gain him some sort of veneer of culture, so he'll look like one who appreciates
literature. He could actually dislike literature."
"Remember, Miss Jones. We're talking about terminal behaviors, the ones
which occur when the individual has left school. No one is marking him. He's
under no compulsion to do these things. I don't understand how you can
reject this list of indicators."

"I don't reject them. I merely have doubts about them as reliable indicatols. I'm just pointing out that we could be fooled quite easily by a socially
compulsive person who is not ashamed to film-Earn others. I'm saying we
still would not know that that person enjoys literature, that he appreciates it.
I'm saying that conclusions you draw simply from watching behavior can be
quite misleading."
"Aren't you nitpicking?"
"Mr. McNemar you've come here from the field of science which says that
fuzziness in observation is unforgivable. Yet any observation has to be partially
deficient because of the bias of the observer, even the bias of the scientific
instrument chosen to record the wiggles of an amoeba. I'm suggesting that
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the objectivity of the observer of a behavior is spurious; there is no such
thing as objectivity in the scheme you propose for describing and evaluating
human behaviors." 18
McNemar looked at Miss Jones steadily for several moments. "That's a very
technical point, Miss Jones. I wasn't expecting that you'd bring it up. Do you

think it nullifies the idea that the behaviors of the adult who appreCiates
literature can be observed and be indicators of his appreciation?"
Miss Jones paused. "I don't know. I just know that I have to be dubious
about claims of the objectivity of the scientist when people look at people."
Mr. McNemar smiled. "Keep pushing me, Miss Jones. Keep pushing me.
That's the way I learn."

"All right. Then let me push this idea. Given the acceptability of your
list of behaviors as indicators of the person who appreciates literature, we
have to return to the- question of what we do when kids are in school, the

time when we are able to measure their movement toward the terminal
objectives. What do we do to measure appreciation?"

"O.K. Let's try a few. We've already discussed the records you have on
what strdents are doing in your extended reading program. You do require a
certain minimum number of books to be read, and the number read above

and beyond that number can also be an indicator of what you've done to
foster an approach to literature."
"Only a partial indicator, for, as in the case of Jennifer, other factors enter
in. Sex for one; boys are not as inclined as girls to read, and they appear to
have less time for reading. But all right. Let's take numbers of books read
above the minimum to be one indicator."
"A real test," continued Mr. McNemar, "would involve a free situation.
Let's phrase it this way. Given a work by Dumas, a copy of Sports Illustrated,

and a cassette recorder with t:npular music, the student who appreciates
literature will take up .the work z.y Dumas. Now, would fir be a fair test?"
"I'd say it would be the acid test. Could you pick something a little more
relevant than Dumas? How about James Baldwin? in paperback."
"All right. You're the expert. Baldwin. Would you accept the test as an
indicator?"
"Yes and no. I see what you're driving at. That given a set of alternatives,
the student will gravitate-to the one which has given him substantial pleasure
and satisfaction. If the program has done that, then he would tend to turn
to literature. He would approach it."
le See the papers by James Moffett and Donald Seybold in Part II of this monograph.
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"Exactly." Mr. McNemar waited, sensing a further statement.

"On a theoretical level, I suppose, the test makes sense. But let's look at
things sensibly. I have 100 youngsters each day, and others have 150. I do
not have the means for such testing. If I were to apply such tests for dozens
of objectives we've already written in the department, I'd have to give up
teaching and devote myself to testing.19 Or I'd have to have another teacher
to help me get such testing done. I hate to argue on grounds of practicality,
but such testing isn't practical."
"You don't strike me as the type of person who is opposed to testing, to
knowing where you are."

"I'm not, but from what I see now, I suspect that for what you're proposing, the classroom will be turned upside down. We'll spend the bulk of
our time testing and the minor part in facilitating learning. Right now I spend
too much time testing, keeping records, badgering kids about their assignments, reading papers, and a host of other silly things to make the student's
learning visible--all for the sake of grades I have enough doubts about the
utility of grades without adding to the difficulty."

"Please understand, Miss Jones. I'm not arguing for grades. They don't
make sense to me on any grounds. I'm talking about ways of helping students

know when they have attained objectives, not getting numbers in a grade
book."

"The matter of grades, Mr. McNemar, brings out another worry I have
about behavioral objectives."
"What's that?"

"That they'll tend to lock us into the things we do now, to blunt our
experimentation. If we find good ways to accomplish objectiN;es, and those
techniques get locked into the language of he objectives, we'll tend not to
change those techniques for othFrs."

"Ah, good. Yes. That's a real concern. I saw one the other day that
bothered me. It was something like this: 'Civeri instruction through the Level

Sixteen unit of the Marsden program, the student will,be able to state the
main causes, events, and outcomes of the Crimean War.' The problem with
that objective is that it's not a behavioral objective; it's really an excessively
specific instructional objective. We musn't build our programs on instructional objectives. Those are temporary, tentative, perhaps one-shot events.
The thing that abides- over time must be more genera1.2° To lock a behavioral
19 See.the paper by James Moffett in Part II of this monograph.
20 See the papers by James Hoetker and J. N. Hook in Part II of this monograph.
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objective into a specific activity or learning material is a serious mistake."
"You're saying that instructional objectives, then, derive from behavioral
objectives."

"Yes. And behavioral objectives derive from what might be called educational objectives which are often relatively abstract, perhaps not even described as behaviors."
Miss Jones sighed. "That's a little naive, Mr. McNemar. Teachers operate
under a great deal of pressure. They're constantly looking for practical tools.

If they find something that works, they'll hang on to it and repeat it. If the
Marsden material works to produce a Jesuit, that'll be it for quite a while. It's
just human nature to keep on doing things that are successful. And that's what
I mean. We'll get frozen into our present habits."
"Well, Miss Jones. That's a real problem, one that must he guarded against.

The whole idea of systems is a continuing examination, of better and better
ways of getting at our objectives. Focusing on a limited set of activities and
materials is antithetical to the systems idea."

Miss Jones stretched her arms forward, yawned surreptitiously, and
glanced at the classroom clock. "Well, Mr. McNemar. I guess this ends our
conversations for a while. I've already taken too much of your time."

"It's been my pleasure." He paused. "Do you feel ready now to write
objectives for the English program?"

"Yes and no, like with most things. I know we can write low level objectives; we've already done it. And I think we can go beyond that. For
example, in a seventh grade literature unit with the theme, say, 'On Being
Different,' we could write an objective like this." Miss Jones glanced at
some notes on her desk. "After reading Alexander Key's novel, The Forgotten
Door, the student will be able to demonstrate his understanding that people

who are different are persecuted in our society by others who are suspicious,
malicious, or frightened. He will demonstrate this by writing a paper in
which he discusses the phenomenon, making reference to four characters and
situations in the novel."

McNemar leaned forward. "That's very good. We'd want to wrestle with
the language here and there, but you're getting at some very important skills
and understandings. Would there be other means of demonstrating his understanding?"
Miss Jones turned the paper over. "Yes, he might also demonstrate understanding by contributing successfully in a panel discussion, writing and pro-
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ducing a skit, making a montage of magazine picture cutouts, or even
shooting a Super-8 movie."

"Very interesting. I'm pleased. That shows real imagination." Mr. McNemar's smile faded as he looked expectantly toward Emily Jones.

"But it misses the point, Mr. McNemar. The fact that he has reached
whatever objective we have set does not mean that after he has left school he
will behave in a certain way. It doesn't mean that he will, for example, become
involved in relieving human suffering, in seeking justice for oppressed people,
"in contesting bigotry. These cannot be measured while he is with us, and
these objectives will make a difference in the kind of life that he lives." 21
"But surely, Miss Jones

..

"It is this difficult part that troubles me, and it troubles others. Mr. Sloan
and Mrs. Hathaway are so troubled that they've decided to protest to the
school board about the damage that might be done. They're scared to death
of what we'll lose."

"And your
"Me? I'm an optimist, I suppose. And I've been around long enough to
know we haven't been terribly successful in meeting our objectives. I doubt
the behavioral objectives approach will do much harm. If they help us think
more clearly about what we're tz mg to do, they might help. Maybe they're
like spinach."
"Spinach?"
"Yes," Miss Jones smiled. "I tell my nephews: If you haven't tried spinach,
don't knock it.' Maybe behavioral objectives are like spinach; not very palatable but possibly nourishing."
"Miss Jones, I'm sure that you'll put enough spice in the spinach to make
it very palatable."
She smiled and shook hands with him. "Well see. Thanks for coming, Mr.

McNemar. We'll keep in touch. As I see it, Iwe, all of ushave a lot of
thinking and a lot of work to do. Thanks again."

When McNemar had gone, Miss Jones gathered a set of papers for her
evening's work and glanced at her lesson plans for the next day. She mused
to herself, "I think I'll modify my behavior." She put the set of papers aside
and slipped a paperback novel from her desk to her purse. "Can't be efficient
all the time, Emily." She chuckled as she switched off the lights.
21 See the paper by Robert F. Hogan in Part H of this monograph.
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The author discusses USOE support of developmen4

and evaluation of the 'organic curriculum," which
is aimed at providing every student with a salable
skill. To acquire this skill, the student is to be paced
through curricula based on sequences of behavioral
objectives. A recent progress report of this nationwide experiment, beyond the scope of the present
paper, is made in articles by David Bushnell, James
Popham, and Lewis Rhodes in Phi Delta Kappan,
December 1969, pp. 199-210.

The Federal View of Behavioral Objectives
SUE Al. BRETT

There really is no federal view of behavioral objectives. The Office of
Education has never issued a policy statement on this subject and probably
never will, for school curriculum is not a matter for national policy. Selection
of a style of curriculum is the right and the responsibility of the local school
district only. There are views, however, diverse views, among federal employees, and some of these views have appeared in print. Later I will quote
from a few of them.
But federal view or no federal view, at this moment the Office of Education

is up to its ears in behavioral objectives. It is supporting the development of
objectives in office and business-education,-objectiverin-citizenship-education,
objectives in biology, objectives in English, and objectives in all subjects in
the curriculum for one school system. At this point, unhappily, the money has
given out. However, the Office is also supporting the establishment of a bank
for objectives, where objectives from all sources in all subjects may be deposited, then duplicated and mailed out to schools on . :ler. In addition to all
this, it is supporting a study of how behavioral objectives can be used to
bring optimum returns. So even without a CcAleral view, there is certainly
federal involvement, and it is possible that when more money comes, other
objectives will not be far behind.
Sue M. Brett is with the Instructional Materials and Practices Branch, DCVR, USOE
National Center for Educational Research and Development, Washington, D.C.
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Indeed, objectives for the past year have held a priority rank, which they
alieved by very reasonable steps. When Harold Howe II was commissioner

of education, he proposed to help education take advantage of the new
developments in technology. For this purpose and others, he persuaded R.
Louis Bright to leave Westinghouse and come to Washington to head the
Bureau of Research. Bright agreed with others in the Bureau that, in all
likelihood, greater impact upon education could be made by large organized
programs of research than by the usual unsolicited small projects. He was, of
course, committed to promotion of the use of technology in education, and he
respected industry's new program planning technique known as the Program

Evaluation and Review TechniquerEur, for short. (To the unseasoned
handler of business techniques, this new technique looks, on paper, exactly
like a commonplace flow chart of operations.)

It happened that when Bright had become settled in his office, and his
biases had become known, there appeared on his desk one day a proposal for
action tailored precisely to his taste: it was a major organized effort to update
the American high school. It embraced a computer-mediated curriculum, and
the whole effort was to be laid out by industry's technique, the pm chart.
(The layout is known also as The systems approach and is. much concerned
with such things as specifications, inputs- and "outputs, and time and cost factors.) This major organized effort was called the organic curriculum. It had
been drawn up by the Division of Vocational Education Research. To the
organic curriculum we must give the credit for boosting behavioral objectives
into their priority status in Office of Education research.
Though a closer look at the organic curriculum may not be essential to
this discussion, for some of us it may broaden the base of understanding from
which-we condone or condemn our-concern herewith behavioral objectives.
So let's take a brief review.
The overall purpose of the organic curriculum is to construct a model of a

high school for the future. The underlying assumption is that present-day
education is already out of date in both offerings and methods, and that significant updating is a major effort, a longtime process, and a very expensive
undertaking. In order to accomplish it at all, the plans must make sense, not
only to educators but to taxpayers in general, and enough lead time must be
allowed for completion, testing, and revision of the experiinent before it is
offered as a model to the public. The mid-1970's was set as a target date for
this work to be completed.

The curriculum, as projected and PERT charted, will provide a truly
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comprehensive education for. each student. In this context, the term comprehensive education is conceived to be a developmental sequence of experiences

that qualify a student at graduation to select among four choices what his
next course of action will be. He will have the qualifications to enter a fouryear college, or a community college, or a technical school, or the world of
work He will be equipped -..ith a salable skill and with abilities that will
enable him to shift easily from one job to another. Though the target population of this curriculum is the entire enrollment of a high school, the principal
concern is for the students who will not graduate from college. Hence the
emphasis on the salable skill.

The curriculum is spoken of as learner-centered"a familiar term, for
which teachers have had a friendly regard for many years. In this context,
learner-centered signifies individualized instruction and a custom-made curriculum for each student. As you have guessed, the tailoring will be done by
the computer, which will track and guide the student, task by task. The
individual pacing will be made possible by an abundance of instructional
materials, some with hardware and some without.

The personalized curriculums and paces are expected to be highly motivating and to reduce drastically both the dropout rate and discipline problems.

Part-time jobs and work-study projects will also contribute toward these
effects.

The success of the curriculum will be judged on the basis of student progress toward predetermined behavioral objectives. The hope is that the testing
can have such a high validity and reliability that reports can be made to the
public of the educational value and the cost of individual components of the
curriculum. For instance. a board of education may find in the superintendent's
report a statement such as the following:The voice and diction improvement
program, using electronic laboratory tape cartridges, has cost $10,000 this
year. It has served 800 students, 80 percent of whom have shown marked
improvement in their voice quality and diction. Data sheets supporting this
conclusion are attached." On this information the board determines whether
voice and diction will be given continued support. And herein, in the organic
curriculum at least, lies the major importance of behavioral objectives.
It is interesting to note that here again is the concept of schools as industrial plants. In the early years of this century, as you remember (from your
history of education textbook, of course), industry cast the figure of education

in its own imageschool administrators were management, teachers were
labor, and processed pupils were the product. Now schools are adopting
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industry's new technique to plan, implement, evaluate, and calculate profits,
as if a high school graduate were a manufactured product. The question is,
to what extent is the analogy useful? By the Purr approach, administrators
and teachers would meet stated personal and educational specifications. But
administrators and teachers cannot be sized to specifications as a- piece of
lumber can, and few will fit the demands. Compromises must be made. Indeed,
compromises may have to be made all along the system, simply because pupils
are people as well as raw materials, and their reactions. to processing sometimes surprise us.

To what extent the organic curriculum, or any similar program, can improve education, of course no one knows. It has never been adequately tested.
Adequate testing is very expensive, involving the cost of computer services
and the careful development of multi-media teaching modules for all subjects.
But adequate testing is what the organic curriculum proposes to doif the
money can be found for it.

Now back to the subject of the federal view of behavioral objectives.
Though there is no federal view, there have been some strongly supporting
statements by high-ranking Office of Education officials, as follows.

The first voice is that of Robert M. Morgan, who was an energetic promotor of the organic curriculum. The quotation is from an article that appeared in Trend in 1968.

The first step in applying a systems approach involves the rather specific
definition of what outcomes or results are desired. It is against these specifications

that the system, whether space ship or educational program, is to be built. . . .

For goals to become purposeful in a design of a new system they must be
defined in terms of behavioral outcomes, which would facilitate measurement of
achievement. . . . Another reason for needing behavioral objectives IS that the
taxpayer will grow weary of increased taxation for educational funds with no
tangible evidence of the effect these funds have on the education of his cinidren.
With behavioral objectives, it should be possible to associate behavioral change
with program cost.

Next is Louis Bright, associate commissioner, head of the Bureau of
Research in 1968. He reviewed the Bureau, past, present, and future, at the
request of the commissioner:
To improve the quality of education, I think that we should start looking at the
affective domain as well as the cognitive and make stated objectives available to
the schools along with structured ways of attaining them. Historically, when
we have talked about curriculum we have always seemed to be talking in general
terms about the three R's. I think we should talk now about specific stated ob-
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jectives and should structure the interaction of students toward achieving them,
rather than just assuming that if you have a teacher talking to students these
objectives will obtain. They won't.

The next voice is Henrik Gideonse, director of program planning and
evaluation, Bureau of Research Gideonse replies to an article on behavioral
objectives written by J. Myron Atkin and published in The Science Teacher,
1968. He speaks first on what we should mean by behavioral objectives:
What we should mean by behavioral objectives is not so much the ends we are
trying to achieve, as performance indices that we would accept as evidence that
we have achieved the objectives toward which the curricular experiences were
aimed.

On the need for specificity of educational outcomes:
Educators need to pay much more attention to exactly what they hope they are

achieving and how they are assessing what they are achieving. Behavioral
indicators of progress can lead us to much more explicit and justifiable formula-

tions for what we do with school children and why we do it, and how we
evaluate whether our intentions are indeed being met.

In a compliment to Aiken, Gideonse makes an important point that has almost
but not quite come up for discussion here:
[Aiken] points out that the total effects of instructional programs and curricular
offerings are always much broader than the outcomes which are specifically being
sought. That is an important point to keep squarely before us whether we are
writing behavioral objectives or performance specifications, or just muddling
through.

This final statement was made by Commissioner James E. Allen, Jr., in his
speech,_"_The Right to Read,'1Chicago, Octi,ber 3, 1969:
We have dealt with the public in terms which, while reflecting worthy programs,

too often have little meaning for the average citizencompensatory education,
team teaching, individualized instruction, etc. We have been, in some instances,
defensive, vague, and even secretive about the results of our programs. We have
pleaded and cajoled for maximum support for everything in our schools from
marching bands to adVanced placement mathematics with too little acknowledgement sometimes of what is ....sential versus what is desirable. I believe we have
been expecting too much of our publics and proving too little. I hear a message

from across the country which impresses me with one fact: our communities
are becoming more concerned with results than they are with offerings and
good intent.

The attitudes I have presented are the best indication we have of what a
federal view of behavioral objectives would be, if there were a federal view.
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Asserting that dogged insistence on "a priori specification- of all objectives in terms of conveniently

observable behaviors does far more harm than
good," Hoetker sets down specific guidelines for
writing behavioral objectives -that go beyond the
"can-do" variety. He sheds light on what might be
termed acceptable post-instructional behaviors. The
writer makes a distinction between the behaviorist,
a psychological theoretician, and the behavioralist,
a social scientist who restricts his attention to observable phenomena.

Limitations and Advantages of Behavioral
Objectives in the Arts and Humanities
JAMES HOETKER

There are three sorts of behaviors that educators are concerned with. I am
going to call these "can-do" behaviors, "may-do" behaviors, and "will-do"
behaviors. "Can-do" behaviors are those specific things that a student can do
at the end of a particular unit of his education that he could not do at the
beginning of it; in terms of Bloom's Taxonomy, the "can-do" behaviors include

knowledge, comprehension, and the . application of knowledge in familiar
situations. "May-do" behaviors are things a student may be able to do in a
novel or unfamiliar situation because he has mastered certain "can-do" behaviors. These would include, among cognitive behaviors, the application
of abstractions in novel situations, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation; plus,
among affective behaviors, attending, responding, valuing, and, in some cases,
organizing. "Will-do" behaviors are the choices and preferences that describe
the quality of an adult's life, and which are present only fractionally during

the school years. The affective Taxonomy refers to "will-do" behaviors as
"characterization by a value or a value complex." 1
James Hoetker is with the Central Midwestern Regional Educational Laboratory, Inc.
1 The Taxonomy referred to is Taxonomy of Educational Objectives: The Classification
of Educational Goals; Benjamin S. Bloom, Handbook I: Cognitive Domain (New York:
David McKay Company, Inc., 1956); David R. ICrathwohl, Benjamin S. Bloom, Bertram B.
Mask, Handbook II: Affective Domain (1964).
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Traditional education is concerned with "can-do"- behaviorsskills and
knowledge. Progressive or radical educators are more concerned with "maydo" behaviors. But all educators profess to believe-that the can-do and may-do
behaviors they shape from day to day lead to the development of desirable

patterns of will-do behaviorspatterns which describe good citizens, free
men, cultured gentlemen, or whatever.
Unfortunately, will-do behaviors are, by definition, exhibited in times and

places far removed from the training situation, so teachers seldom know
whether their efforts have borne fruit. These elements of time and distance
also make it unlikely that behavioral scientists will ever be able to establish
empirical relationships between particular can-do or may-do behaviors and
.particular patterns of will-do behaviors.

Let me coin the term "specificationist" to refer to the behavioralist who
advocates the specification of educational objectives in behavioral terms. Ani,
let me suggest that responsible specificationists acknowledge their inability to
deal with will-do behaviors and are simply saying to educators something like
the following: "I will accept, in the absence of any contradictory evidence,
that you know what you are talking about when you say that studying literature and art makes a person somehow better. But what you do in your classroom is to expose students to certain experiences and have them learn special
skills, memorize great numbers of facts, and perform certain operations. Let
us assume you are correct that these experiences and mastery of these tasks

leads to the development of the will-do behaviors that you desire. Then it
follows that shaping the can-do and may-do behaviors more effectively will
make the acquisition of the desired will-do behaviors more likely. If you can
carefully describe for me the behaviors you are trying to shape, maybe I can
help you to evaluate more precisely your success as a- teacher and help you to
find the most effective methods of instruction."
As a reasonable specificationist, I believe that our educational practices
can be improved if teachers and administrators and curriculum writers begin
to think about their work in terms of changes in student behaviors. But, as a
humanist, I also think that simple-minded insistence upon the a priori specification of all objectives in terms of conveniently observable behaviors does
far more harm than good.
The sad fact is that not all specificationists are reasonable. It is inevitable
that specificationism has had its share of converts who can do nothing with
ideas except turn them into slogans, passwords, and shibboleths. And these

sloganeering specificationists, I am afraid, are responsible for much of the
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hostility that exists among humanistic educators to the idea of behavioral
specification.

At their all-too-frequent worst, these troublesome zealots are like the man
in the old "Twilight Zone" episode who found himself mysteriously transported back to a small midwestern town in 1910. "Wow," says the man,
looking around, "with my knowledge of modern technology, I can really take
over back here." The man goes to a machine shop where two brothers are
handcrafting a car. "O.K., guys;".the man says, 1 have a million dollar idea
for you. The electric starter for the automobile." The men, of course, are
interested. "Great. Give us the blueprints and we'll get right to work." "Blueprints?" says the man, "I'm a thinker, not a mechanic. I've given you an idea
that will make you rich. You clods make it work, and Ill sell it."
For some reason, the brothers did not appreciate the man's offer of riches,
and they ordered him out of the shop. Teachers in general, though some
have found trying to write behavioral objectives an enlightening exercise,
have ushered specificationist advisers out of their shops, and for the same
reasons?
So maybe the first question to be dealt with is this: Why has the insistence
upon behavioral objectives continued to grow more urgent? Some years ago,
Elliot Eisner tried to answer this question by tracing the concern with microscopic specifications of objectives back fifty years to the "scientific movement
in education" and to Franklin Bobbitt, "the father of curriculum theory." 3 One
:Several years ago Alan Engelsman and I began work on some drama curriculum
materials by spending two weeks with a group of thirty English and drama teachers, trying
to discover what they wanted, needed, and would accept. Most of the teachers had had an
exposure to specificationism, either in college courses or in summer curriculum workshops.
Their hostility to specificationism and to its avatars, Bloom's Taxonomy and programed
textbooks, was unanimous, absolute, and unshakable. At the root of this hostility seemed
to be the common experience that the presenters of specificationism were arrogant, badly

educated, and clearly of the opinion that anyone who could not sit down and write
behavioral objectives for his discipline was a fraud and an incompetent. Accepting the
experiences and attitudes of these teachers as representative, we were careful in writing
our materials to avoid the jargon of specificationism and programed learning. Our experience has been that behavioral specifications of objectives, presented within the context of a
particular sequence of we -k, and without the jargon, are accepted as self-evidently useful
by teachers who would be turned off at once by an abstract presentation of specificationist
doctrines.

"Franklin Bobbitt and the 'Science' of Curriculum Making," The School Review, 75
(Spring 1967), 29-47. An article by Eisner in a later issue of School Review is perhaps
the best exposition of the humanist's objections to specificationism: "Educational Objectives,

Help or Hindrance " School Review 75 (Autumn 1987), 250-280. Eisner's article is
followed by a number of commentaries (toe. cit., pp. 261-281), most of which attack
Eisner's remarks. The most telling criticism of Eisner in these commentaries is that he
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of Bobbitt's disciples, he reported, identified 1,581 social objectives for English
before he ran out of steam.°
The early specificationist zeal lapsed during the progressivist thirties, when
concern was more for processes than for singular objectives. Then, according
to Eisner, specificationism was revived in the late-forties and early fifties by
such influential writers as Benjamin Bloom, Ralph Tyler, and Virgil Herrick.
But Eisner's interesting history does little to explain why specificationism has
become ascendant.
Ray Callahan has shown how the `scientific movement in education" was
one manifestation of a broad social movement, originating in industry, toward
efficiency, rationalization, and human engineering.°
In the same way, the contemporary rage for specificationism in education
is part of the new order ushered in with the resurrection of the turn-of-thecentury efficiency expert in the guise of the systems analyst. Abetted by the
computer revolution, systems analysis and cost effectiveness procedures were
first developed and applied in the armed services and in defense industries.
And specificationism has come into its own as systems analysis concepts have
been more and more widely applied in civilian institutions.° The influence of
the systems analysts upon public education has been exercised primarily
through the U.S. Office-of Education, in the interests of evaluation, efficiency
and accountability; and through the more prestigious graduate schools of
education, in the interests of rigor in research and efficiency in school administration.
Now the point has been made well and often that democratic civilian institutions are so much more complex than autocratic military institutions that
systems analysis procedures are not applicable to the management of civilian
enterprisesunless, of course, '' , civilian enterprises are restructured to meet
the needs of the systems analysts. similarly, it can be argued that the education of a human child is an infinitely more complex task than the management
misrepresents specificationism by considering only ifs most extreme and dogmatic pronouncements.

Ebner, "Educational Objectives," p. 252.
5 Eduagion and the Cult of Efficiency (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1962).
°The first applications of systems analysis in education took place in the
military,
and it is probably more than an accident that the educational ideal of
some specificationists
seems to be the military classroom, with its ironbound curriculum, its stereotyped proceddures for attaining narrow objectives, its interchangeable and volitionless
instructors, and
its standardized proficiency tests.
I See, especially, Antony Oettinger and Sema Marks, Run, Computer, Run (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1969).
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of an institution; and that the specificationist's doctrines, in their extreme form,
can be applied to the management of an education only if "education" is narrowly enough defined for specificationism to deal with it. Such a redefinition
is currently being urged by influential and powerful voices in education; and
the net result of the specificationist movement may conceivably be to exaggerate the most grotesque features of existing American schoolsstandardization, rigidity, regimentation, and authoritarianism.
But this is not necessarily what must happen. Liberal education is vulnerable to attack from the ecificationists primarily because humanists and
artists have not paid enough attention to behaviors and have ignored the relationships between ends and means. Humanist attacks upon the specificationists may be rousing and witty and satisfying, but they are tno often snobbish
and self-serving, too ofter empirically ungrounded, too nfi attacks upon
"science" rather than arguments to the issues.

My contention is that the adoption of a behavioralist stance in regard to
the content and processes of a liberal education can help us to rid the schools
of their worst evils and to improve the quality of education. I am arguing that
the specificationists have a better way of talking about the instructional process
than the humanists have had, and that the humanists would be foolish not to
try to understand the specificationist way of thinking, so that they can put
specificationist technology to use in strengthening the humanist position. And
I am arguing that this can be done without anyone's having to subscribe to a
mechanistic reductionism or involve himself in a lot of metaphysical foolishness. Europeans, after all, borrowed gunpowder from the Chinese without
becoming Buddhists, the Creeks began to use the Phoenicians' alphabet without abandoning the Olympian gods.
Let me suggest
ways that humanists can use the specificationist's insights to improve education in liberal studies and the arts. The first is rather
general and has to do with the analysis of instruction. The second is more
specific and involves a set of rules for writing behavioral objectives which
are useful in guiding instruction without becoming trivial.
There is certainly nothing original in the observation that there i little
correlation between the goals educators profess and the daily goings-on in their
classrooms. We talk and write incessantly about aesthetic sensibility, culture,
creativity, appreciation, empathy, imagination, and so on. But the evidence
continues to pile up that teachers and administrators are concerned almost
exclusively with can-do behaviors of the narrowest sort. The most popular in-
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structional method is still the rote recitation over the textbook.8 The cognitive
activities most often demanded of students are memorization, recall, recognition, and reproduction. The ambience of the typical classroom swings between
tense boredom and dull depression. Curiosity, self-assertiveness, independence,

individuality, and overt expressions of self-respect are punished or more
cleverly discouraged. The situation is, in short, that many behaviors elicited
and reinforbed in school situations are logically and emotionally incompatible
with the liberal objectives schools profess.
One can admit the impracticality of specifying in behavioral terms the ends
of liberal education, while still insisting that there has to be some relationship
between what we do every day and what we finally achieve. At the very least,
we cannot shape one sort of br havior day after day, year after year, and expect
that at the end of their educal:ons students will manifest precisely the opposite
behavior. We cannot teach critical independence by insisting on the mechanical

application of memorized critical formulas. We cannot teach respect for
thought by attending only to mechanics and forms of expression. We cannot
teach honest self-expression by punishing disagreements with established
opinions. We cannot teach students to be free citizens by treating them as
witless ninnies. And, above all, we cannot teach students to honor the common
humanity of all men by expressing contempt for the student's own humanity
in our every word and gesture.
As a start then, let humane educators begin to think in terms of behaviors
at this level. What are the things a liberally educated man does that are not
done by the uneducated? What are the preferences, responses, pastimes, expenditures, companionships, activities that distinguish him from those who
have not had his advantages? And then: which of the behaviors of the liberally
educated man do we actively discourage our student; from exhibiting? Which
of the behaviors of the uneducated man do we reward our students for exhibiting?
From the commonsensical analysis of what is actually done in classrooms,
we can infer what are the real objectives of teachers and we can infer what
behaviors students are really learning. Where such an analysis reveals that the
can-do and may-do behaviors that are actually being practiced and learned
are self-evidently incompatible with the long-term, will-do objectives of the
discipline, then we have advanced in our knowledge; then it becomes logically
8 See James Hoetker and William Ahlbrand, "The Persistence of the Recitation,"

American Educational Research Journal, 6 (March 1969), 145-168.
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inescapable that we must either change our practices or bring our objectives
in line with reality,
But the habit of thinking about educational objectives in behavioral terms
can also make the more positive contribution of improving our instructional
practices. I want to suggest a very tentative set of rules for humanists attracted
by the Idea of behavioral objectives. Following these rulesor rules like them
one can avoid the obvious impracticalities of doctrinaire specificationism,
while still taking advantage of the basic soundness of the behavioralist's hardheaded insistence upon public evidence.
RULE ONE: Never write behavioral specifications having to do with can-

do behaviors. There is already far too much concern with such things in
conventional classrooms. Everyone says that such leanings are not ends in
themselves but groundwork for the development of higher level may-do and
will-do behaviors. Let us concern ourselves, then, only with finding ways to
operationalize the higher level behaviors. Simply by refusing.to concern ourselves with operationalizing lower level can-do behaviors we accomplish
several things. We avoid the reduction to absurdity, inherent in specificationism, which can lead to lists of 1,581 social objectives for English. We avoid
the charge of triviality so often thrown at attempts to behavioralize objectives
Or at least that should be the case. Actually, things are more complicated. FOr
instance, fifty years of research studies have concurred in finding that there is no connection between the can-dobehaviors shaped in the study of language and linguistics and the
may-do and will-do behaviors which English teachers have identified as their objectives. It
is instructive that the response of some English educators to their long-delayed acceptance
of this evidence has not been to abandon compulsory language study but to try to dispense
with objectives altogether so that they can continue to concentrate on teaching can-do
behaviors. The study of language is interesting for its own sake, the argument goes, end
that is justification enough.
I bring this up in the present context only because it seems likely that this particular
ploy is going to prove increasingly attractive as a way to avoid the challenge presented by
the specificationists. But the "I teach it because it is interesting" dodge does not solve the
problem, it simply redefines it. I certainly think that "interest" and its stronger relatives,
joy and ecstasy,- are commendable objectives and have been too long ignored by our

educational systems. And I also think it is completely reasonable to demand that the
educator who is working toward these objectives be able to specify in behavioral terms
what a student does when he is feeling interested or joyful. Pleasure is a desirable condition in itself, and it motivates and accompanies and follows successful learning. But if
one says pleasure is the terminal objective of an instructional sequence he has undertaken, then he must consider that he opens himself to the objection that his students
might be given more pleasure by other means. He must be ready to explain how the
particular kinds of pleasure behaviors he wishes to elicit are different from and preferable
to those elicited by drama, rock music, dance, movies, sex, pot, or simple freedom from
any imposed tasks at all.
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in the humanities and arts. And we free teachers from a lot of poor and unprofitable labor. Let us write behavioral objectives, then, only for higher level
behaviors. If they are displayed, then we may assume that the requisite lower
level tasks have been mastered. If the higher level behaviors are not displayed,

empirical evidence that students have nevertheless mastered the. so-called
foundation tasks is actually an indictment of our incompetence. If we really
do not value quiz-show knowledge for its own sake, let us stop dignifying it;
and let us certainly not waste our time writing behavioral specifications for
every little gobbet of fact in our discipline.

RULE TWO: State all behavioral objectives in binary terms: pass or fail,
happen or not happen; present or absent. This enables us at a stroke to avoid
the problems of criteria, baseline data, and levels of student achievement. The
statement of the objective should be a description of the behavior to be performed or the product to be produced or the activity to be engaged in. The
only question involved in evaluation is whether a particular student or a particular class did or did not do or produce what the objective describes. Teacher
concern for finer measures of gradations of performance can be justified only
on the basis of wanting to rank order students rather than teach them.1° Note
that with a dichotomous objective it is not the student who is being evaluated
as having achieved this or that percentage of mastery. Rather, it is the teacher
who is evaluated as having succeeded or failed with this or that percentage
of his students or his classes. This gives the teacher the inestimable benefit of
a public and objective criterion by which his work may be judged, the same
criterion that is used to judge coaches, who win or lose so many games, and
generals, who win or lose so many battles.
Within the constraints of the first two rules, may-do behaviors are the ones
to be specified in behavioral terms. May-do behaviors are produced in response to novel stimuli and can be thought of as fractional components of
will-do behaviors. They resemble can-do behaviors in that they are elicited by
the teacher and can be observed at a particular time; but they resemble willdo behaviors in that the details of the performance are, within limits, chosen
by the student and are indicators of his cognitive organization and his per" To the researcher, evidence of change without measures of the magnitude of the
change would seem trivial. But the teacher's needs are different from the researcher's.
Besides, the expression of objectives as binary choices does not rule out the obtaining of
as much other data (test scores, grades, etc.) as one might desire. It simply means that
objectives will not be expressed in terms of such criteria (unless in pass:fail terms) and
that the primacy of the binary objectives may at times dictate that certain conventional
measures are pedagogically undesirable.
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sonal value system. The may-do behaviors that can be specified in behavioral
termsTheed not be scholastic behaviors in any usual sense; they may be behaviors which are signs that the student is newly open to or is seeking certain
competencies or understandings; or they may be behaviors which will expose
the student to the possibility of further learning.

RULE THREE: Do not define behavior too narrowly. All the following
might, in certain circumstances, be the behavioral objectives of an instructional
sequence: the students will cut class less often; the students will express enjoy-

ment, laugh, and touch one another; the students will take a walk in the
woods; the students will begin to speak out in defense of positions they feel
strongly about; the students will question or criticize authority; the students
will try to help or protect younger or weaker students; the students will play
the roles of persons very unlike themselves; the students will ask to do additional work of a certain kind. And so on.
Let me give you just two examples of what may come of the application
of these rules. The first example is from some of Alan Engelsman's and my own

work in developing drama curricula for English classes. The main thing we
were concerned about was teaching students how to "visualize " as they read
a play. We concerned ourselves only with the may-do behaviors involving
visualization, not with whether students could verbally define the term or
remember the many ideas and examples presented in the lessons. We defined
"visualization" behaviorally, in terms of student performance on tasks of increasing complexity. Each task was a problem which the student solved or
did not solve. Some of them involved role-playing situations: the student who
was not imagining the script in terms of movements and bodies might find
himself standing as he said, "I'm on my knees like a fool." Others involved
written responses. For instance, students were given an excerpt from Antony's
funeral oration and asked one simple question: What would you see happening
during this scene if you were on a high building overlooking the Forum? If
the student mentioned Antony's stripping the cloak from Caesar's body, he had
behaved in such a way as to demonstrate he was visualizing the scene; if he
did not mention this essential action, he was not visualizing, no matter what
else he may have written. Other behavioral indicators of progress, built into
the lessons, included such questions as whether or not, by particular stages
in the lesson, students have voluntarily brought in props, voluntarily memorized their parts, read unassigned parts of the play being studied, and so on.
A succession of such explicit behavioral signs of progress is, obviously, use-
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ful to the teacher as a source of feedback to help him decide what tack to
pursue in the next class and as a source of information about the progress of
particular students.
But other sorts of behavioral specifications can give guidance of a more
general sort. In one case I know of, for example, a committee of high school
English teachers were asked to produce a set of behavioral objectives for the
low track or basic English classes in the school. Their feeling was that there
were certain observable physical states in which achievement was more likely
to take place than in others. They felt further that positive changes in these

states were self-evidently related to positive changes in affect toward the
subject matter and the tasks involved in mastering it. From these assumptions,
they drew up a list of unorthodox behavioral objectives which included items
like the &Bowing.
Absences from Basic English classes will be lower than they were last year.

Fewer 11th and 12th grade 'Basic English students will drop out of school than
dropped out last year.
A smaller proportion of students in basic classes will receive semester grades of
D and F than in the preceding year.

An examination of each teacher's grade book at the end of the year will show a
decline in the number of late or missing assignments.

The' number of students participating in class activities and the length and
frequency of their contributions will increase during the year.

Such- objectives have several important characteristics. First of all, although

they are stated in terms of class behaviors rather than individual student behaviors, they meet the specificationist criteria for the writing of educational
objectives, or they can easily be rephrased to do so. Second, they have face
validity as indicators of changes in student behavior in a direction essential
to the attainment of desirable will-do behaviors. Third, though they do not
specify anything about the content or organization of the course, they imply
a great deal about how the teacher wishing to attain these objectives will
interact with his itudents and how he will arrange his priorities. Fourth, the
same objectives may beand werestated at all grade levels, thereby putting
upon each teacher the clear responsibility for moving his students further
ahead and providing a sort of articulation that is organic rather than artificial
or arbitrary. Fifth, the objectives are so stated that the teacher's class attains
a particular objective or it does not. Once a teacher has accepted such goals
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as the definition of his job, there is no room for self-deception and no point in
blaming the students for not achieving.
Within such broad guidelines as are provided by these sorts of objectives,
the more limited objectives, such as teaching students to visualize, have their
place. Still, the process of writing sound and useful objectives for particular
lessons is not something to be done in the abstract or before the fact. The broad
behavioral goals for a year's work should come first, and the sensitivity to be-

havioral signs and processes that will develop when one is working in full
consciousness of such objectives will lead to the emergence or the discovery
of the more specific objectives.

Much of today's curriculum is obsolete, and, though

functional replacements are now only dimly to be
seen, the author says trends clearly indicate that in
the schools of this new decade the student will be
given responsibility in formulating his goals, plus
considerable latitude in the management of his own
learning program. Objectives that now emphasize
specific content will give way to those stressing
concepts and principles. However, these objectives
will be explicit and evaluation of instruction direct.

Emphasis will be on the functional. This paper
particularly complements those in this part by Sue
M. Brett, J. N. Hook, and Isabel Beck.

Visions of the Future Schoolroom
JOHN C. FLANAGAN

The vision of the future schoolroom to be described here will be based on
clearly defined trends. The projections will not go to the twenty-first century
or even to 1984, but only to the seventies. It is hoped that this estimate of

what the immediate future will be like will emphasize the urgency of the
need for changes in the English curriculum to meet the requirements of the
schools in the next few years.
The most obvious trend in American education is the change from a system
for educating the elite to a system for educating all the children. The change is
dramatically illustrated by the change over the last sixty years in the proportion of those entering the first grade who go on to complete high school. The
figure has increased from 10 percent to 70 percent over this period. In the last
several years, the number completing high school has been increasing about
1 percent per year. It seems likely that the goal of elementary and secondary
education for all will be achieved in the not-far-distant future.

Because of this anticipated infusion of students who in the past dropped
out, the students of future years generally will be less academically inclined
and somewhat more limited in their ability to use language as a tool of comJohn C. Flanagan is with the American Institutes for Research, Palo Alto, California.
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munication. The 1960 Project TALEA7 survey indicated that about four students
per thousand at the ninth-grade level were unable to read even simple sentences. More importantly, the Project TALENT study indicated that the typical
high school twelfth grader had serious difficulties comprehending paragraphs

from the Reader's Digest, failed to understand even a larger portion of the
ideas in paragraphs from Time magazine, and missed more than seven of ten
questions based on the typical paragraphs selected from Saturday Review.
It should be emphasized that not only are there large individual differences
in the ability of students to read and comprehend materials, there are also
increasingly large differences in their interests and their ability patterns.
The second major trend is the rapid increase in technology in our era.
These technological changes are having a major impact on career patterns,
leisure-time activities, and the responsibilities of the citizen for both civic and
international relations. The technological revolution has not yet occurred in
education, but there are numerous indications that this will not be delayed for
long. There is little doubt that the future schoolroom will benefit greatly from
technological advances which will provide both audio and visual performances
of plays and poems by the best available talent. Instant replays can assist the
student to appreciate the methods of both the author and the actor in expressing an idea. Similarly, the electronic computer is becoming a valuable
resource to the student and teacher.
Another trend, which is at least in part dependent on the two trends noted
above, is the enormous expansion in available knowledge. The number of
books in print is increasing exponentially, and the concepts, principles, and
theories in many fields are growing so rapidly that procedures for selecting the
most appropriate materials and for improving the efficiency of learning are
absolutely essential for future schoolrooms.
A fourth trend is the broadening of the focus of the educational program.
Other changes make it necessary for the school to accept increased responsibility for (a) preparing the student for an appropriate occupational role,
(b) preparing the student for citizenship responsibilities, and ( c) assisting
the student to find and explore satisfying activities for the increased leisure
and recreational time anticipated. This broadening of focus would apply not
only to the changing functions of education but also to the increased emphasis
on devek ping abilities rather than memorizing content. Students must learn
how to learn, how to think, and how to make decisions and choices.
The fifth trend is toward focusing on the individuars educational develop-

ment rather than on a course to be given to all of the thirty students in a
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classroom. The increased variation in the patterns of ability of the students,
the specific requirements for their anticipated roles and activities, together
with the need for greater efficiency, tend to make it even more desirable to
individualize most aspects of the educational program.

Another important trend is the use of more systematic and sophisticated
procedures for both determining and stating educational objectives. Traditionally, in American schools, the textbooks and a narrowly prescribed course of
study defined the main educational objectives in the various subjects. In isolated instances, experimental schools were established with unconventional
objectives and teaching methods. Also, many teachers were allowed to formulate their own educational objectives for their students. In the past thirty years
national commissions, state and local committees, and groups of teachers have
developed sets of educational objectives. The usual procedure has been to pool
the experiences and impressions of the group members and formulate a set of
educational objectives. This has resulted in the proliferation of many sets of
objectives. These sets have similarities, but each set has its own distinctive
emphasis and flavor.
One of the first suggestions that there might be a better way than merely

pooling personal experiences to develop objectives was the statement of
Ralph W. Tyler in his chapter on improving instruction in Educational
Measurement: "There are types of data that can be obtained by the school,
college, or instructor that will provide bases for wiser decisions than when
the choice of goals is made without such information. These include: (1) data
regarding the students themselves, their present abilities, knowledge, skills,

interests, attitudes, and needs; (2) data regarding the demands society is
making upon the graduates, opportunities and defects of contemporary society
that have significance for education, and the like; (3) suggestions of specialists
in various subject fields regarding the contributions they think their subjects
can make to the education of students. . . . Another consideration in choosing
objectives is the findings of studies in the psychology of learning."1

More recently, Joseph J. Schwab of the University of Chicago, in an
address delivered before the American Educational Research Association in
February 1969, presented the following thesis: "There will be a renascence
of the field of curriculum, a renewed capacity to contribute to the quality of
American education, only if the bulk of curriculum energies are diverted from
the theoretic to the practical, to the quasi-practical, and to the eclectic. . . .
What is wanted is a totally new and extensive pattern of empirical study of
(Washington, D.C.: American Council on Education, 19M ).
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classroom action and reaction; a study not as basis for theoretical concerns
about the nature of the teaching or learning process, but as a basis for beginning to know what we are doing, what we are not doing, and to what
effect; what changes are needed, which needed changes can be instituted withwhat costs or economies, and how they can be effected with minimum tearing
of the remaining fabric of educational effort."
More recently Elliot W. Eisner, chairman of the Cubberley Curriculum
Conference held at Stanford in May 1969, in his closing remarks emphasized

the need to collect a wide range of valid data to evaluate the attainment
during the school years of important real-life objectives. Perhaps the best

example of this trend toward a systematic and sophisticated approach to the
development of educational objectives is exemplified by the three-year study
now in its second year in Bucks County, Pennsylvania, known as the Quality
Education Program Study. In this study, extensive data are being collected
in representative school districts based on classroom observations of behavior
indicating both effective learning and learning deficiencies. These data are
being supplemented with intensive longitudinal case studies of both students
and graduates to provide empirical data to be used as one of the bases for
developing educational objectives.
The major implications of these six trends for the schools of the seventies
can be described under three main headings: first, a more functional curriculum; second, a truly individualized educational program for each child;
and third, a new role for the teacher as an experienced guide, a continuous
source of inspiration, and a valued companion in the child's search for selfrealization.

The quality of education is very dependent on what the student is given
an opportunity to learn. Much of what is in thc curriculum today is obsblete.
It is not so clear what the most functional replacements would be. It can be
expected that objectives stated in terms of specific content will be replaced by
generalizations such as concepts and principles. In all fields there is a strong
tendency to replace simple facts with more functional skills and abilities.
These include such tools as reasoning, communication, judgment, intuition,
and creativity. Similarly, instead of exposing the learner in the schools of the
seventies to music, paintings, poetry, and prose which the experts agree reveal
beauty and truth to them, a genuine effort will be made to expose the child to
examples which are functional for him in developing appreciation of effective
or creative expression of an idea. It has been said that an important ingredient
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of education is an exposure to greatness. However, if the student perceives
greatness primarily as something unintelligible to him, the educational experience has more than failedit has reduced his ability to appreciate this type of
greatness.

The functional curriculum of the future schoolroom will not be focused
on having the students learn who was the author of what novel or the name
of the leading character in a particular book. Specialists in language arts are
recommending that the basic functions of reading, writing, listening, and
speaking provide the central core around which the curriculum in language,
literature, and composition is to be constructed. Skills such as interpretation,
critical reading, organization, and creative writing will be emphasized within
these broad topics.
It can be argued that good teachers have been doing this for many years.
Perhaps the major difference will be in the explicitness of the objectives and
the direct way in which the effectiveness of the instruction will be evaluated.
The second change which will result from the trends listed above is the
development of a truly individualized educational program for each child.
This change will have a marked effect on the appearance, management, and

equipment of the classroom and the functional roles of the teacher and
students. Individualized instruction has been talked about in schools for more
than fifty years, and numerous attempts have been made to ungrade the cur-

riculum and allow each student to proceed at his own pace. A system of
individualized education is only now beginning to be develop, d. The distinction being made between individualized education and individualized
instruction is that in individualized education the curriculum is adapted to
the individual student as well as the rate and method of learning.
This type of educational program gives the individual student the responsibility for formulating goals, making decisions and plans with respect to his
educational development, and managing the learning program to carry out
this program and achieve his goals. It is important to examine carefully the
implications of this type of educational system, since there seems little doubt
that students want, and will be given, increased responsibility. Ignorance of
choices and consequences is the main cause of unwise decisions, and the
individualized educational program must therefore assist the student to learn
about the many roles, opportunities, and activities which life offers him. He
must also learn how his present level of development, with respect to the
abilities required by these possible choices, can be changed in order to
qualify him for desired goals. This requires some knowledge of both individual differences and principles of learning.
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Such an educational system requires that the student start learning about
the world of work and the satisfactions to be gained in avocational pursuits, as
well as the responsibilities of citizenship, during the first year in school. By
some time in the intermediate grades, students begin to relate the abilities,
interests, and values contained in descriptions of former students with the
goals formulated by those students and their subsequent case histories. Gradually, by the time the student is required to make important choices in the
eighth and ninth grades, it is hoped that he will have had practice in anticipating the consequences of various choices for persons with known characteristics
and will be prepared to make tentative decisions for himself.
It should be emphasized that schools do not operate on this basis at the
present time. If the student wants to know what to do he goes to an advisor or
asks a teacher or his parents. Other "advisors" include his peers, the press,
radio, and television. Unfortunately, it _cannot be expected that all advisors
will agree, and the student must take responsibility for the final choice. With
the possibilities for educational development becoming increasingly numerous
and complex and the potential losses from wrong decisions mounting, the
importance of detailed knowledge of the available choices in relation to his
abilities, interests, and values is abundantly clear.
To enable the student to acquire the detailed knowledge of contemporary
life and its opportunities, it may be necessary for the curriculum makers in
such subject areas as language arts, social studies, science, and mathematics
to draw only sparingly from the great literature of the past. Contemporary

models and problems may have to play a greater role in the novels, biographies, and other written materials used in achieving the primary objectives
of the language arts curriculum. There is so much to learn about how to live
in the twentieth century that we may not be able to afford the luxury of a
detailed knowledge of life in the Roman Empire.

Some of the problems and procedures in the development of one new

system of individualized education will be described briefly. Firsts a comprehensive set of educational objectives is being prepared. These include both
the kinds of objectives that can be achieved in a two-week period and also
intermediate and longer-range objectives. The longer-range objectives are
items such as reading comprehension, interpretation, and effective expression
which appear to be best measured along a developmental scale rather than
in terms of mastery or unsatisfactory performance on a specific test. The
short-term educational objectives are grouped in such a way as to require
about ten to twenty hours of student time for mastery. These groups of objec-
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tives are referred to as modules, and the guide suggesting the specific textual
materials, films, tapes, or workbooks used to achieve these objectives is called
a teaching-learning unit. The test given when the student feels he has mastered
the objectives of the module is called the module test. The average student

is expected to complete about 20 modules during the academic year in a
given subject. A comprehensive educational program from grades 1 through
12 would contain at least 2,000 or 3,000 modules, of which the average student
would take only about 1,000. Thus, it becomes very important to select those
most appropriate for the educational development which will assist the student to achieve his life goals.
This introduce. a new problem into curriculum making, the question of
which set of approximately 200 modules from among those available in the
language arts curriculum are most appropriate for a student's educational
development. One approach to reducing this question to more nearly manageable proportions utilizes a classification system involving long-range goals.

For example, using the test results and follow-up data from the 440,000
students included in the Project TALENT survey in 1960, a set of twelve
groups of occupations has been developed. Briefly, these can be summarized
in terms of the following group names:
1. Engineering, mathematics, physical science, architecture
2. Medical and biological professions
3. Business administration
4. General teaching and social service
5. Humanities, law, social and behavioral sciences
8. Fine arts, performing arts
7. Technical
8. Business, sales
9. Mechanical and industrial trades
10. Secretarial, clerical
11. Construction trades
12. General, community service, public service

Although the occupational group for which the student is preparing is
certainly not a sole determiner of the language arts objectives most important

for him, it can assist in the inevitable selection procedures which must be
used. A program of study developed for a student using all available informa-

tion about his goals, abilities, and interests must always be regarded as
tentative and subject to continual review in the light of his recent perfor-
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mance and other types of new information. In proceeding through his program
of studies, the student takes the module test as he completes the module, and,

if he passes all objectives, he moves on to the next module. If he does not
show mastery of some of the objectives, he is directed back to the same or
alternate learning units for additional study and review.

It is hoped that curriculum groups will give thoughtful consideration to
assisting in the development of decision rules and procedures for generating
the most appropriate program of studies in language arts and the other subjects for each student.
The final topic is the role of the teacher in the future schoolroom. Clearly,
for an individualized program of the type described above, there will be only
a minimum of teacher presentation to a class of thirty students. With the new
technological equipment, such items as tapes, filmstrips, and even movies
may be used by a single student or a small group of students. Even the sixyear-olds have shown that they can manage the tape cassettes and the rollertype filmstrips without assistance from the teacher. The teacher's role is one of
managing and administering the classroom in such a way that students can
take full advantage of the opportunities for learning. The learning guides-and
instructional materials and equipment must be readily accessible to the students. The- learning units assigned are judged in advance to be ones on

which the student can succeed. However, in case there is an unexpected
difficulty, the teacher or another student is expected to provide assistance.

Teachers who have participated in this system indicate that they are

required to learn a great deal more about each individual student as a person
in order to assist him with problems of distraction, availability of materials,
planning and acquiring information about the most efficient learning methods
for him. Students in the new system do not perceive the teacher as someone
to be pleased by completing assignments given them but rather as an aide in
the program of educational development that they have helped formulate. By
assisting the student to formulate at least tentative goals and by seeing that he
is given evidence of his progress toward attaining these goals in terms that
have direct meaning and known implications for his future plans, the teacher
can contribute to the student's motivation for learning and his acceptance of
the responsibility for his own educational development.
The use of a computer terminal in the school, to score student tests and to
store the results for future reference, relieves the teacher of much of the usual
clerical load and makes available an invaluable resource for the student's'use
in formulating his program of studies rind his long-range goals. The teachers
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who have participated in the development and early use of this new educational program are enthusiastic about its potentialities for providing a much
better education for our future students.

Take a shortcut in writing behavioral objectives, this

state language arts consultant advises. First decide
what are "desired adult competencies" in language
arts, then determine if these are served by the curriculum at successive school levels. If lessons or units

or courses do not contribute to the desired competencies, eliminate them. Behavioral objectives, then,
are really behavioral competencies.

Behavioral Objectives: English-Style
LOIS CAFFYN

Those teachers of English language arts who have become involved in

curriculum studyeither singly or in committeein an effort to do some

local problem solving often feel themselves miring down at the beginning of
the process in an attempt to formulate acceptable philosophy and objectives.
They reach in every direction for a r -ady-made answer, assuming that someone
else has already said it better than they could say it; but sometimes they dis-

ct.ver that they are clutching only collected driftwood. The logs may be
warped from having grown in a prevailing wind or on the half-darkened side
of a hill, or they may be smooth and gray with no place to take a hold. At this
point some teachers give up the will to go on with the struggle.
One basic difficulty in either accepting or formulating philosophy and
objectives is that they are traditionally stated in terms of learnings that are
almost impossible to detect, let alone to measure. They are usually dependent
on forms of rich verbs as know, understand, appreciate, develop, and enjoy.
They are worded in much the same way for all levels from the second through
the twelfth grades. With goals stated thus, teachers find little or no relationship
between the aims and an actual lesson in a room full of students. Even learners
cannot be certain of their own accomplishments.
What, then, should the curriculum committee members do to cross the
quagmire and get on with constructive curriculum study and planning? They
Lois CaffYn is with the Kansas State Department of Education, Topeka. This article is
reprinted by permission of the author, from Elementary English, 45 (December 1988),
1073-1074.
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might well by-pass the entire slough and come to firmer ground by another
way. They could lay aside both philosophy and objectives and formulate
desired adult competencies in the four language arts areaslistening, speaking, reading, writingin terms of what people do. The following examples,
obviously not a complete listing, are accompanied by suggestions for directions
in thinking. People with adult competencies in English
listen ( eagerly, courteously)
attend ( community meetings, clubs, concerts, lectures)
participate (in discussion, conversation, government)
discuss ( issues, beliefs, new knowledge)
converse (with poise, imagination)
explain ( with clarity, patience)
seek (unassigned knowledge, interesting side issues)
choose ( some challenging reading, stimulating dialog, some drama and
poetry)
read (variety, for vt-Hous satisfactions)
share (experiences, humor)

habitually use (preferred language forms, appropriate degrees of for-

mality)
employ (colorful language, interesting vocal and bodily expression)
relate (new knowledge to old, different areas of learning)
show (language courtesy, curiosity, emotional control)
demonstrate (thought through considered language rather than through
violence or profanity)
respond (to sensitivity, beauty, fine distinctions )

It has been said of reading that the important thing is not whether one
can read but wheeler he does read. So is it with all the language arts.
When the desired long-range competencies can be identified for primary,
uppet grade, junior high, and senior high blocks of grade levels, within these
blocks each unit of work and each individual lesson can be checked for validity
as it contributes to one or more of the block and long-range des4.able compe-

tencies. If it does not serve both, it should probably be eliminated. The
relationship is usually clear.

Such desired competencies are the goals of language arts teachingbehavioral objectives, if one prefers current educational terminology. The understandings and appreciations of the traditional objectives are reflected in these
behavioral competencies. They can be stated alongside as summaries of de-

The voice of the "anti-intellectual cost .accountant"
is strong in the land. In response, some measurement

people have rushed in to use old and inadequate
yardsticks in the futile attempt to assess student
behaviors masked by so many variables that valid
measures are impossible. This specialist in evaluation in English says that one result is the destruction

of the creative mind. He calls for new modes of
measuring and suggests directions in which this
effort must move.

`Measure what men are doing.
Plan for what man might become:
ALAN C. PURVES

sired behaviors if the teachers wish. A thoughtful consideration, however, of
the stated desirable ends will show rather quickly the felt responsibilities and
aims of the language arts teachers, the convictions that make them tick as
teachers. These, stated briefly and directly, form the philosophy.

Is it possible, one may ask, for a learner to accomplish the behavioral
competencies without the less tangible traditional objectives? It seems possible,

but only if he is motivated in all his choices and habits by his image in the
eyes of other people. It is not probable. Is it possible for one to attain the
traditional ,goals without demonstration of at least some of these desired
behaviors? It seems highly unlikely. Are there no silent, intangible learnings
and developing sensitivities that cannot be stated in. terms of behavior? There
are many quiet understandings and pleasures, especially in acquaintance with
literature, and there are taciturn and shy people, but *some of their habits and
choices will indicate their tastes. The behavioral competencies should be stated
to include them.
These behavioral objectives and this philosophy are not driftwood. They
are rooted in real evidence of language learning; their branches reach every
teacher, every student, and every lesson; and they are especially reassuring to
the curriculum committee.
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A more general pioneering work is that of the group led by Benjamin
Bloom, David ICrathwohl, and, later, Bertram Masia that sought to taxonomize
the various behaviors (both cognitive and affective) that education sought to

enhance? The rain purpose of such a 'taxonomy was not to write curricular
goals but to examine those that had been written and then to classify test items
in a way that depicted cross-disciplinary similarities. The taxonomies assume,

for instance, that analysis in chemistry, language, literature, and music is a
single activity of the mind operating on disparate entities, or at least that the
different kinds of analyses have certain common elements. As we know, the
taxonomy also arbitrarily separates the cognitive and affective behaviors for
its classificatory purpose. As long as this classification was to be used descriptively, either to characterize existing curricula or existing tests, it remained a
useful tool.
,

It was six years after the publication of the first of the taxonomies that
Robert Mager's Preparing Instructional Objectives was published.3 This volume was developed not for the scholar but for the average teacher of vocational education so that he or she could determine precisely what it was that

In teaching literature the principal behavioral objective that teachers seek is a gleam in the student's
eye. "But how can we measure a gleam?" Hook asks.
We can't. He suggests that good behavioral objectives-must incorporate the idea of this gleam. In this
report he cautions, like James Hoetker, against defining "behavior'' too narrowly.

The Tri-University BOE Project:
A Progress Report
I. N. HOOK

With the support of funds from the U.S. Office of Education, representatives of three midwestem universities embarked in the summer of 1969 on a
two-year study of behavioral objectives for English in grades 9-12.
The purpose of the study is to develop during the first year a preliminary
catalog of behavioral objectives, to field test it during most of the second year,
and then to bring out for the i»formation and use of the profession A Catak g
of Behavioral Objectives for English in Grades 9 tc 1.2.

The codirectors are employing the assistance of a number of consultants.
Senior consultants are Dean David Krathwohl of Syracuse University, coauthor of Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, handbook II: Affective
Domain, and Robert F. Mager, author of Preparing Instructional Objectives
and Developing Attitude toward Learning. Other consultants represent various specialties and points of view within the profession; some are from
secondary schools, others from colleges and universities. (Project personnel
are listed at the end of this paper.)

Much of the writing of the objectives is being done by the consultants,
although the directors will necessarily fill in gaps and do considerable editing.
The precise form and extent of the catalog have not yet been determined, nor
have the means of its dissemination to the profession.
The directors have from the beginning shared some of the reservations
J. N. Hook is with the Department of English, University of Illinois, Urbana.
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reflected in other statements in this publication. They do not regard behavioral

objectives as a panacea, and they are aware of the potential abuse of behavioral objectives in the classroom, especially the danger of trivialization.

Why, then, did the directors undertake the project? There are several
answers. One is that interest in behavioral objectives is sweeping the country,
and many ill-conceived statements of such objectives (as well as some good
ones) are already not only in existence but in use. The dircctors believe that a
carefully prepared, well-reasoned statement, subscribed to by representative
leaders in the profession, may guide developers of such objectives and prevent
their misuse. If English experts do not do the -work, it may be done less well
by others.
Second, the objectives conventionally followed in English classrooms tend
to be so vague as to be almost meaningless. What, fox' example, does "appreciates literature" mean? What does a student do when he appreciates? What are
the evidences of appreciation? A clearer statement of objectives might make
much class activity less rambling, better aimed, more valuable to studcnts and
teachers alike. .

Third, the directors found the whole idea of behavioral objectives for
English to be an intellectually challenging one. Such objectives are obviously
easy to formulate in some fields. Students in a typing class, for instance, may

have as an objective to learn to type fifty words a minute. That is easily
measurable. In a science class, an objective may be to label correctly the
parts of a frogagain easily measurable. But are the things done in an English
class reducible to the kinds of statements that the behavioralists advocate,
without doing damage to the genuine but not readily measurable values of
our subject? Do some parts of the work in the English class lend themselves

to behavioral statements, but not other parts? The directors found such
questions real challenges to their minds, and to their emotions, too; and as the
work progresses the amount of challenge is not diminishing. For a full hour

at the 1969 annual business meEting of NcrE,' a resolution on behavioral
objectives was debated, and valid points were made both favoring and opposing such objectives for English. The directors and consultants must weigh
those arguments and others as they proceed with their work.
Some things in English are relatively easy to describe in behavioral terms.
For example, "Given a list of twenty spelling words and a half hour for study
and discussion, a student writes the words as they are dictated and spells all
of them correctly." Or, "Given five paragraphs of conversation, typed without
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quotation marks, a student inserts quotation marks in conformity with present

standard practice." Capitalization, matters of form in business letters, and
the recognition of rhyme scheme or alliteration are other examples of the
easily measurable.

But the mere fact that some parts of English are easily reducible to
behavioral terms constitutes a danger. This danger is that in all parts of
English, teachers may pick out as objectives only those things that are readily
quantifiable. As a horrible example, they might reduce literary objectives to
such things as identifying rhyme schemes and picking out similes.
There is a great deal in English that transcends mere munting, mere
mechanical detail. The same thing is true of art, music, or any other of the
humanities, and of the social sciences, too. In art, for example, it would be
possible to limit objectives to recognition of specific paintings and description
of their superficial characteristics. But certainly there is much more to art
than that: the artist's use of his medium, the themes of his works, his relationship to his time, the philosophy of his paintings, what his paintings say, to
people todayespecially what they say to the students in a class. In social
studies, behavioral objectives may (undesirably) be reduced to listing the
members of the president's cabinet, to naming the chief generals on both sides
in the Civil War, or to memorizing causes of depressions. Such trivialization
would not permit students to develop awareness of much more important
matters, such as the light that history sheds on human beings as part god and
part animal, part Arid and part Caliban.
In English the danger of trivialization exists in all parts of our work but
appears to be particularly grave in literature. It is fairly easy to list a number
of observable behaviors like those I have mentioned regarding rhyme scheme,
similes, etc. But are those really the learnings, the understandings that we
want students to gain? What behaviors do we hope for? If you and I are good
readers of literature, what behaviors do we show as we read and after we
have read? We certainly do not read a novel by underlining all the similes, or
read a poem with our chief focus on its rhyme scheme or its alliteration.
Rather, we read it for the esthetic pleasure, the illumination, the knowledge,
the understanding of human beings that we can get from it. If we like the
novel, there's a gleam in our eyes as we read, and the gleam may return later
when we think again of the novel. Really, the behavioral objective that we're
mainly after in our teaching of literature is a gleam in students' eyes. But how
can we measure a gleam? If we phrase an objective, "Having read `The Rime
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of the Ancient Mariner,' a student has a gleam in his eye," any outsider who
reads that objective will think we're crazy. We need to find ways of stating
the objective so that the idea of the gleam is there, but thc word gleam isn't.

The directors decided early that, in order to keep from compiling a list
of insignificant objectives, it would be necessary for each behavioral objective
to grow naturally from a larger objective (non-behaviorally stated) that the

profession generally accepts and that reflects current thinking about what
we are or should be trying to accomplish. Basically there are four levels of
objectives:

1. The large objectives of all education ( a sound mind in a sound body,
the ability to think clearly, good citizenship, etc.).

2. Major objectives in English itself (appreciation of literature, verbal
interaction among students, ability to write coherently, knowledge of
basic prin. ,pies of the language, etc.).

3. Behaviorally phrased objectives growing out of the second level but
expressed in somewhat general terms.
4. Behaviorally phrased objectives growing out of the third level but more
specifically stated (for example, with reference to particular pieces of

literature).

The goal of the Tri-University BOE Project is to produce definable objectives on the third level. A school, a school system, or an individual teacher

could then rather easily translate these third-level objectives to the fourth
level, by inserting the title of the specific author or piece of literature (or
whatever). The behavioral objectives would thus be in effect fairly specific
statements emanating from the second- and first-level objectives accepted by
the profession. Thus the danger of trivialization, of selection of objectives
just for measurement's sake, would be lessened.
On the matter of measurement, the directors and consultants were influenced not only by the writings and advice of ICratliwohl and Mager but also
by a talk presented by Alan Paves, who made the point that there are kinds
of measurement besides the conventional ones. That is, measurement is not
necessarily just in terms of countableslinear" measurement, as Purves calls

itbut also more sophisticated kinds of measurement such as those that he
refers to as "topographic" and "trigonometric." The directors are not yet sure
just how such measurement can be accomplished, but they will be trying. To
the extent that they succeed, their catalog of objectives will be useful with
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reference to those parts of English that are inadequately measured by chiefly
subjective means.

The directors are not yet ready to submit actual examples of what the
catalog will eventually contain. The consultants have .prodticed several hun-

dred level-3 objectives, usually related carefully to level 2, but -these are
currently undergoing revising and editing, and further refinements will un:
questionably occur after the field-testing. Perhaps none of the examples that
follow will actually appear in the catalog. They are presented here, however,
in order to inform the profession about some of the directions in which the
=

BOE Project is tending.

First, some examples with regard. to language.

In the study of the English language, what is it that we really hope our
students will learn to do? What is worth learning? What is worth doing? What
is meaningful and useful to them now and also later, when they are no longer
in school?
A level-2 objective that most teachers will accept is an understanding that

the English sentence is systematically arranged. Regardless of the type of
grammar taught, it shows in its own way the systematic arrangement of the
sentence. Words can't just be put together in random order to build a sentence.

Sentences are not random arrangements. Random not are arrangements
sentences does not make sense, nor does Not arrangements are sentences
random. It is very important to clarify the fact of system for strdents and to
bolster their self-esteem and self-confidence by helping them to realize that
they have already mastered most of the intricacies of the system. The human
mind works at computer-like specd, and this speed is nowhere better illustrated than in the ways in which our minds almost instantaneously put several
ideas together to form a compact sentence.
In translating this level-2 objective into level-3 terms, we necessarily break
the large objective into a number of small ones. For example, "Given instruc-

tion in the basic sentence patterns, a student writes examples of each."
Or, "Given a set of twenty kernel sentences in various patterns, a student
matches those sentences that follow the same pattern."
For other examples under the same level-2 heading, consider transformations. "Given a set of sentences similar to Tom hit Jerry, a student rephrases

each in a form similar to Jerry was hit by Tom and explains in nontechnical
language the systematic way in which such passive sentences are formed
from active voice kernels." Or, "Given a set of statements similar to The king

1
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is in the counting-house, a student transforms each into a question that can be
answered yes or no, such as Is the king in the counting-house? and draws a

simple diagram to illustrate the systematic shift in word order involved in
such a transformation."
Let's turn to a different facet of language. Most teachers now believe that
it is worthwhile for students to realize that language changes, that it has a
history, that Americans have contributed and are contributing to the develop-

ment of the English language, that students themselves help to shape the
language of the future. "Knowledge of the history of the English language,"
then, is a level-2 "objective to which many teachers subscribe.
Among the many behavioral objectives into which this larger objective can
be translated are these: "Given instruction in the chief ways by which places
in the United States got their names, a student examines place-names in his
own state and draws tentative conclusions concerning their origin. As far as
possible each student checks his conclusions against reference books such as
Mencken and Stewart." Given a list of vords with interesting histories, such

as abundance, aftermath, assassin, ballot, curfew, inaugurate, tantalize, and
taxicab, each student uses a large dictionary or other reference book to discover some of these histories and presents his findings on one word to the
class in a one-minute report." Or, for an advanced class, "Given an Elizabethan
play, a student examines the ways in which questions are phrased and writes a
brief essay comparing the Elizabethan and modern structure of questions."

Other kinds of comparisons can also be developed. Even though the chief
rea-on for reading Elizabethan dramas is literary rather than linguistic, students who have become interested in the study of language can find such
comparisons enlightening.
Any objective, behaviorally stated or not, should be included only if teach-

ers honestly believe that it represents something worthwhile and important
for the student to be able to do. In our teaching of the English language we
have seldom done enough to get most students excited about it. We have paid
so much attention to grammar and usage that we have neglected the interest
or even excitement that can be aroused by semantics, history of the language,
dialectology, and even lexicography. Students can become tremendously interested in how places got their names, how people got their names, how
words have changed their meanings, and how concepts of dictionaries have
changed. In the study of semantics thcy can be almost awed by the ways in
which choice of words can affect human lives. In writing objectives, one must
keep such outcomes in mind and not concentrate chiefly on having students
distinguish restrictive from nonrestrictive clauses.

*.
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If our instruction in language has been successful, it will produce almost
as many gleams as literature does. The Tri-University Project is seeking, in
part, to find ways of stimulating young people toward a love of language and

to indicate ways in which that love can be revealed. It is worthwhile for
students to seek the deeper meanings in words and sentences and to enjoy
doing so. They should often talk about language when they are reading
literature, and they should become sensitive to language in their speaking and

writing--sensitive to the ways in which their use of language may affect
others. They should enjoy language play, writing nonsense rhymes or poems in
the style of Ogden Nash or E. E. Cummings, inventing word games, punning,
and the like.
With regard to composition, teachers are becoming increasingly aware of
the process of writing, though this process may vary from individual to individual. Much good writing, as British teachers are showing, results from good
talk, from miming, improvisation, discussion. Behavioral objectives must take
such modern developments into account.
The directors of. our project are still not satisfied with what has been
accomplished so far in the preparation of statements in composition, and
therefore' no examples will be included here. The consultants have provided a
good basis for many such statements; but much reworking is needed.
A major worry about objectives in composition is that there is danger of
stifling genius, of inhibiting the student who is highly inventive and very
unconventional. Conventional objectives and conventional methods have often
had such an inhibiting effect. As a profession we must seek 'ways to avoid
smothering the potential Shakespeare. If Shakespeare had been taught composition by the essentially negative ways employed in many schools, his name
might be entirely unknown to us.
In literature, too, there is danger of stiffingnot just the genius, but all
students. We turn students off with literature at least as often as we turn them
on. Robert F. Mager, in Developing Attitude toward Learning, draws a useful
distinction between "approach responses" and "avoidance responses." In
teaching literature ( or anything else), we should aim in our objectives rt
those things that will help students to approach literature willingly and even
eagerly, not cause them to avoid it.
The observation or measurement of such responses is often necessarily
long-term, not immediate. One seldom becomes an avid reader of poetry after
reading just a few poems. The approach is gradual and uneven; there may be
1 (Palo Alto: Fearon Publishers, Inc., 1962).
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the school
regressions. Sometimes the outcome is not even observable dm.
years. In the Tri-University proposal for this project, the directors said:
It must be endlessly repeated . . . that because of the nature of English some
aspects of it do not lend themselves to completely reliable non-subjective
measurement, especially at the time when the in-school learning is occurring.
We hear frequently, for instance, of stories like that of the boy who was apparently bored by Shakespeare but who as a soldier, a few years later, was heartened when he happened to recall the lines

Cowards die many times before their deaths;
The valiant never taste of death but once.

Perhaps some faint clues may be suggested that can help to identify Shakespeare's effect even on boys like that, but it is dearly impossible to provide a
definitive rating scale to take into account outcomes that may not be visible for
years. Further, objectives must not concentrate on the superficial merely because
superficialities are easily observable or measurable. It may be found that certain
aspects of English instruction cannot be framed in behavioral terms.

Mager points out that in evaluation, particularly in the affective domain,
we should be concerned especially with tendencies, with indirect indications.
With regard to literature, we may ask whether at the end of h term a student
tends more or tends less toward approach responses. Does he participate more

eagerly or less eagerly in discussion of literature? Has the pattern of his
responses changed at all? Does he more often relate what he is now reading
to something he has read before?- Does he check out more or fewer books
from the library? On anonymous checklists concerning literature they have
been readinglists with words like interesting, dull, fun, too kid, exciting,
boring, useful, useless, too easy, very importantwhat changes in a class's
responses ocetir over a period of time?

These are signs of the gleamouhvard manifestations. In teaching literature we have been enhancing the gleam in some students, diminishing it in
others. Think of the dull-eyed boy who finally finds an adventure story that
turns him on and makes him hungry for another one. In contrast, think of the
first-grader who one day bounces home and shouts proudly, "Mom, I can
readl" but whose enthusiasm is diminished year by year until as a high school
senior, though he can read, he doesn't. We want to turn kids on with literature, not off.
So in choosing behavioral objectives in English ( or any other subject) we
need to try to find what will turn the students on or at least not off. As Mager
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says, "If I do little else, I want to send my students away with at least as much
interest in the subjects I teach as they had when I arrived."
This doesn't mean that literature instruction has to be all fun and games,

or that there is no work involved. The University of Illinois professor of
English to whom students annually give the highest rating as a teacher is also
the one who works them harder than anyone else. But the work they do seems
significant to the students, and the classroom atmosphere is a pleasant, exciting one. Work, according to Mager, should not be confused with unpleasantness.

Here are some examples of behavioral objectives in literature ( taken from a
much longer list), showing what the Tri-University Project is considering for
inclusion:
Given a play or short story, members of the class mime or improvise parts of the

action or dialogue. Any student who participates, regardless of the degree of
effectiveness, is considered to have succeeded.

Given a poem suitable for choral reading, each student participates actively in
the reading and occasionally contributes a suggestion concerning a way to improve the reading of a particular line or passage.

After class discussion of basic causes of conflict among' human beings, each
student looks back at several short stories the class has read and writes down
what he considers to be the basic cause or causes of conflict in each story. In
class he presents and substantiates his ideas, and the class attempts to reach
common agreement concerning the causes of conflict in these stories.
Given a play, each student reads a role chosen by him or assigned to him in a
particular scene. The student and the class comment on his reading of certain
speeches, especially from the point of view of how well he brought out the
meaning and the emotion. The scene is repeated and again critically analyzed.
Given a piece of fiction or a play, the class discusses the basic motivations of
each important character in an attempt to understand why the character behaves
as he does. When disagreements arise, each student writes a paragraph or more
to uphold his point of vim. Students who have written about the same character read their papers to the class, and discussion follows, perhaps leading to a
decision or a reconciliation of viewpoints.

After exposure to several genres, the class discusses the variations in treatment
that would have been necessary if the author had written in a different genre.

For example, if the author of a short story had written a lyric poem on the
same theme, what would he have done differently? Or if Shakespeare had
decided to make Midsummer Night's Dream or Twelfth Night a tragedy instead
of a comedy, what would he have done differently? Following the discussion,
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each student writes a composition in which he answers such a question concerning a work of his o Nrt choice.

In reading a poem aloud, a student avoids a singsong reading, and avoids stopping at the end of a line except where punctuation signals a stop.

In the book Selected Objectives- for the Language Arts: Grades 7-12,
Arnold Lazarus and Rozanne Knudson state this objective non-behaviorally:
"To understand that every poem has a logic of its own; that generalities and
rules are likely to betray the explication; that many a poem is in part like a
unique puzzle to be solved on its own terms." 2 The writer of a behavioral
objective must ask himself what outward manifestation of this internal behavior may be revealed. Here is one not completely _satisfactory statement:
"Given a poem that is difficult for
a student treats it as a kind of puzzle.
He carefully examines each sentence, each word, each image, etc. to discover
what clue it may provide for
solution. He reveals this attitude through
his contributions to class CiistAssion of

poem."

The Tri-university Project is still young. The directors believe that behavioral objectives have a place in English instruction, though they have
reservations,, too. They do net believe that the mere creation of a set of such
objective's will miraculously transform an English class, causing every student
to become an excited and fully involved member. And the danger of trivialization, it 'must be constantly reiterated, is a eal
real`
One that must be avoided.
But on the positive side, work on behavioral objectives forces teachers to
rethink why they are doing wi;at they are doing. If the reasons are inadequate,
if something is being taught only because it usually is taught, some deaewood
may be removed from a. curriculum and replaced with something alive and
relevant. Second, well-conceived behavioral objectives may in some instances
replace the vague statements. now so frequently employed. Third, behavioral
objectives require emphasis not on the subject-alone nor-on. the student alone
but upon the interaction of subject and student. By placing a premium on
doing and not on "understanding" or "appreciating," behavioral objectives
recall to our 'minds the hope that students will make use of what we are
teaching, not just absorb it. Fourth, in so far as evaluation can be built into
objectives ( and the directors are not yet convinced that immediate, 'completely
nonsubjective evaluation is possible in all parts of English), the teacher's task

of evaluation is somewhat eased and the results may be more fair to all
students.
2. (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1987),
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The young project faces other problems not yet mentioned. How, for
instance, is it possible to avoid the teacher-dominated classroom if the teacher
phrases the objectives and thcn expects the students to attain those objectives

rather than others perhaps equally valid? Can students themselves help to
frame behavioral objectives? Is it possible to correlate, within a behavioral
objective framework, the study of observing, reading, listening, writing, speaking, and language, rather than presenting them as seperate strands?

With the help :If an extremely able group of consultants, the directors
hope to find at least partial answers to those and other questions.
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ALAN C. PURVES

undertook this as part of an international study so that I could reconcile the
various statements about the teaching of literature.

We found that, in relation to content, the prime behaviors listed by the
curriculum writers included those marked A through J in Figure 1.
Figure 1

Content and Behavioral Objectives in Literature
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Now the problems of establishing criteria for ...ach of these behaviors
emerge as soon as one examines them. Even that simple behavior, to know,
poses problems, for no two people can agree as to what the salient parts of a
literary work are that should be known; we might agree that every student
should memorize everything, but I think that is a bit unrealistic, and besides, .

most of us would temporize by saying that knowledge of that sort is less
important than certain of the other (although not higher) behaviors. Taking
the second series of behaviors, these too seem on the surface capable of linear
National Committee, I.E.A. Literature P oject," mimeographed (flew York, 1967). Available on application to the author.
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measurement with a fairly self-evident criterion; it is easy to tell whether
someone can spot the metaphors in a poem by Keats or note the similarities
and differences between Silas Marner and Macbeth, or the relationship between "A- Rose for Emily" and Faulkner's life. Yet even this area has its
problems. What is the correct application of knowledge of Faulkner's background to the story? Is it related to an incident in the writer's life, or does it
exist as a symbolic instance of the decadence of the South that Faulkner saw
and described elsewhere? Who is to say? We know we couldnt trust Faulkner
even if he were alive. How sure are we then of the relationship of a work like
The Scarlet Letter to Puritanism, to Hawthorne's life, to the transcendentalist's ideas of nature, to Hawthorne's satiric works, to the pastoral tradition,
to an Aristotelian or Hegelian idea of tragedy? We may well have asked
examination questions about any of these relationships without any real surety,
I would argue, that such a relationship is valid. These- relationships, these
applications of the knowledge of one -set of data -to another set- of data are
the basis of a great deal of the intellectual stature of man. "Classification is
all of learning," says I. A. Richards, echoing Aristotle. Each of these is a way

of structuring the world that we see; that is, we look at a work of literature
and classify it as a novel, a romance, a tale of greed, a warning about pride, a
symbolic recreation of the Fall, and so on, and so on. Each of these is accurate
to a point; none of them captures the full work, and none fully captures even
part of the work. The criterion for judging the adequacy of a studeat's relating The Scarlet Letter to Puritanism is not simply that it is or is not related,
but whether it i . depiction of that relationship in a way that seems to the
observer 1.9 account for every stray word and thought in the work, and for
every facet of American Puritanisma jcb beyond the massive capability of
the late Perry Miller.
As with the application of knowledge, so with the various modes of expressing response. Response itself, the most vaunted goal of .literary education, is
unmeasurable, and so we must be content to deal -with its various manifestations: the recitation or enactment of the work; the various statements that
may be made about it in writing or speech; and the other activities that may
result from it, as well as the simple act of choosing that work over some "subliterary" work: Each of these manifestations is a structuring of a part of the
relationship between the reader and the work. His recitation or mime represents how he would recite it; there is no criterion that says that Burton's

Hamlet is better than Olivier's, or which of the words in "That's my last
duehen, hanging on the wall . . ." should be stressed. Nor in the expression

t
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of one's engagement can there be a criterion that places engagement over
aesthetic distance; nor in analysis of language patterns of a sonnet, which of
the patterns is of prime importance; nor of interpretation, whether a psychological interpretation is better than an archetypal one; nor of an evaluation,
whether praising "Trees" for its eloquent statement of an important thought
is better than damning it for being an illogical verbal structure. Morris Weitz,
in Hamlet and the Philosophy of Literary Criticism, shows that each of these

deals with a different order of question, and' each is equally unsuitable to_ j
"objective" validation .6 Michael Polanyi in Personal Knowledge goes further

than Weitz by showing that objectivity is an illusion, that even ,the- most
scientific of statements betokens an assumption or set of assumptions about
the nature of the universe or a part of it.6

But, one might argue, there are better or worse statements about the
language patterns in a sonnet; of that I am not so sure. The criterion of
betterness escapes me. Is -it better to say that it is an ababcdcdefefgg rhyme
scheme, that it is iambic pentameter with inversion in the first foot of lines 1,
3, and 7, or that there is alliteratioi. in lines 2, 4, 6, 8,'and consonance in lines
3, 11, and 12? Each speaks of different things. Granted there can be inaccurate

statements, such ac calling the meter anapestic trimeter, but this level of
accuracy is also one approaching triviality.

Perhaps we can find a criterion when we deal with attitudes about literature. Certainly it .would seem better to be a reader than a nonreader, to go to
libraries rather than to climb mountains, and to deplore censorship rather
than to bum books. I would say yes, and so would you; yet I recognize that
many intelligent and gold people are not readers, that climbing is important
for one's health, and that some kinds of censorship seem at times socially
desirable, witness those kinds that the NcrE is fostering with such an innocent volume as Reading Ladders for Human Relationswhy that instead of
Reading Axes for Human Hatreds, save that we want to suppress the latter
kind of literature?
We can, then, delineate the overt bchaviors with which literary eaucation
deals, but we have a hard time being very sure about the direction in which
many of these behaviors should move. In language study, too, we have a hard
time establishing a criterion of good writing or good graMmax or even of
which grammar, since each is
different and complimentary and viable
structuring of the flux of language. I would suggest that the fault lies not in
5 (New York: The World Publishing Company, 1966).
(New York: Harper & RCM . Publishers, 1958).
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the behaviors themselves, whether we spell out objectives or not ( those are
the behaviors with which we shill be dealing), but with the very notions of

criteria and direction. Insteadof linear measurement, we need to employ
topological or topographic and trigonometric measurement, measurement such
as that performed by James Squire, Kellogg Hunt, Francis Christensen, Louise
Rosenblatt and others? We need not ask whether a student has a good mind

for literary study but miller, What kinds of literary study does be do? Not,
Does he have the right response? but, What kind of response does he make?
As a means of pointing some alternative directions in evaluation of-student
achievement, let me seek to define those three different kinds of measurement
the linear, the topographic, and the trigonometric. The best way I can do so

is by analogy to the measurement of a flagpole. Most of what educational
planners are interested in is covert behavior, what happens inside a person
that may determine some subsequent ections. Teachers are interested in
whether people like literature, what people think about the world, what sense
of grammaticality resides in people's minds, what attitudes towards God,
home, country, and art people might have. This covert behavior may be
likened to the flagpole. It exists, and we are pretty sure it is there, but we
don't know how tall it is, nor exactly what is at the topa ball maybe, with
an eagle, or is it some leaves? When the sun is shining, we do have the
shadow of that flagpole available to us. The shadow may be thought of as
overt behavior, the statements abc reading interests that people make, the
essays and sentence:, they write, the actions they perform.

In treating that shadow, there are three possible operations. The first is
to take a mkt or a yardstick and see how long and how wide it is. This might
be called linear measurement. In this case the measurer has a standard or a

criterion of how long a foot should be, and he sets that ruler against the
shadow. In English, we have a great many rulers or yardsticks: our sense of a
proper critical response, our sense of what proper taste should be, our sense
of grammaticality. If a student's utterance does not measure un to that criterion, the student is deficient. The shadow is not what we want the shadow
to be. This kind of measurement, the most prevalent form of measurement
7Jamcs R. Squire, The Response of Adolescents While Reading Four Short Stories.
(Champaign, Ill.: National Council of Teachers of English, 1964); Kellogg Hunt, Grammatical Structures Written at Three Grade Levels. (Champaign, 111.: National Council of
Teachers of English, 1965); Francis Christensen, "A Generative Rnetoric of .be Sentence,"
in Toward a New Rhetoric, Papers from the i963 Confert.nec on College Composition and
Communication (Champaign, M.: National Council of Teachers of English; 1963); Louise
M. Rosenblatt, "Towards a TransactionarTheory of Reading," Journal of Reading Behavior, I (Winter 1969), 31-49.
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in education (even though the ruler is disguised as a normal curve and a
standard score), suffers from a false notion of the surety of the yardstick, as I
have pointed out in the first part of this brief.
But there is a second way of treating that shadow. The shadow falls on a
part of the field or asphalt. We can measure what part of the field it covers.
This might be called topographic or topological measurement. To take an
example from English, the essay might be descril.ed to see what logical path
it does follow (comparison, division, and definition) or whether the path is a
nonlogical one, what critical response it pursuesinterpretation, description,

evaluation, or an impressionistic reconstructionor which of Martin Joos's
five clocks it might fall under. To use this kind of measurement is to treat
the student's utterance as a document as worthy of critical attention as a poem
by Donne. Curiously, most measurement of student writing is not critical in
this sense but a repudiation of all the critical standards that we profess: most
measurement treats a student's writing the way a dyspeptic copy editor or an
opprobrious censor treats a navel. No wonder students reject our values. We
might urge ourselves as measurers to be topographical as well as linear. This
measurement too, of course, is necessarily limited as tb''its validity.
Bu_ t topographical and linear measurement are simply dealing with shad-

ows: neither of them relates the shadow to the flagpole. There is a kind of
measurement, what might be termed the trigonometric, that seeks to infer
from the length and shape of the shadow what the height of the flagpole is
and whether it has an eagle. It does not assume that the inference is absolutely
accurate, however, but seeks continually to validate its measures. This trigonometric measurement has its counterparts in the measurement of TA behavior
in English: When a student writes an essay, as readers of that essay we may

seek to relate the expressed utterance to what we presume went on in the
student's mind.' We May say of it, "that's honest;" or "that's not what you
really meant," or "that's an expression of real interest." If the student talks
about the author's life, we may, if we are Freudians, say that he is repressing
the phallic wounding in the poem. When ye hear a child of five speak a
number of sentences, we may say that the child has mastered the grammar
and morphology of a certain dialect. In each of these cases, we are not
exactly sure that our depiction of the flagstaff is an accurate depiction, but we
are willing to make 'a fairly large wager. This kind of measurement is what

psyi-nometricians are performing when they ray that scores on a certain
test are indices of something they call intelligence. Unfortunately, too many
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people assume that the inference is absolutely val:d; or, worse, they assume
that the shadow and the flagpole are the same thing. It is this assumption
that leads too many people to write behavioral objectives with the assumption

that the measurable behavior that they are setting as an o:Jjective is the
behavior they desire.

To be a bit more specific about the differences between the three lcinds
of measurement, I shall work through the process of measuring an educational
objective. One of the common general goals of literature instruction might be
said to b.-. that the students should develop an informed and varied taste in
literature. For a specific grade, that goal might be rewritten to say that the
students should demonstrate an acceptance of a variety of literary materials
both through their talk and writing about literature and through their active
selection of materials in a free situation.

Linear measurement of that goal would be of several sorts. The most
obvious one might be the collecting of data on the book and magazine buying
and borrowing habits of the students (either through indirect observation or a
questionnaire). After collecting this data, one might analyze it according to
content type ( animal stories, sports stories, and the l 3), genre, and level
(children-adult or pop-culthigh-cult). The reporting a, Luis data would then
be to say that the children who are reading more and more varied material
are doing "better" than those who are not. To measure linearly whether the
children's taste is informed, one would have to ask them why they chose the
selections they chose and determine whether the justification was subjective
or objective, whether blurted or reasoned, whether based on no criterion or
some criterion. In any case, the better justification might be determined to be
objective, reasoned, and based upon a criterion. The students could therefore

be measured as to their degree of fulfilling some agreedpon criterion of
taste and rationality.

Topographic measurement would take the same shadow, the data on
habits and preferences, and would possibly take the same" first steps in
analysis; but the similarity would cease there. To take the buying habits, the
topographic measurer would seek to define an exhaistive classification of the
possible kinds of selections (with a taxonomy of aciventure stories or animal

stories drawn along some Fryean or Jungean lines perLps) and say of a
child, "Why, this student prefers stories of types x, m, and p. She also dislikes
intensely stories of types b and h. She therefore fits into a pattern similar to
the pattern of 60 percent of the students. She differs from the majority of that
group by being a more active reader in that she reads over seven books a
week." There is, therefore, a placing of the student. A topographic measure
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of justification would also stop at description but would seek to analyze that
description more fully, determining whether the criterion is one of form or

content, whether the criterion is consistently supported, or whether the
criterion is dependent on the work judged.
Neither of these types of measurement, however, go from shadow to substance. Trigonometric measurement might very well take the same data and
ask another type of question about the student's taste. If the student preferred

horse stories the measurer might ask, if the student were a girl, about the
student's relationship with her father. If the student showed a preference for
both popular action stories and adult contemplative fiction, the measurer
might hazard that this indicated a tension between what the student preferred
and what he thought others would want him to -prefer. If the student gave
involved formal justifications of his taste, the observer might infer that the
student had a highly developed esthetic sense which had supplanted an emo-

tional response, or that the student had developed a series of defenses for
preferring works that in other respects were suspect ( cf. Norman Holland,
The Dynamics of Literary Response [New York: Oxford University Piess, Inc.,
1988], especially pp. 193-224). Needless to say, this kind of measurement is
anecdotal and tentativ and based on the vantage point of the observer. Linear
and topographic measurement suffer from similar limitations, but, because they
can often be reperted in numerical fashion, they have the veneer of objectivity,

and the measurer too frequently hypostasizes his numbers and pretends that
his vantage point is the only one there is.

Too often the objective sought in the statistically reliable test is not the
behavior that the curriculum builder wants. To give an example, many of the
curricula of the sixties sought to bring students to a point of mastery of certain
cognitive processes with respect to literary texts, They prepared students for
high scores on the Advanced Placement test or some other measure of critical
acumen as determined by the yardstick of tiew criticism. That is the shadow
they sought to pursue. If one looks at the students taught through this cur-

riculum, however, one might surmise that the sun has shifted er that the
flagpole has changed, for the behavior that seems produced is a repudiation
of all the values established in those measures, a repudiation in favor of doing
one's own thing. One can, then, fault the curriculum builders for assuming that
the shadow of intellectualization about a literary work was directly relate
a flagpole of the rational man. Something went wrong, and we do not ku
the extent to which an intellectualized curriculum produced an anti-intellectual
generation: too many variables 4ntervene, but it is this very fact of intervening
variables that establishes the main danger of behavioral objectives.
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But having said this, I realize that the proponents of behavioral objectives
can counter and say that it is all very well to be idealistic, but that topographic
and trigonometric measurement do hot face up to the problems of determining
which students should be promoted and which held back, which should be
admitted to college and which not when one throws away the measuring stick.
This came home to me recently when one of the guiding forces of the National
Assessment said, "All I want to know is whether we're-putting enough money
into literature, and your kind of measurement won't tell me." He represents,
I think, a-strong influence in this country, the influent of the anti-intellectual
cos' accountant. Now the payoff of literature is not alw
manifest. We cannot
prove that it does any good. Oh, it helps the literacy rate somewhat, but we
don't think it affects our attitudes much. We can say the same thing about
teaching composition. It doesn't help people much either: Each of them, however, gives the student a chance to try different ways of structuring and controlling the flux of experience around him. As Jerome Bruner wrote, "Emphasis
on discovery in learning has precisely the effect on the learner of leading him
to be a constructionist, to organize what he is encountering in a manner not

only designed to discover regularity and relatedness, but also to avoid the
kind of information drift that fails to keep account of the uses to which information might have been put." 8 This being so, it seems to me that education in
the mother tongue should have as its objectives and modes of instruction open
and tentltive systems. Evaluators can seek to describe and measure people's
behavior, but they must realize that they are 'dealing with only a small part
of what is going on when people read and respond to literature, when -they
generate utterances, and when they compose their conceptualizations. They are
dealing with the o'T-rt response, the utterance, the composition. Even with
those evaluative means that seek to deal with process, means that need further
development, we can only guess at the validity and accuracy of their descriptions.

But describe they will, for we are measuring and systematizing animals,
and we want to know how we are doing. We need not forego our natural

curiosity about ourselves and our fellow men. But the describer should not
become the prescriber; that trend, it least, should hair. Education, particularly
education in English, should not be limited to the measurable but should seek
to do what educators deem for the human weal. Let the measurement people
seek new ways of measuring and discard their self-imposed limitations which
are coming to destroy the creative mind.
8 On Knowing: Essays for the Left Hand ( Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press,
1982), p. 87.

Meld humanistic goals and behavioral objective; this

writer urges. She suggests that to accomplish this,
behavioral objectives should be viewed simply as
technique, and emphasis should be placed on individualized learning, on analysis of each student's
entering competencies, on process rather than product, and on defining the learning process as successive approximations. This will insure the emergence
of the educated man with humanistic orientations,

now too often formed "by chance or because of
favored circumstances unrelated to the educational
system."

Towards Humanistic Goals through
Behavioral Objectives
ISABEL BECK

The title of this session, "Humanistic Coals versus Behavioral Objectives,"
evokes the image of a Skinner box ( experimental space) enveloping the soul
of a student, The clever and preferably fiendish operator of the experimental
space is succeeding in having the student do and say what he does not want to
do and say.

One can also easily conjure up another image that of a steam engine
labeled technology roaring down upon a female tied to the rails. She, prefcably, is posed as Wisdom. The imagery suggested by the title is not helpful
to education. The -title should be "Humanistic Goals and Behavioral Objectives." Rather than seeking confrortation between, humanistic or educational
goals and behavioral objectives or ',ehaviorally oriented instructional practices,
we should be seeking ways to bring them together. ilumanistic goals set the
ends of education and behavioral objectives the specific sub-goals or means to
goal attainment.
Isabel Beck is with the Learning Research and Development Center, University of Pittsburgh. This paper was read during the Fifty-ninth Annual Meeting of runs, Washington,
.C., November 1969. It is also to be published in Elementary English.
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A behavioral objective -is defined- as a specific instructional_ statement that
tells as precisely as zpotsible_--whata student Should-be able to do- after he _has
hail a givenilearning experience.' I have seen behavioral objeetives for various
leveFs of -mathematics- and reading, for a ---C011ege-level course= called IntrodUc-

tionz to Structurat

-_ for elementair_science,-: for =a, c011egelirhetolic
Course, And one -for -the --driVer-,Wha,=_-givewi---car:With-ziai manual- choke, --must=
Start-:_the:- engine- oni az_ Cold= day whentie does -not= tun'
on =the ,first= try
Whilel-=hvalleVer-_seen= any,--Tm-rsUre = an, experienced, con man _or_ someone
-with '=thelioppottUnitys_ -to= observe=rand:-- analyze_ -az;_successful -=con---than---_could--

Write -hn ,-exaellent -set of - behavioral objectiVes-ari-hoto=be-a=eon-man. --__
=T here -is-_--nothingAn_tha---definitionof==_a:ZbehaViarar objeetiVe---thattelle,any-

teaCher
_teach
student= lvhatto
Viewecl=from- That
perSpeotiveillehivioral-objectivel-hre-neutialA3ht---Ohce:h teacher has decided=
to teach= _something; _a- ,commitment-:=tozorganize-_--ithethe instructianalp_rocess-_-=
around ibehaVioralabieetiVes
i-neutral= -Whn-:rtea-chet-deVelap-s-i and
_

-uses an -instructional
--procedUte_ that,= is _based- --hehaVio-rally___ defin'a_goals,_
,
he -finds =that:ha-Must
terms
pectedlaf,the learner-at:the:conclusion
histedehing_efforts. What-is-__taught,
---z
therefore, must be based on-_clear±_specificationsaf-What the -studerit-iS expected

he=-zin-r_of Ethe-iperformance-nem
z

,

_

_

_

to-do. The stUdent'sifiriat perforthance, -well a§t-stetes-inVol,-7-ed in acquiring
theffinal-Ability, must be observable-and assessable: When- apprnpriatelY-=strtic- _tured,behaviiiral---ObjettiVesican=b-ecarneTtools=airthigkWhioh--educatianaligoals
_are achieved_ They ireinat =an end in---themselve.---_

It seems heither-:'Very revolaidriary nor yery = threatening to= require that
We identify systematically-what lin& of -stiident_performarices:-ara associated
with various stages_ in learning,-cznor- to_ assert that-learning _is -more=
mora- effective
Wheathese stages are :seqUeridediri suth=a way that
_more aoMplex-learnbuilt upon earlier_learzied-r-cornpetencies.-__A=stracturedlearning system
based_ on behaviorafobjectives-haS_A-Spiecialspotency. It is_Totent because, in
requiring- careful specifibationiz-oL the expected=- outcomes for -jany giVen_ unit
or ccintse,-Itrforces -us to reassess:both- what_ we are teaching and the premises
that underlie teaching = the way-we _do:_We--roust- be concerned with specifying
the goals of instruction, with:sequencing-the steps_ fa-learning,: with_planhing
instructional- activities= Which_ all enable -students
httain- the
and
with evaltratirig the effectiveness _of our-instruction in -achieving-them.- There
has to be systematic: and analytic concern
only with e subject one teaches
_

thbj

1 C. M. Lindvall, Introduction, in Defining Educational Objectives, edited by Lindvall
(Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh Press, 1964), p.

=

whether_ freshman- English, _algebra, or -early reading=but with -the observable _behaviors --Which -Will-- demonstrate: competence in the =skills and understandings associated-with -that subject -matter. =Behavioral_ Objectives are, _-then;- _a -- technique.- -Yet they are -suspeet.-=-Be=

havieral:objectives_ mayappear-iv- ea-Id-the= hnmanisthecanso
=

thdittinct_

modet-OLman an&soientifio_-_--MkuodolOgy- often-=-_-assObiatedzWith-=behaVieristri.

WhebehaVioritts=and-±-these-with'othCf=framesOf referenee_E-dehatelthimodeli_

of

and this---methodolOgY;7=-di-sousSions*ei ciften=zuggreSSiVeihOstiletand=

--= eMotional-SuCh 'debates iugest-that-there =is littlezpossibili for_ re_conoyhation_
between' hehaviorigni-dn. d other methodologies.
'=Educators and-lisYcholo
alSo view? differently =tile lneaning- of =-b-e
--- havioralzobjectives,-=Charles? ones_ points_t
otit_when: he7Stgle:
_

= The= sedticators-_--arid the===psychologistszliave,--_-different-__-orientations_Ja 'regard-

-learning.--EdUcatbr$i for_ -exainple,-, are--inclirted' tO-specify:their-objeetiveszia_tucki
termi-as-_%ccluiriag-values,-"-"developing=understanding,"_'_thinking clearly_andiffectivelY;"_ or-ii more -±speeificallrlearningt to
-or learning mathematics" _--_
The4tyclioligttkz=howeVer; -rirefeti_-n-to
all thesel-objectives;astAteitents
about _desired= changesjn=behavior:-Forliimi-iieducation-i-is; a_ processzof -ohafigiog-

-It_ is _probably=the=donce

-,_changirigbehavioe-which

=most aPpalling-

to the htmanst- aic-vhioh4elietiates_ the chasm betWeen Ininanismand: be;
haviorism.--Mhen aLchild who- dOeSinot -know how -to read ls taughttatead,=the
teacher hat--indee&-chinged-hiSliehavior.-_Learningloadd--tWokligitinumberS
--------_a change_inz behaViot; -learning to--s-earoh -for -imageryin-a-,,particuar_piece _-=
Of-it/Ming-it a- change_rin---J)ehavior,---Teicherir_doz_indeeik change --Zstudent be=
havior.' IldweVer,-_Many-=teacherS:-fofz EnglishAvoulkl think_preferi_not to think

-of-this as:a=stientific-,or7behaviornl-ievent

,==,

=

--

-It- is =the-____gist_Eofziny_ argnthent- that- ignoring -_What thef,behaviorists-_or the

-htithanistsrteach-p_erpetuatethe-lvdagogy,-Eof:
tradition=rather__-thanlia=-terms-_,-ofi:hintaniStic:---Valnes.-_-3: am _arguing
-behasioristsz-have learned` if Ave-are

that , we :cannot=afford_tolgnore -what=
_

_

_

ta -teach_ effectively --the= goals Which---hurnaniiti-hold.- We==have a -tWofold re=
SpOnsibility:-_ utilizing-what we ImOW:abouthow pe-ople_learn, and -ciontributirigttoithat-knowledge.4 -_-=
31/171 lliam D.:Hitt, "Two Models of Man," American Psyckologist, 24 (July 1989), 651-

3"Learning.and Television," unpublished paper-(Lewisburg, Pa,: National Project for
IMprovement of -Televited:InStruction, Bucknell:UniversitY 1960), p-. =4:4 Robert Glaser, 'The Design and Programming of -Instructioo," Supplementary Paper
No. _28 (New York: Committee' for Economic Development, 1968), p. 156.

_
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ON WRITING BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

Present in the rationale fot public education are two= values -upon which
I think we would_ agree. They are_r that- each individual _should- -be provided
opportunity itu-nclevelOp- his perional potential, and that=
==.phySitak_mental,--behaviaral=should-be appreciated-and provided for With-7_:_Pro
ms-Thel-achievement=of- esu::_goals,-among--others
course;_ should= beenbasis=UpenIWIlieh=theechicationaL=systein-:is-Epredicated.:
These -goals = cannot:be lac ieve<Vhowever-,--_-t-Withouttransforrning--1;ut

the-sinstritotionalf_p:toccSirjhe-_'utiliiation,:_oft:behavierari:objettiVeS:eari--be-

_

Behavioral objectives are _vitall_becinse---the tequireinent;that- =one,Stateontcomes7of:initriictionn:::obserVable=ptipit:behaViorls_allow-s ithe---teadier
the_iStuderittosassess4hether he- has
mark=whethethe -has
nchiefed.--_When=the:rprOpeSed_=objective-sU
-:-bnunit-Uf-Elni-tru-ctiOri InYei-ljee-n-stated in terms of _pupil perforniance,:thereig_theriia-baSis-sfOr _making dedisioni
abent-,What exPeriencesithays=bring about =the delited==outcom-es,-:and thereii4
bais_ffor==cletermining how well= the =instruction is :proceeding-,and_whether

=_

-lins:Ebeen--stiaceisfnl.

let slook-at_ a ra

--example.? MoSt -English-=teacherSAVOuld= agreearttnpottant butdOme-_01: instruction= iS4or4 Student tOislie-_-_able:to-exPressis_
_

himself, in Writingi in- ajornf-thatr_scan-contributetnineaningful_=-CoMin-uniCa7
t- ion. =Or, simply statekto -nwrite-:_clenrly.-z_ Richard -:Ohininni_ states- some =of the
problems_ in:present Eriglish-compositionTcourseswhen-hevrites-::-===
:Apparently_---Wo-__havenowide-agreement --on-5the-if_riature-and_ p- urpose_ of English

How _we- judge= our_---sdneess-AependEin-pint on-whether We:think:of

---

-10Lis teachingstudenti toiwriteTfluently,_teachirig=theniito think well-,
prep-aringztherrarit liberaliednOatiok-_-!`expotire' them to:_thelbesttluitzhat-been"'
_thought- and ---known,--,-ihelping- them JodiecOme-- -intelligent
qualifyingthem-- for_-mecifie -eareers,_ or serving one -or more:of:many-ether-announced:and
covertuims.-_But_ even_ if= wengree:_for nmnirient ion-nne=
Suck as -the-fiist,
success- in=achievingit tan=be,---h-asEbeen-,setionsly

Let's- narrow=- the-- probleni=by-f-jUst =-1OOking =at-dile -expectedt Ontdoine-nf

_

EnglislitcoMpOsition==tel U=Trite -ClearlY;ThiSi_ipartictilat=gbarisnitheiaini of-not

only college -EngliSh-101
mink=preeeding -and su-cceedin& courses When
:iveusk-the--question; What =does- it ineanIto-:write-clearly ?-welrequently_= corneUp- with -unswersi such AS:: to: _communicate: the writer's -ideas= to--the =reader; Ito

write precisely, to write -cogently,- to put orie's-theughts- on paper-- _ clearly.

'5 Editor's-note for "TallcrWrite:=_ A _Behavioral= Pedagogy for Composition," -by -Robert
Zoellnei, College English, 30 (januaryJ989),:2137.:-

-_
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These kinds- of broad reasons give English teachers little help in choosing the
appropriate methods and experiences to achieve the outcome. Now, lees ask
the question another Way: How do we recognize a clear writer when we read

his work? I would propose that many of us do recognize- a clear writer. =I
Turther_propose that, if wefitarted there and tried to a.nalyze_what the clear
writer does when he-writes, we might begin to determine some of the manycomponents involved in the_ very complex behaviorto write clearly. Bandura
states very well = the = relationships_ between simpler components and_ complex
behaviors:
Complex behavior =is= an aggregate of simpler components whic must
individually learned and appropriately integrated-After 6oniplez-pe ormances have
been _adequately analyzed, conditions that -will_ peimit learning- of -the- component- behaviors= can be designated. -Without this type ofEbehavioral analysis,
change agents remain at a loss how-to proceed and simply fall back on 'favorite

routines.
Back-tor=thecoMponentsinVolvedzin thee-OMPletzbehavior-46writO_iclearly.
-Lpropose---thet =there is fsbilfe lind-eflogloaPhiefaithical organization --6f:thelesceinpatents-landIT that=thronglif searching_ analy-siSz-bf--What dear =writer-does
when _he -writes fclearlyLOn----orderly'Aearningiz-ieqUeace7off
tan _be establish-ed.-Nat onVfo-r- collegez_English--101, -but- forlfirst
grade- through
-____
at-least= college±EngliSh-101;-_-t am not=luggestingjhat-the-- terminal' behavior=
_

_

_

_

_

tozWrite--Aearly==cannot--ibe_ achieved untilEnglish-_101,andithatlot twelve
years
_Wilk_ only z_zbeeiriVolVed_inrIeathing---component sbehavioksibtit,
re- thers-thatf_to Write=e clearly-

Clearly is -a series of
Robert_ Glaser- speaks -to

that exact

_of-

objectives =leads- to = concentration zon'only
only = mechanical kinds z of skills ::E-n
Thezfeari-Olman-y_educatoiSfthat'detailed'Speeification- of objectives limit-a:then-I to_
- _ simply behaviers -_--only=those-whioh_Cani3es-forcedinto=lmeasurable_zand_:obsetvable-Etermsis

anzincerrect notion- iRonethinksof--themer arbendable-approxi,::
mations-=torour ideas.-/f--complez_ reasoning---and=open7eridedneis_are-__desirable
aspects of =-humari-liehavio-r, then-=they
be:Ffdobgnitedtiand
goalS:_ Overly -general- objectives -may force- uvitor:settles-for- what-can
can- be easily
° Alberti BandUM,-Principlei of j3ehavicir Modification_ _- (NeW--Ydrk: _Holt; --Rine- hart land
=

7-"Evaluationsof-Instruction and ChangingzEdectition-al:Models,'-Eoalaation of ,_Instruetion;- edited_ by-M.- C. Wittrock end-D.-Riley (New York-:"Holt-,-iRinehart and Winston, Inc.,
n rireaS)-.-

s
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before, we_ do not systematiCally'=explorethe: entering -competencies of the
student; nor dome ask what's needed loimproVe theSe entering competencies_
so that the EStudentoonld :Show-iMportant= growth On-his _Class:papers; r in his
-test scores, or _so: that the -rstUdent could indeed-: do that which-I-intrigues
AIL in= -all _we= are,-inordinately=_condernecL=withii

Eprocesto

product= rather== than==the

ize the= individual =by- emphasizing
fon-nonce

_

an---Eotirschoo
re=sChedulirig,
length_nof-tim-e-_-= devote = to7a--su ectivrerequisites;--:Ondi--ekperientes_-4riJerthsi:__
of = aggregate _ achievement
=
rather =than r" in-=_terms-- of= individual_- learning-,nirierei,
a--

Ment4c-Iii=-thiistructure-=_46 =-Cantinna0==fallijback:onWhiCother generations
VO-dohO4orttructuteiiforrOvaluatioh,-araforiegitimiiation.:_:---_-IUAve-takehitmanistic_Aralu6s _serioutly1,---wer=would-have-lo,argUe:=Ahat-the-

progress evaluated-Os- ariltidiVidtial.-- To
teach__the iindividuaLlve=wills_-=haVe ti)--AtOp-,Ovaluating1:-ediicationiinterms-_of--

_

__ _semester hours

olatSliourSiOna-'fiiterm's:ologgretites-.10-1/Ve;needz to assess;
-eiStudenti=WherheiiS;=Where;hez- needs ttogoiyvbere_ihe
wishes- to lo,---aodi--given-i_hi-i-characterkstics;_lici*-he:might get:there.
Vidua
ucational-syStewseerns--ito -_aJonn ofeditcational=system

rtimpation

-inay
-=

equalize_access--tO;huinanistic-:-gOals:-_

Individualized = instruction, I =have suggested, u the -_propetimode_-for; cre=_
-atitig:an :edOcatiOnat-systenf-riti-44iich';4ohieveinent---ofi isonal-ipotential--arid_respectforindiVidnal-diffeieneei__Can;berstbe-Tromote
_

'definition of-individualized=instruction-;

atzis:-_thostreletrant--_-_ to --mk-

;argurnent-is_-_that of
f---"Individualiied-zinstruCtion tonsists=of planning -_
and, Conthieting-;With-__-eack -_student*progranr:_of-= studies that is =-specifically-

_

tailored= to his =learning - needs and:histharacteristict -o-karrier.'-'--117Random -individualizedsiinstruction;i:Ofz=doUbtfa- effeCti7IndiVidualization
requires a schematic lof -the:learning- process-.1_Robert_-_C er--,suggettsc-such ascheinatic
-ha-iora113--basedfoperationallimOdel for rindfvidimIizatiori-;Model proAdes fOrj-1)--:spec
g,learning-miteomes-in'hehiviorarterms
p) diagnosing the Initial state =of =a= student- entering -a= particular= instructional=
situation,- -(

variety__-rof_=_p_athsfor=attainiri& a partioulaejleariiing_--outcome,
-th-elearning--_taSks, 5)_= monitoring

(4) iteacher-Orid/cir: stddent--prescriptiort

r-Robert-GhiSic,-Selence,Educatkinlilews,- June
r_
iHeathen; -`-"reaoher Zdueation-ffOr -IndIvidualizedlnitruction,"___ paper -as_ part

of a teachor training institutioni conference conducted= -by Research for Better Schools,
Philadelph10,_1967; =

_

=

student performance at appropriate intervals, (6) self-improvement of the
system = through continuous = feedback of information and' evaluation."

For the past five years the Learning Research and Development Center
at =the University of Pittsburgh in cooperation, with the Baldwin-Whitehall
School District =has used the= model just outlined to develop and implement a
program of individualized instruction in reading, mathematics, and science
=

at the Oakleaf = Elementary S
through sixth
de, are involv
Instruction.

pproximately= 250 children, =kindergarten=

m e program
ca
_

In *vidually Prescrbed

t
_
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individualized educational system the following are necessary: specification,
in behavioral terms, of the learning goals associated with th different levels of
the educational process; analysis of the entering cmnpetncies of every student;
reinforcement of those behaviors which lead progressively toward the achievement of the terminal characteristics; definition -of =the = educational process as
successive approximations; creation of an operatinginformation and diagnostic
stem; creation of an operating condition_for self-management. In such an
environment-we may achieve= humanistic goals. With-out conditions such
these = the: educated- man with humanistic-orientations emerges= =too often-by
chance- or- because of = favored circumstances -unrelat to the educational
=systerri:
it is important
important =to= state =again =that an educational technology win
behavioral objectives hn es no restrictions on
ultimate goals
that may
ichieved by any_course of instruction- Sllch a technology maybe used to-narrow and to restrict pals. But it may also
used to develop
metre powerful curricula which-result in u _achievin highly = desirable_
humanistic goals and value.s.
If-in an educational system, e structure of learning rests = upon = behavioral
objectives, the style =of - teaching = rests upon, a strategy =of successive approximations = =and selective and immediate reinforcement, and the environment
emphasizes self-management = and= an adequate information systhrn for both the
teacher and the student, =then =that educational system may
ome a reliable
implementor of humanistic goa

-s

-

True to the intent he expresses in his introductory
remarks, the = author poses some provocative questions about the language used to formulate behavioral objectives. "Can we really achieve an integrity
somewhere between the unsystematized insights of
Lawrence's Fantasia of
Unconscious and the
systematized observations o the quantifying behav-

_

an We

izYour_-_-chlirman's_ helpful= druftvrogram-had
subheading_z!"Clarifiaation -6nd-Inquiry.7--My COntribUtion:-.:7111rb6inoreirkinityilhanClarification;:dire-cted=------specifically
thO Arahslationt of=_Dartrnouth=into::hChMrioral-objectives_sfteims. ___

John -Dbi_on's---titlegroutk4hiongh-TEnglish-,1is=foi- me _significant

main respects

--tt-iTuts_=i

two

e__:entphasts-_ Ay ere__ it-, Troperly-s_belongs;-- -=

_

Cro*th,-iniarge--=abstraction; which can -only assume adequate meaning when =
terms
;iand--Perien4partietilaiitiei;-_bnt-_
stane'complicatod iqtiestion-s
'eh -brings =me =to :sink= second
point: that the significance- of t'grOmi_this--_ a=problernatieitzmatter._JhilOtophically, -Subjeetivelyin=terinsi,olAraltie judgnients,--iitbringsinto=ignestion,
-

and --forees -fene_=_Winako ,-expliCitly:-articulate,_ one's -own_

convictions = about ivhat-zeharaeteriies _-_VciArthY-and: in this lnatter --uneis:both-

stipported-bk: one's_ ctilture=Slistainek:that- is; br a senseLene'_s--anteCedenti-,
the rideeply -staining:mindvbf_etuch--s-people
ilaineSSttiarti-Mill;---_and -Matthew Artiold;==_]=to-Arnold name but Jour-4-1Wone- -also-z-lifnited-riari&eVenIthippedby ones = ctilltte;insofar-ailone IS: an
ago-nti
nf
its-z=broader;z- unwritten
sodoeconothic, and IP_Oliticaliatsnmptions.. In this sense; itc=may well be= that the
children7of:re_volUtion
--effectivef niaturitk; =have :very
different_ answert, fiforn _those-= that we_-cling
Cone
concept oU"growth"As
z-

Geoffrey- Suramerfield-is with the:Park Grove -ffecondary_.-Modern_Sehool-atffithalUniveMty
ot-YorklYeric;-_1England.--

-== 1:-

-=

=1 (Reading; -England:---National-Assaciation,for_ithe- Teaehing of_English, 1967)._

also keenly problematical:in-that:it must also- submit-itself_ to _empirical -analysis
and be-Modified-by the techniques andithefindings_ of -those 'who_ operate em,
pirieally.- In _the _crudest -sensei: growth- is=

well=as
=as organic: And
as we

_

whenever, we-invoke :a-fly-Of-Ad= long-cherished values= of_thehunianist edtica4
honal tradition =
o
liertobali -for _-Mtaiiiple
= _z

_

aven_to =real

cliche, in

--_-_-

_

possibility that we are-snetely trading in-

the= vacuously =zformulaic,:zinuttering-=se =reassuring incantationK=

proaChing-z
matter; -then,Inerudely=nquantitative_termOet us- consider A
= example_ the
Of
The AntelligentdiStu-ssion=arAny--:bf_=_theitilajor--- _

social
of__ our::
e=politiCal:distent-Setial 4JernaisSiveness-,-_:the= genera=
-tion?gap,
ietiiaLUSeftilnesS of a-seriertiiislyftillAridriretponsivelyistbtlelexit;- When_ zom=
-parirt a_uXelessacediiiitzWi ---auseful-accouncrthesstultifying_wWtheillumi=_
ziating,==one-of thefirstlea
s_fto-cmitiael=attention-isthedisarep-antys-1:betwe;en-_
a=limitect andrliniitieglexis,-_ on-- ejonelan ,-and=a--_Mbtly-responsive;preeisely-s
-Modulatirigan-d=modifyinv,;=speCifically:particularizing
on-The-other.=
Asiume,-then;lorthe sake-of.4rgUmentilthat an educated effective polity, a
genuine1,7-gartidipatort detriocracylai access tOluid'commaha of ieEadequate
lexis:--_and Ofie-iiislthe_laceit-Aiith-Abnie-hice-;rdelictite,practkal choices
is =the=questioWcif,licw=anf_open;Texten-sive;_increasinglytresourceful,lexisIS to

_

-_-

:--be=Mad ea

selves-: Of
=suchireperteire:-zlid,-enbedded,Aithii--thb-strite
'v-ailablelomirstudeltshowthey-are:to=be-broughto_avaitthem-_
questiOirof :tentions_

the=tenSions:between:thenstudent'Sf-stibetilture;-wi

"stifidard"-:etiltare of:the
_

=

1'cl-like Ao---push-I this- matter= -just

forl'the-=fact:that

'bilfurther,--asking-- you te_ =make- allow=

class-_-_-_differencesr-ir( the--UnitectriKingdom--- are 1

rathermore

are -in, -the tate.t. : Generally_
speakin& :the =student, '-as_he---m ovesint-6--andir through adolescence; dots- one
Of-three--= thing-s._' The --minority---fexp-oriente no conflict between home:and
s-chool:-both -parents =and= teaoheri± ``Spe_alc=tliEsaine-the
and=_ the lexis
_classroomis nOtAignificantly=different-from= = or---more= extensive thanzthat
of- theclassrooirr
room. The: majori lhowever,=
of
-in--two camps,---ank to-s-oine
Marked-Aegree,_ they are-brou t=lo-:make- a= series-of, Choices between thein.
Seott-Titzgerald --reinarked=once--- t-teSt-- Of_-_an first -rate intelligence is-the
ability =- two opposingisdeas in the mind- atthesame- time, and go-onoperating.-_The___oppasing -ideas;_=inthis-icase, _consist_ of (al_ ri more -versatile
lexical- repertoire, capable of Sustaining_ such activities as Conceptual, thinking
.

--

a

and analysis, a kind =of urbane play with abstractions; and (b) the "dialect of

the tribe,' the -language of home, of parents and of grandparents, supplemented by the accessible, 'acceptable, and socially useful language of "pop"
culture,- of the-mass_ thedia.___
=
tend= -_toilietaken=-,by-Ahnitudent in=thOfOrnt-bf=eitherli)-:_l)

0*,rather:thari--11-otli---_(-0-,=andi(b)-iOni-failires_-ar6--thoie- Who
exclusively - bec-atik-n_they=find

_i

trivial,
unnecessary: -our'-rfailura-i-sopt7;ont-t-ofi_ snmez===possibility----some
ipbteritial_extension;Ehetause 4t=proye-t-unattractive=- =and-ialien to thent
-But-;±:you=vill-- cry;
AbsuitL consider lexisinisolatiML=LInn Order,to=ittild Ad:

contexts -of lexiSlet me giv-eyou riati thiernPlaty-icase;:a-fable

WhiChhappentiO_Ihe-Arde. Oni-Onen

of ndubaton-at-=York-_Wis_reeently:teiching-*class:of-tklie=yeanolds.-Ta&
of her -Objectiv-n-was Ac[Alenionstrate -ithe_zidisparitieilbetWedliactUalities==and
reports: -_with_ ,her-Studentsi-_-_she-nxamined-treports-,olInotballfrnatolies-;-_and-

they came t, see that the-newspaper reports were extremely selective and

generalizing, made certain assumptions nahMitirtheifireaderi-i:and-often=failed
to nonyey-_-thn-diXtinctive==tensions-n-fandeicitethents that one experienees =in=

__--

watchñga game The students went on to write ostensibly verbatim accounts
spectators:-

have_-andnta
-account, _Spectator A_=says =to
e-, ought -_kif throwsome
"Ri- 1
111-go -dtiWn-tnn e- g and-get-somehi.ig-papers
--The--8vhdlOn=_thing::=Was-,liyel'authentie---and= immediate. n_The--_-teacher

Spectator %

proved- of -it, Xlie_f_nnjoyed it,-nand_shevinnednit=uP--onnher-classroont--.valllornstudents = to:-read. The ±school---_principal--, reMnYed'ilit.7Shei-thn teacher,=__a-sked

-

Why--nhehad-donn-so .- -His --:explanation=-Wasithat-=by- displaying Suclr_wor

--was implicitly---exidoriinginay-;:entouragin&vulgakitY.
Heranswer,)n- effect_ _was_ that-== on6can-==only ;grow- in _one's own coll.-That=
by _ accepting= and-- enjOying :the langnage of
-zStudents-=-UnredeeMe

washed` behind the earsshe4asAvorking-tn-provide-a univers-e-nof=diXceurse
Within-which_both:she-and her Studentsnould_ share_a- language: _the principal's= -_ _hangElipwas-_that he was= threatened by- the=dialect of the -tribe-;:beeiauin-th
school_--"stood-for"-thenbliteration_br-prohibition-or suppression of the-dialect= Of-the-tribe-.

Hitherto; we haye:played-anr_odd-nne-Way_gaMe based Inn-the premise
-that -:we- have Possessio- of that which 'our±students- need: lexix,- register; _cub
tutal -heritage, deportnient, and--so on.-What we need to promotnisa_delicatn
kind of awareness that- will allow our students:to explore with at due-Weill:

_

_

N

_
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gence and sensitivity -the place of the word:-"boein the_ complex transaction
of contextsthat -takes place =when they enter our classroom& If we are,how,
eyer, -to= deicribe such objectives in general terms, we stand
danger of
-_-siniplittic formulaic -bland= generalitils-: the life of the flesh may have been
__=One_

supplementary gbeition:- *heir_ Ave

=write ObreetiVes_,Ifor
English!---inki-our-=_ciirriculabroohnies,_-Syllabuses,_or TwhateVer; is=there =not=

tendency foriu& to_perpetuate-thehigh,sounding tantof_edudationalbffidialese,
instead- of-speaking_ from- -- tvithinthe_ actual- person7to=person relationship__ as it

-exists betweewourselves andour student?

=_
-And if =the- framing -bizobjectives =Is= to =be genuinely- existential==the
Iation of= what =`we actually do -,rather= than =the -Windy -- fOrMulatiorr_161 picius
__

_

_

_

asPiratiiinswhatikindroflanguage ban-Ve most Usefully-use? Can-we
achieve- an-integrity-somewhere=between-the-imsystematized
ren-ce's,Fantasia _of_the Unconsciotar ard lhe_systematized observations -of the

quan
Another_ supplementary
-lexical repertoire derives._
froni-an -erigagethent;witlandlAallensurable involVementinliterature: but we
-didn't Zead---Fatilkner_7_or--Thurber tor-l-Mark'T-wain=in- -order to=imProver our
votabulariestWhentherefore we attempt -to ,-formulate objectives__ explicitly,
what -do_s-we -say- about our aims in-our:literature program? Do we actually
claim that it is to -be
-in bider to
extend_ and
sensitize) our_students'=nword.hdat
_

The author contend& that the --behavioMli approach
-neither scientific nor- honest, offering "a One-sided
_approach_ to fluman affairs." The _CurricUlumtom-missicnieeis tharthis -paper _states well-some of _the
_z_--fundathentafrdifficulties-_underlyingilhewritingr=_of-=

-behabioraVokectibes; eSpeckilly,inJight-rot the-ree-- ==-ciminendationsE-

the DartmouthSernitiar---

a

e avioris

As =ari - exercise =in -clear thinking, -it:Might-1)-e ahelPhilthinglifornEnglish_

writebehavioral
behavioralobjectives=-and
to write
thOn throw =them= away.- We
_
probably-tend to be moro=fuizy=headed-- about -what we are doing than math_
or: seiendeteachers.:Ats any rater we-often- operato-intuitiVely-,=A-s---a result,-- a
lot of research hi English education-hasiprobahly_ masted -government -money:
TO -corieede all of -_this,however,_is inOttoi yield- penitentially__-t000st -account=

ante-- preference -of= evaluation modell--_Eriglish

=diffie-ult- and _different-be=

cause
-native :language 4a-enmeshed-In- the --wit --find intricatefabric :of_
Interpersonal- and rintraPersoriallife.-=-For =this_ _reason; to waste-_- money__-Orf
research-in-_English may be necessary -for- as while heforore-sults
NOre--=nioney_risiheing_WAtted'eff more '&1Mo-us-, enterprises)

What I_-_ see: as "negative in the--"forthUlatieti7-of1)ehavioral objectives
English:-_concerris__-threolareast irthe inadequacy of -such-- forMidation: to dojustice-to
-to the_-_goali-of _English, _the-i-iunintendedfthisehieLlthat- will almoit
surely_result from_ publishing-ibehavieraLgoals-;--and:the hadi-Precedent sel-rfor
future relations- betWeen g-overnnient
Some- goals:in_-EngliSh imply_ overt
In insisting
that -d6sitable:behaViors be observable, t &e behaii-oralz ap-proach-_rules- Out -1-11

great deal of learning===too-rimch to merely mention in a cautionary -note
janies Moffett is -with- the University of = California; Berkeley. Ho prepared this position
paper in October 1969*-as one iof the consultants meeting,in Indianapolis with the codirectors of the Tri-University Project: Behavioral Objectives:in English, Grades 9-12. See
the paper by T. N. Hook_ in this seetion.
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prefacing the goals. Consiler,_ for example, what may be-happening-in a more
taciturn-member of -a -diseustiori group. The effects of certain- eading,: acting,
and writing: on a student's social.- emotional;- =and cognitive growth -tend -of
course:to be long-range= and-inextricable Although it
to acknowledge-

_

thattriany=of theseeffectS -will-__ either iccur- yearslater;and- often: Out of_Sehool-,--__

irtAnactice these effects4illeither--not be observedrby---evaluaterS:or -befalsely
auxibuted
more recent ---school-J-r-eatmentor__=most_- ely, -be-_-ignored7 =becitise-they:banti6t,be-eauSally_trated---Thegteateritheitithe-spabe-_-spani the :
= less =likely- it:is-that effeets-ean-be"aSeribed -tO -their Proper_ eauses.Abehavioral::
approaeh-_-=_Avilt-tend to favor_shert-Span,-!-_well7seginented_Jeaehing-_fraginelints

betaute7 observed `i-esPonsesean-=_theii =bemoreeasilY'related--tO: e_-app ed
:Even -iat_lshort_ range,: =obServed---behavior,:fdan: he -:badly-misiriterpreted=by
of objeetiVityr=refOSes-to=infer Avhat =is going
on =in the black' -box= of:=. our -head_- but =does -notIrrefithe to` infer the --nteaning Of_
7 -Observect-behiViori_:because _thesiatter= are -4s-iippoSedly_- -selfevident- and
ne:-Inferences__--But-E-any--obSerVation =entailsliinfereno-ei-__The_claird- to be__
=
-objective
---itn=reallysunscientifid-:---The- mete --fact-Of _being= overt-dOes
a 1*__chOlOgy__=thaCin

=

_

-not-:-Make=a-behaVibr objective Einstein-- said--Iliatthe:observer_ii-theiesience
Of- the situation.
thiis-regard,--ineidentally,:_the claim that-thebehiVioralapproach is centered on thelearnerAS- net Very-lioneSt.- Apreiniiinf:is_pladedon-the-favored-Viewpoint of theobserver.=
=- --In -order: to-leduce- the observer's- inference -ito=an=,objecthelevel, it=is= --necessary to -control =the:stimulus=response-situation:toz an extrerne_clegree.-40
ediaation this means -to-rsimnlate=slaboratOry--condition within: a -elaistoom=t6
systematically_ traryoriela-ctor=itailime-.Tor-tidi reason;-theprotest-that---trivia:
need :not- result rings h011Owt_itsis,bliilt into =the''objectiVe,observer"--eraPhasis,
which- requires -over-systethatized--fragmelitingoflearning;-_Without -a -respect_
=

_

for inner :processes, such__ as---1genetia-_-desielopMent,-

an observer ean-misin,

topret certain -confusions -in- _the:thought ==and: speech_ of _stiidentX-is -task
-failures-- when actually - these- confusions -_indicate arrival at a-slat-ore- complex
stage- of growth =where:moree- errors can= be :Made.: _A istudent _whO=_deSeribet
dialectical differences very--well =aftet:_aiSesSioniot hearing :reeordings -of different:dialec&--may:be drawing -on previoul'_ personalreiperience-unknoWn to_ the

observer. --S
So mainly, what is unscientific is limiting observation_ to the external -view
an ctirepudiatirig all introspective statements: Since_ truth surely_ cannot:inhere
in one point-of view alone, itmustfollow:_tliat an inside- outside view is more
=
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truthful: Overreacting to the mystioalrilements in earlier vitalist: and _mentalist
psychOlogies, S-11--psychology adopted another extreme in denying truth to
the individual's-- own- description -of -his inner: life and consequently in denying
his self-assessnient of his learning.- The only hope_ for:truth-through observa=
tion" is_-_tritsyntheSizerithristotalityi-of--obServaticriS---4rom--different----Etiinesl-arid-Vantage_-_points----4rito a
must includrilthe StudeneS

statements Uliotit4hat--le has or flias_--not-f-learried,i1Oviand-when-_Theinterior

and external=vidws_correct- andriorroboratrieich-rither.- DiSerepariciekstirnulate-_-riew=insightS.--_

because nobjectives _dctermine--,evaltiation,=:it- is= absolutely` essential- _-

that the slearner-haveri--handin-fokintilating objeotivet:---Otherivise-,:_sorite-lcin
Oflearhing=behavior
Vall--neyer briivritteti:intotstheriurrictiluin
because-they- are--notdeStine&tri_bririsseSied.
of riritirse-just-thisr_eitclusion--__of stUdents,==from_deeision=raakingi- that-fhaslIelped-405-fire scampus- rebellions.
One = need= not -tbefientimentaLribriuttstudents or-blind'to -= their- =excesses to
reecignize---noneth-eless-:how,wise,and--pidotioatitfit---te-n-include--theit_----view=in-

labti--to _do knore-=thanibak--to4e-rinittheirfg-ropingt"foi-g
--andt
power -to
foroe iiitheirricititation.--BUt-S41-psycbology
is -not inclinedt-itri=rihampion-,_
;"_vi
= _- vievi:that-aation,originateS:=W--the
AS in the environment._
-The kind --iof---eutricnIum-sthat Lhave_ been- ing-lorivolvc in collaboration
13ri-.Suscc-essfullyrivaltated-tby -measures----Aerived=_Ironi_
behavioral goalS:-_-Notronly_-_-__rioUld-t=it-nest--bec_asset-etVit_iwonld--nel-ret:getrnff-

the-amount_
in

because_-_the =amount E-.-rid-_-kin-d 'of=1-actiVitiesAhat Vould-would

run -off

=

bet

4otild±ilriVri out

and distort --hopelettlOhelearning- ractivitieg5themselveshat: I have pro-= posed-is= to_=settlrion:ri:handfUli_of geheral=verbaliproCesses-that if only frOni-

parely logical standpoinkscan't---fail_tto-- develop: the-"gro-Wth-- of -thought"--iridlanguage-:betatise-they=iare_liaSic _sending-and4eceiving activities-tthatcan _jie
varied in infinite= ways;7-and il_torlbacktthe§ri-aotivitieSitar the =hilt withotitriSking
__either teachers
student:silo ringage-in _other,activities merely orprincipally_
for- the sake= of evaluation. Assessment
occur twririjain
informal-,and-the-othet=formal:--"teadhersVOuld-Constantly_thatch_Aheir Obierva,
tions- against-- the = statements- of:stUdents ribout-:-whrit they- are learning:andwhat-they -need =to-learn.__OUtsidriraters,---experts in discursive-learning,

assess samples of-studenfdisc-oursetapes of_ discussion, finishectriorripositiont
along with -early -drafts, tapet of rehearse& poetry readings, videotapes of
acting and
-taken -in_ slice o f-lif -fashion from the normal
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learning activities. Rater- evaluation acknowledges_ the subjectivity_ of anyobserver, but- the subjectivity- can -be somewhat= offset= by quantifying and
correlating rater judgments-. This_ sort= of observer = don combine cues and get
a; total'reiding" About which ispectOof reading or composition or conversingcertain-group-isAVeak_ors-stkint-onThis iassessisthoreurriculum, _but itdoesnet neeessarily=itell-_-which-student has=--mastered-mhiah sentenee __structure=-or
--been sensitized to2which;dialecticalzkliffetences,-Burtei-maker=surothat every-_student ;has -4-riastetesi- eVe-rk=not-, he=:--O_goavapyway,iSirch-_-uni=
formity-_ at_i:suCh , a -le_v-el _of-_particularity is °not deSirabl6sinfitselfand,--

iruportant,:can-be_boughtonly-otsa_ruinous_price that-I-;Ffor one,would _never_
=:f

_

To -appreciate=lullythe=priceTtntailedinibehavioraLspetificatiOnjcif_English--;_teaching,_-WeliaVe:to envision - realistically what will= probably be =done -with

such a list of_objectives whenpromtilgated by a prestigious leadership corps
tothe-r6St --of -,the-i-professi6n-;_
hv-e_nOtided_--again atid:_againthatt
whenl-second=leVel-__ObjntiVes_= Ore -;_fnither:SPecified=_zast-third-level-iobjectiveS,_1

they not only_become transformed into activities, which_is necessary smce
this -third _levelliio the one-that:is actually-_ behavioral= ovobservable,-b_ut thataf-leasf_hall=of -these
are ones I would-consider undesirable,-;:stah
as--filling-in -_cloze:pasSageSor-listing -the= tems of_ evidence= nAnspeech-oriessay-.-:-__

Tholatter might-very likely, occur, arid=focctWirian-y-itinie-S, in discussion, but
trust _dint years of small- group_ discussion = would, =if- teach=

ers_Inewi-how-to--kun_the -process _-well,- naturally cause_ students- to- =itemize
evidence =either= individUally&orn-collectively.---1-motild, never-be =willing,
ever to:Again a- curricultrins=So Miniitelyi;at_to enStirethat---everynst-udentzave
observable -PrOofot everyf developmental ;stage that he--could
-sonaeone else's
evidende-hecanse to ensure -that, along With--the-=myriad- othet_mini-objdetive-s;
Would_ _-pervert the-- curticulum__into; one -Vast-testing- system= -that would not
leaveiferieughrOom-for-_sopethinglike:smalLgrouplidiSeusSiOn'even- to become
effective.Infaet,_in-ost Major7dravirbacks_ inithe_;present -=curriCulum stem -liom

just thioself -deleating effort -at-systematization. Instead E of- reading, talking, ;for real -students= are -taking --Comprehension tests,- -doing
book=reports,_ -writing -_!criticar-vvers, abbailiterature,-piarsing sentences,-:_ fil-lingin-s-blanks1,--- etc., to _make -their -learning visible to the= teacher. =Thus the r

main impa6t of behavioralifornaulation _in English will-be to peifect- the error
of ow present ways.
=

'Moffett here refers to various levels of objectives cited in J. N. Hook's paper in this

section.

T:

It is _reasonable to assume that a representative list of behavioral soals
would:_be-rather eagerlY-seiied upon by. (a) administrators at funding sources
who are-accountable to:taxpayers- (officials in state- and federal=- education
departments and-school superintendents), (b )--eurriculum directOrS_ in school
systems and all English teachers looking for guidance-about how to =teach-the=
(p):: the testing-iiridus
arictz(a)_teaehersisef teachers;_i who

bring -iteabiet-edu Caion zi nz e--w_ ith lthe--3cirrent =n_ otions - of f-currdultmi an- d __Metho
espite-all rprotestaibrxto-the,contray;therscenaro will -probably
play
_The___
-d=-and_IfourthieVeLobjeetivetiz_Willcalinost automatically
beozi-me: measures of= = evaluation = because they =are, =by _ iitue =of= =being _ be-

Sindefteits=ate-littd-16-:theastreAhe_
Perforinance;_of curriculillri,lleaehersi--and,-stiidents;-:everYon-e_conceinedrhas-,ari___

-investinenti_iridoingr'eirly-AvhatT-carfslfeje-sted.:_ Thetesting-indultryis-aertairily-

has little motive to passOn to schools the reservations and qualifications about
behavioral objectives at -_-the-,-writers Of 'them mi tfeel._ Cautionary fnotes
and rirtfaces:at6_virtuall)-= reertain--ttybe- tttipped=thvaln_thelainiliat,titoilar

fashion of all -_state= -and =national-ex1ms=Xolar,, ese-teS_ tt
to determine-the 7aurrioulun'and-Aeachers4illiteaoh-to

of the =curriculum -to '_fit--theimeasiirihg--staidardt:-is =preCisely_4hat:the -Dart,
mouth- Seminar= denounced.= Furthermore,-zonly=thosezprojects-whose-objective
are itated in nilehaViorallermsstand,
receivihglOtaLittate,-O-- nd-ffedetal-money.TSitte-=

_

bias=rreiearch-iatid-z

--indeed-it_ilikS:bten- for

some tithe; After -all-_the- essential =metive---behind--: the z-Writins_ of -ibrehaVioralobjeetivesisito take the guesswOrk_orit of accountability.-- _-__Clearly,=all= areas of educationhavelnerr:advised:to_-conforinor--_lose- Out.To- perinit -thiS kind- of_qtlationShipi:between-=SoVernment and--education-1s -to
encourage= an - =al ready
- convenience
has :taken -place -betWeerf_the _-cott7accounting__procedures -_--developed in the
Defense-Departinent =and- the_-_Olierant-Conditiorifilgtprinciples of some--behavioral iscientists.-_What-ihey have- in_ common is al ManipulatiVe_one-sided- 4-7;
_

proach tO human --iffair-sr:fandr-a--=rejection- of= tWo_;_way: transacticinal:Models

action.- Both -gain. Cost- accounting administrators have-mated:with:the__ psychology that- suits their needsi-andl-ptobleirisisbest;_l_
t is=the-_sather psychologythat the advertising industrf hat-_picked,fanolfortheisathe_reaSons--=-m-anipulatien of -others toward__ one's oWni-endi, The education induStry---=has-=invested
heavily-in it _by_ Marketing teachipg-machines and other imall-step_prograthed
materialS. To the extent _that teachers andiparents-_mistinderstand- what edu-

_
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cation is _about,- they too sometimes "buy"_ the-- operant-tonditionin-g -model of -_

educationto remove choice from -the _"subjects" and make theni do -what
teachers -and parent& want them to On the -other Side,_what -the S -R school -of
behavioral science itself -- gains is__ a support -th-at
-increasingly failed: to
get =among the great -leaders within= =its -=own
an-Unholy
wedding indeed:
_
-English _bduCatots:__-sho d-f-have-i! een,askeUto-_Write_=zgOals--_ -a-ccor_

theif-best

nt-an-hOnett-apteSentation--_of-lhb:governs licb-ounting--Tioblems.We Should frieVetha-va been askedl to --fit-English-to 4-model-chosen-for=theeliealois
tb
means losing a lot more in the

In shoit, we are being MacNamara-ed, and we should fight it. But,
told, if we don't write these-behavioral objectives, "the will If this is true,
then let s= recognize this for just what it isextortion. =lend your name =and
support to this-project or else you-know-who
wile these objectives instead
of you I= simply cannot accept =these conditions I respectectors -of
BOE, appreciate their good intentions, =- and = sympathize with eir own conflicts about possibly contradictory commitments, but with
submission of
this position paper I must with w from the project

On behalf of the directors of the Tri-University
BOE Project,--DonaldA. Seybold drew up the statement,that follotes. =This statement goesibeyond a
mere reply -to Moffett's paper, -in -that :it Makes its
own- contribution to current thinking: about objeo1 tivesiirt-the protect:
=

--

-All--- of the dangers-= inherent - =in == and the-= limitations of, a =behavioralforthulation of tobjeatives--that -James -Moffett ,discusses_in rhisipotitietv paper
are Very= real;-=ind
factresult ircthe-,:grossest Verversion-_of-the-__
ultimat-ozials- =of- sound-Englislt instructio-n-_=11-e-l_questionAO;be:-atked,--_-however, =is not _could:thiis-iperVersion_ goals 'happen;alit-a-drnittedly_conid but
muSt _it Eirievitably--:happen,- -as- Moffett apparentlYr:believe-s.-If-behaViOraLob,
jeetives:- force= _us-_-tor
and___cenditioning_ Of
students
_-=narrosirsianiirialAlehavior,_-laboratork--sense, -then--such--:objeatives_

are totally unaceeptablc-If =those involved = =3n the = formUlatieni-of_=behavioral
objeetives--and=inztheiteachirig_thatiresiik fro-ni--sitchi objectives _must--coneeive

Of ="high_schools- tis:indulfrialplantt=an&high,Schoolgraduates- as-Jnanufacetitsidethei-:--projectapparently =--belleV0_-;-_---isu-chtured--_iproducts!
objeotiVes-_-must be avoided atEall costs _and =denounced- at_ every _opportunity,
But tWo-ffitets_must-beicept clearly_ in mindf as-this-Taper-is_
(1);-zthe
direttors--ofthe 'Tri=University_=B0E--Project-110- notTview--teaching:asimanipn-lating:-_and-_denditioning-students -Jii=a=laboratory--sense; _and-(2):---the directors-

"high --schools as
-plarits---_and _high
tchool---4raduatet-asrmarinfatttired_preducts.!From the begiiiiiifig:ofithis project, the -directors: have- -been gravely -con-cernect aboutthel-following:definitely---rdw nOtr_iconteiVe .

Donald A. Seybold--is- with -the -English- Cnrribuluni- Study -Center, -Indiana Univeriity.
This =Paper consists of excCrptil from a more-- extended ,discussion_ o_ f the Tri-University
BOE Project; tolappeatIn a-forthcoming publication of the project
--

_
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1. The =range and limits of _responses= that are defined as -behavioral need
to be -examined, discussed, and expanded as part= of the work of this

project, especially as such definitions of behavior affect the teaching
and learning of language and literature.
2. Our objectives must avoid e trivial- aspects= of our disciniiii?. that are
likely to be stated in behavioral terms simply because t.}-ey are easy to
forrn te.
3. We must always concentrate on the most valid and si
cant outcomes
of instruction =ev=en though the objectives
t N help us anive at
such outcomes may be extremely difficult to form
The-obje-ctives-nitist,hotb-e_derived_from;-_Or= becentered-on, evaluation__

as: evaltiationiltraditionallyIarid narrowly -coriceived;
The-Zireetors =belie-ve---that our-task,is

pd=in-thit_fprojedtare -_ofiesthat,do,_give-_the_bidadeSt-possible-ratge_to_a
definitiorfof_behavier as itiis-reflectedirtheiuManistiegoals_of our discipline.
WefalsoTbelieve--__that-lhe-:assessmenti3Of;theiAilitedines-:_that--_such--objeetives-__--_
achieVe -ririustzbe---nieaningful;,-:comPrehen-siVe-,:i-ftexible;,vve--

-further- believelhat-itheevaluatimi--Ititist alwaylbesecOndary-itorthe primary
consideration -the
-_"
In lit_I-p_osition p_aper,-:MoffettiSperhaps ;oVerly,-concerfied- With= diserediting
a pSChOlOgY jhati-thel-diiebtoli!Eirenot--,committeikto:-Herlitis_:thoseit--_a very,
Primitive lorinrilatioo of-S=1i - psychology- =that
us_ - could` 'ever_ allow_ =_7to =be
glade- as a = rettlt,--of
-Own---pirienceiand
psyehologists, --Jearninglheoris ts,- and linguist. In= falsely faSSUMing:our seemmitmerit
=a4Sych-ology,- he --Lases
---oiOr--real__eomoiitment: the
_

deVelopment !of soimk_ineiningfannstrictionaLobjectivei m language, literature,--=--and -compoSition-.--Moffett's_-response -_to behavioraFobjectives,-_based

part-onhis-verylegitimate_reservatiOns_aboutS-RpSychologyi-Seeint,ironleally
enough, :thei_same kind _Idflithited--- response:lie_ so -fears-- and abhorsl_ n the
-psychology:he is denouncing. 7hdrfktis -that_ thedireetors thisiprOjectrare
not- behavioral- psychologists,--Jet =alone- -Skinnerians _championing a particular
and very limited- view-:of-,hturiart behavior.-_-A11-,but_ on_ e"- of= the
are
teachers-- of--Engliskinteiested'in-_edueating-children in- the best_ ind,mOst-s

effective way. We are =interested; os is_Ifoffett,-_--in-learniog how we can besthelp =students- use _their _language __tciitt -fullest potential in; as
different;
_kinds -Mid:levels of :diSco-urse-a-1 possible. _As AOffett-has so brilliantly shown

in his own work, particularly Teaching_ the'Unieerse_ of-Discourse and -A

DONALD A. SEYBOLD

Student-Centered Language Arts CUrrictatimi Grades K=13: =A Handbook for=
Teachers,_ this -is not _liking- done_ in very= many classrooms for very many -students. -His -Work-has :set valuable -goal§ and__ giVes ill-of _as -invaluable
insights into-our past failurest-it also gives-us a-sense of_direction for correcting
those failures;in_ the-_ future.= The 4oals
tory--te-_-_thos& M offett7hop es-wi lires

this--prOject -are :not at-_ all contradic7
-_owa_Ewor k--Inzifact,=I hope

to =be :Able- to itOggestAi-this'paper at- a_behavieral--foiMulatiorl
tfaCilitate Moffetes-work,frather_thansubvertit;-__
Moffettl-fears,theiformulation-of-=adiMatioriat- goals-An behavioral _iterms

beciuse---_off_thef psychologiCaLbaiisgfor--±siiCh--* formulation =-and =the possible-_

use --thatz_z_mightik-_made-oflhaiobjectivesifoneetheyare-=divelope_d.-At has
PSYchologioaLzbasa:seenis
overwrought_-_and -Misdirected;
dotictilvvvith--11fe:iise:thaCthight- be -made

already---been.---_painted-_-:authis--f-_coacern=-With

Of:thet=ohjeCtiVes;__-_-o-ne they :are-=_developed,-,rit---ciiiita:=legitimate,-Ibut-sa-u-bit=

apocalyptic." Thaf_plain;factis--that-_behasioral-,:ohjectivei- are- tio7_ mora_ likely:
to ba -misused =_than---any-Tother ---_edlicatioifiF:tool.:JMoffetetoWn =cturioultiini
sensible- antl_exoitingAsEit
certainly=amenab.'3
sat af a' essdriVeltini_the-hands=uf---amediocialeacher.-=_Whickii not toi-lay-=-that--_-_WeLou
-rot-- encouragaz eVery=leacher-=-161- follevi-,7_thaffMoffett:ourrictihiin,-_-or_anyather
that could--rresUlt rin--_betteefteaching._ BUtyvkie,must=do th-abest= job we = can = =to -_

help-i_teachers -_us-wiSely=whatever--itliSVve--offer=them-ilinnthe-4aY of

Materials:ar behavioral---:objectives-.,Without--properinstructiOn andi=gnidance;
teachers can
-'do-this-any
-tookE
Ourbatie,disagreeraent_ with _Moffett,zis obti_A _inatter_bf the Ifiltimate-goah
I

-AO-be

even of = the beit_--Oldisroom--,thetheid-&-hy_fWhieh--toiaohleVe

thist-goals:The--Majois-Probleinii-What-_Iind-ifofiforinulntion--seeinitezbe beit
suited -to antufe ithat=desirableigoalsf-andldesirablemethOdSiwillik-inployedsby -the greatestteichers inzthegreitest-numlet _of classrooms Given_
a time When-:-the_E-whole-system-i_of-r-pUblio_E-_-educatiOn_4s-less-_-rigid;
less-bureau=
Cratic;--less -ztraditional;-_-more fiekible,-:thora_individualized; -arid-More -dreatiVe;

-doubt -thit a= behavioral istatenientmif=objectiVes'W-milds-be fnecessary-eVen
-__deSirable,-Mittornesif If the desirable= outcomes
could--ba universally reacht&-fthroUgh-saine-ather__16-imulatien,Wamight:want
when---such _tobjeatives_z

to--aVoid--behaVioral-- -statemehtiiibecaute :of::theirz-adrnitted-_-potential-_dangers.
However, that millennium__has_ _not= arrived,--_-nor will it
constructive
and substantive change:S:4ov- srlot-:_ made
reVolutioniie-- teaching and
_

learning.

In spite Of-the tremendous advances that-havabeen made in educational

-=
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research and in material and curriculuni development in the last -ten -years,
a great Ideal of English -instruction_ has been unmoved and untouched- by it
all; and I'm_ afraid that little will be done to change quickly enough what
so 'desperately- needs -to-be changed_
is not some concerted effort-to
give- teacherif- of-English-- a_ -set= oil objectives that-are-_=cleal;titightforWard,precise;-: and productive. ==If5 this -must:be done-t-itheliskroUimposingihow-_
-- ever= Onintentional4c*-thdte;rigid-set of_'goalt,than__iit-ultirhatelydesitable,
feel _that -we must be-willing to=laker that = risk.
us6d'itial-torepriatebrs,-_-=it
eritlyi ing=-dolie.--=More

-2inott dathage than itpres-=
in-i-develoPed?_frony-sa, set: ofLsolindn

objectives, even if
_and= used,
in -activity _',
and-performance = superior= toi_w Vwe-- arei-nowi:getting;_Howeveri -I--_ do= not
belieVe _that=behavioral objectives -E.can bedefendedionly-negatively.-_
------The--deVelopthent_i=of-- = behavioral= -objectives in English is eMbryonic; Th- e
Tti=UniverSity Projectlis,---_fin-fact;-the_-first-- attempt -Atisuch_alarge--_scale_AsSault-_----

ciii-theproblem:=-Someldeal_ and regidnaVeffOrti_ilimi_e--beerii:-goixign-forLs-ome
time, =but = probably little_ work anywhere-1s _mbiethan-_,twoor -three- =years
Such -fledgling efferts-:_have-i.esulted:-_in=iome-very geed= and-znianY---VerY bad

objectives,- as is to =be expected._,These--primitiveefferti-havelaught =us _much
=Abut- the liMitatioriS and dangers -of behtvierallObjeCtives. Part-of i_the --Work
of-ithis-_-=projeot is tb_ see-ifithese-lailingS and dirigerS are Inherent in _the_
behavioral loth-IWO-don; be_thefolthe-i-=thortedinings-f-of

_

_

_

such objectivetlt Seemsloo

_

-Two- things =have =become -Apparent :over- thecOurse oU this-_-project-_ thus
far :The-first -it=that _rhanyr- if-not rall, f-attemptS5to-Ewrite-='behavioral_objeatives
_ for -EngliShilaVel-reliedi--zon- existing 'models-11-1_
very Outtef-,-- the= directors have--:lieen-slightly-_-_tificOMf- ortable =with= -what Isbasically:- theMager:- model:If:and _felt-- that iperhaptsour,_--ObjectiVeS---woulds of
mecesSity_takeza__soniewhAt diffeient,form; one that-CoUld--onlyfzbeCome --elear
as our--_--work-'progressed-=-and,_ as --the-consultants-becanie-inVolVe&At seems
-Certain:now_ that many -of -our-objectives-will -not take :_the_ lorin-Ahat Mager
suggests and,_ -in i fact; may_not-alwaysAualifystrictly as behaVioral objectives;
that is, we -Will-not aVoidz_Statements-: of-objectives that we- believe- can -result

in internal- awareness and-: discovery which-is not always immediately manifett
in obterVable-and -measurable-behaVier._ Because
-are- not_conithiftedrie one
school --of ---psych-ological-learning- theory:- Ors one =single -model--_ of objective

',Robert Mager, Preparing Instructional Obleetives (Palo Alto: rearon Publishers,
Inc., 1962).

=
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statement, we can, should,- and -will -experiment and develop what seems
most--validi_most-useful,-7andileait dangerous.

=

The second-:thing_ that has beeorne_ apparent is- that, as Moffett says, attempting--to write- behavioral -= objectives is -`-`a-ii7Zi ercise = in- -clear _thinking'

because we =do
than math -or _- scienceAda
amorphousOlistipline

zzy4jead -,--abotitwhat:Ave-=-_are== doing
5-_We-iatteitipti--46;-e-Ome :_totefra- with = the
it-= =becomes -abundantly -:=Cle-ar-itlutt-We_=haVe_-

been

--_than olear
our--if-we iiseibehavioral oNeotiVeS- tehelp-us_-domore officiently:thointsgui e -:sonietunes-lideetts,-d6de=- in -=the past,:::the-obje-otiVesiVilli==promote--just ±the fsOrt_sof:- fragmented,-_-_

--evalnation,centered=`leSting-!aysteni7--that=-Moffettioltistiflably finds-=unaccept,able. -_

.

Traditional Statemeritsrof3objectiVesitet4-to:divorce_- the earner--=
the_subject= matter. Eveniwhen_::su --ObjeetiVes:areiiportant
ey-=loseangreat
deaLiof-their validity by --being-i-tte-ated-aSientities =that= ore-lotally-= separate
from-the-learner; when =they are seen- as -=objects Ao-rib-eE
d- student _
by -the teacher,- m ch=is-one f-we clgiveia__-_spOon=toz-_a_Child.-IStichia--aenception
treats= teaching a d- learriirig-sasi ar=series---ofsisolated,- -partitioned- aots-iin
one- lgives =and:itheother-__takes;diScreteAteins_-= oVinforniation.
stated-ObjecfiveS--lielp-us
of-fteachingand- learnineibehavioral objectives= forcer_Us to_iiseO:the--_dynamic-relationshipst
that_oxisti_among,_the subject_matter,=--theisteacher;=:ond-theitaught._-Instead--ol_
daikeivingInowledge- as -an- abs-olute, _self-sufficient enti ,-__we-seelt_as part of-_-=

__

a- =pr-deess-throngh_-which something-islearedf-becausOltls-_perceivekidentified,-interPreted,- and Usedbytholeartier-it-bee-OMes part-of
for -toolong-We--havOiendect--to-i_ ieo_
act:of-leArnitig---as_ -Something
pastiveTIOne listent _andi_ one=
--ancLone-_-abS6rb.S.-=-=One-_ is empty
and,
full.---Most :programs-.-=artteacher-centeredirarid--textbook-_-bound.-

Moffett's: very-intelligent :formulationE- of
-entirely 'neW_-_-_ Way f_tif*okhig--iit_
curriculum =and= earnitig;_eseliew-s_-such-irittrUction. Behavioral Objectives: bk-__
_their very nature-must do -the saine._ -__-----The=disagreement,- then-i-_-1-rest

-nature of

not on :the-sleets ofin- struetionbutron the-

-=that-4illi 'result =from=objectives that-' re behaviorally

phrased.- =Must _Octivities that -derive--_from-behavioralitobjectives- _bo:srsystem,

ized, so ifragthented,_ so =Controlled, =so evaluation-pp:Mei:that inothing -like
natural --diseourse--Oan_lake-_-:place?_=:Because = some existing- objectives lend
themselves to thiS sort of _teaching, does'. it Mean_ th-tit theyall--=-Must?: The_
fact that-some previoUsly _developed-behtivioral-sequences -seem 'too inech-ani-

=

=

_
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cal, and indeed= might _easily lend--themseives to programing, -does not -mean
that all must turn out or be _used -thisiway. lvluch can be avoided -in the-way
the goals. are -written. Finally,- however, we,-like-Mo-ffetti,mtist-rely upon the
jUdgmenti intelligence, and sensitivity of the teachers =who- use==the materials=
-they__-are--siVeri.-;--Ilet---teacher-4h-o:binds IirnselUrdoldtely=andArrevodably---tO
any- teaching -tdol, -whether_ it -be -_ajextbdok-za-ECuiticultini=gtiide,or----a-set
objeCtives,__carridestroy or:defile_the--intentions-oftherinoW_
Thir-_-taskiis-tcir-Writerobjectives,--,citing:_what *ebelieve-td:ib_ei)/alid =omit
that suggest
wayss--_to,:reach those = goals.- _The objectives= Must-always==focts--_on:: the-learner 'andr-bn,-ineanitigfuLgdalt'andl activities_-=releVant

-to--=the=student'sinaturakenvirontneitt:TheiohjeCtives=mustthaverflexibility,andi:=
-iiitirstEenconinget=the
-flexibility=in =reaching:--theirThe-ilijectiVet;_haVe
to- eneouragerfaturaL*peri=endek-_and-- creative_reiponse-s.---For=instanceobjec-,
fives that _ caVfor=the - student = to i--list-sarrieone---else'_s _evidence-should-- not-irdpry_7thatieach==stddent do-lthi&lrirlsolation---fOr --everytbin- g-±he-reads-.-__Stich_ objectives, should
-stiggest-Ao-f the;---teacher,thattliis=4Ort
ability is= =useful and = thatithe=stddent_ thotild=be siVen=frequent-b-pportunities
to-do-tliis;--ofteniiti=snIalligt644disdnition
_

-An-l=objective- is =a_,guide mot ,a
The-=-_danker_:: is -that the- teacher
ill -'s6rve _=-it,rather-ithan=- allowing =it- to=serve-_--hint.; To -avoid unintentional_
servitude Aof ohj6Ctiv6s, -a-teacher- needs them=Ohrdsed-;carefUllY_ and--barefully
prefaced so they can-:;b6-1-carefullY-_applied-.-EadhobjeCtiVe:must
have-flexibility. ,
-- Each-- must--emphatize=th-6: learner- Each-inittst=be
ineaningfiks- and;Itin-fragmented;-_-__-Each_ -must--not__depend-Jor-ItS=_exi-stencei-onsi-lithited,=one,Sided

_

evaltiation:-_-Eack---filally;:_mtisti-depend:_:upOri-lheIteacheri the Jeacher-=_ Who
recognizesj=rthe--_-_CoMplexitie-i, -_cliVersities,-f and subtleties -of
_

each individual

student;-- the-- teacher who recognizes_--all objectiveS, all,Curricula- as- guides -tO
alteinativec- not manuals- of-procedure.
_

Wel-envision the-sTri-UhiversityProject .catalog of _objectivesiatT a record,
Mendation'of _Valid -goals Int the -goalless-,: order_ for the schaotid=a_ reininder
that if one doein't InoW wheres_he-i*gointl-r he won't be likely ito-kndW_--Whengets =_there.-1The _catalo-g-_ is nbt
_

laboratOry--- Manual fOr :behavioral: psy--

chology, not a_profit;and=loss statement =accountability, not_ even -a formula
for:curriculum_ developmentor classrodni-practide;-;1:-,:
To=-emphasize- that _behavior -seems to be the best waY;: given ;present
knowledge, _= to __fOcusi__ on_ teaching and --=learning is -not-to _deny or -to ignore
that much_ is happening in the little ;-Thlack=bcie_--that is -significant,- although,

_
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it may not be observable. To deny that the "black box" exists is like denying
the existence of a bottle of ink before it is used to print a= word. The ink
doesn't mean very much in the bottle, but it is vital in-helping produce the
written word. While the researcher may focus on the ink in =the= bottle, the
teacher must = focus on the students' getting the ink out of the bottle and onto
the page, without-ever forgetting about the ink that never comes out of the
bottle. Perhaps the catalog_of objeCtives developed by =this = project is just =one

way_ of providing_paper for the teacher, = pens for the sfudebt, and words for
the future.

This writer sees in the purely behavioristic approach

to education an implied lack of =belief that "some
things difficult to identify, much-less to name and
measure,= are essential to-the satisfying life." He
asserts that _English teaching is, 1J =a 'significant
extent, a process efprobing for new ways to widen
and deepen-the student's = perception = = of the human

condition, and asks whether the teaching profession
an sacrifice- this = dimension= to public and-govern-

mental pressures for an education with "visible"
results. =Do = behavioral = objectives mean posting = "No

Fishing"_signs in every classroom?

ehaviorism

There's hunting,=and en there's fishing. Sometimes they differ in marked
ways. The hunter knows exactly what he is going after, what its usual habitat
is, and what its season is Moreover, there-is a conscious fit = between= the
equipment he carries and the kind of animal he hunts. A sixteen-gauge shot-

gun is fine for hunting quail but not much goodfor Kodiak bear. But the
typical fisherman on:the pier at Morro Bay hunches that there may be some
stray rock cod, but more likely some small sea bass, or halibut, or smelt, or
maybe nothing. But even if =it's nothing, there will surely be the good sea air,
some sunshine, and a= few other fishermen. If the fish -aren't= biting, = it= is a
matter of small consequence to the fisherman on the pier at Morro Bay. He'll
come back tomorrow, or as soon as he can
What worries me about the current hard push for behavioral objectives in
English teaching is that it stems almost wholly from the hunting mentality and
leaves precious little room for fishing. The unfeeling behaviorist might observe that the catching of fish -only seems to be the point of the = activity, and
that the affective response to the sun and the sea and the fellowship is =really
Robert F. Hogan is = Executive Secietiry, National Council of Teachers of English. This
article is reprinted by permission of the authofandsthe Publisher from Media & Methods,
-6 (March-1970), 42=44.
=
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what brings the_fisherManhack."He might thus conclude then that it would be
a- lot- simpler if the _fisherman forgotabOut hic pole, tackle and bait. Think of
the -money the !fisherman" Would_-saVe if he didn't have to buy gear; after
cost-accountability:is, iMpOrtant.--The'experienee he is_ -after would _becheaper if-le-left ont_th-e egnipthent.:_
-sMissing-ironr the-i-putely:behaVieristic-appronch-sto:edudation is acceptance
the
leSS- to name -and measure, are
es;entiat to the-satisfying- life- And,educational process is __--to have any

connection to

-eiientials-to theiedticationalirprocess-_as well Like what,

except- ini_Frendiat __terMs-,=doeS-theipele-mean to:the _fiSherman, who = doesn't
care -very fritieli:E_whether=r-he -tatehes- anything? Orihow can we _measure the
degree_ of -success= or:the outcome -of =a -window-shopping_excursiodwithione*S-

family; a Solitary -fiiray into 4-Secondlhand:hOokstore, the browsing = together

through the - Sears-- catalogue by =two -small= girls-I deciding Whiclvof the dolls
_

each "would = rather have -and which of -s the: pretty-- Models: in the fur= coats:each
child is? The only -point of -_ the =
is:-the-_actiiiity-itself, the satisfaction
that=
experience ngenerateS,splui, in theicaSe
the two small _girls, practice
at _'using_ language,--at imagining what_ it- would=
if-sthings were-different
( )(Mg beforelwe hit the,n--With-, the subjunetive mode), learning how -to stand

up= for what: you want, andilearningin-a_fairlisafe setting hoW it is to yield
to someone else- something ybu-miarit yourself Buttoludge the success of -theSears -catalogue- experience_in terms of the child's generosity and selflessness_ in
other situations is tos-think, -Cod= help us,
an
I worry, loo,- about the tightitidinesS ofs-thelask foree-Model,__Of the no-nonsense; mission- centered= mentality: Take,--for example, the second -grade

-teacher who has as- one -of her missions the encouragement if not establish ment-of subject-verb agreement in the language -ofcherpupils. There may be
much more -important things- to -do for "seconkrade children, but that -is a
subject for a-_different Aittiele.- The _:goal -is clear and its approximation is
measurable and -a fair -segment of the community thinks it a" defen-sible goal.
And consider this teacher who asked-her children to draw a picture about how
they _felt and to write -underneath_ the picture some words to explain it. And
consider the child, carrying out this assignthent- who -drew a picture of a
tombstone with his initials-onitiand Under_ that wrote "sometimes I wish I was
dead." And consider this- teacher whose-reSponse was to cross out teas and
to write in Were. That teacher's clarity (and singularity) of purpose Is precisely what kept-her fro-m beingthe teacher she could have been in that setting
with that child at that moment.
=

ROBERT F. HOGAN

The roots for the current movement are varied. For example, there is the
undeniable success of- programed learning in teaching certain kinds of activities, particularly _where the learning actually does consist of changes in
observable behavior and where approximations =to= the desired - behavior= can

also be measured. The "systems approach" has= worked in such= enviable
fashion in some cases that = others understandably- seek to adapt = it to= their
'purposes. What =more remarkable validation_ can= there be for the "systems
approach" than the first = landing on the moon, even= though it did = cost us 24
billion dollars, or perhaps because those who wanted that moon shot wanted
it enough to invest 24 billion dollars of oumoney, in its execution.
But the success of the mission-centered and systems - based = industrial com-

plex in the Northeast is diminished= somewhat when one considers what has
happened to Lake Erie and what is happening to Lake Michigan and to the
atmosphere =from Chicago =to Boston. Apparently, that =sudsy mill stream that
powers the grinding mill across the road from the Wayside Inn at LincolnSudbury falls outside everyone's PERT chart. The colossal irony is that while
a foundation supported by one industry has worked to restore =the Wayside
Inn and the other buildings, in that setting, another industry is polluting the
stream across the way. This phenomenon and that in the second grade classroom cited above differ one from the other only in scope.- Once the mission

is identified and the task defined, whatever falls- outside is likely to be
ignored.

Mandates for a curriculum based on behavioral objectives have led to
crash programs to produce such curricula. Some =of =the more generous schools
recruit teachers from various subject fields to write such objectives during the
summer or on released time during the school year. But everywhere one looks,

teachers are writing objectivesin July, on Saturdays, or atter school and
far into Wednesday night.

In the meantime,' though, without ever putting them down in scientific
terms, the children are constantly establishing and modifying their objectives.
And theirs will almost invariably contaminate ours. We can, if we choose to,
set for a ninth grade class taking a six-week unit in expository writing this
objective: that 90 percent of the students will be able 90 percent of the time
to write an acceptable five-sentence running outline for an expository composition of approximately 250 words. Meanwhile, Jennie has discovered "Annabel
Lee" and would really prefer to write poems about star-crossed lovers. And
Walter, whose father is editorial writer for the local newspaper, knows that

his father writes to whatever topic the editorial is about and is really quite

C
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curious to see how it is going to come out. Fred's girl friend has missed her
period for two months running. Georgia's parents have been divorced and she
is now living with her aunt and uncle, and the latter is trying to seduce her
older sister. Talk_ to them about _five-sentence running outlines!
Having said all this, Which too much and =too little, let me concede that

a great= many well-intentioned but muddle-headed English teachers have for
years wasted their efforts, their children s time, and the taxpayer's money in
fruitless pursuit of unreachable or unstated-goals, in the examination of
subject matter for its Own sake.-Except for what they've done to children,
though, they are not too culpable. After all, it was the vocal and voting community that once placed a premium on= memorizing pretty= phrases from
Evangeline, on diagramming sentences that began with a nominative absolute,
and on= studying the spelling of vicissitude. That vocal community, or another

community which_ has found a louder voice, has veered its course and
changed its expectations. And the schools have some responsibility to veer,
too. If the schools are going to enjoy anything like the support given to the
=

moonshot, then those who control the money are going to have to be persuaded
that the schools are worth it.
But while we must respond to the community, we cannot in conscience
capitulate to it. Some areas of our instruction may well yield to statements of

performance standards. The success of most of our grammar programsif
success is measured by changes and presumably improvement in the language

use of childrenis modest at best. Overall improvement in performance
through the secondary school years may rest more on one fact than on any
otheron the fact that a third of our students, including some of the poorest,
drop out between grades nine and twelve and thus change the nature of the
population being examined- or tested.- If it's language propriety we are after-and that is a subject for =a different article, toosurely we can specify some
of the changes we seek and admit that past programs have not brought about

those changes.
Actually, we have long been loosely framing behavioral- outcomes for the

simpler skillse.g., spelling, penmanship, vocabulary growthand even for
some of the more complex skillse.g., reading to detect and understand irony.
All that the behaviorists are doing now is urging us to state the goals more
clearly. Assuming that 1.00 percent mastery by all pupils on- all occasions -may
be too much to expect, what level of performance do we seek for what percentage of students in what period of time at what grade level?
But given the present low level of sophistication in measurement, we are
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asked to determine from secondary- clues some manifestation- of change in
affective behavior. (Appreciation of the same poem by different students may
be revealed by vigorous participation in a following discussion, by stunned
silence, by tears, or by a sudderi = connection = six months later =with=
with another
poem, or by none of these.)- But we=are-not told what
count nor all the
clues-that might count. And we are badgered-fkr those Who-do not know our
field to write objectives to their-specifications or,to admit that we don't know
what we're_doing. What they do not understand is that even =when we do not
know what precisely= we-are deing, me know what We are doing, and Why.
Sometimes we are fishing.:We don't knoW if we are going-to catch anything,
or what_it is we will catch= if we= do make a strike. Today we are going into
class with our gear: "Stopping by Woods and a couple of. ueStions we hope
will spark a discussion -which_ will enliven for the students and ourselves the
= experience of-that poein. After school,=we'll-stOp by the lounge with our fellow
fishermen and Swap stories about how it went -andimaybe we will trade suggettions about bait and try again =tomorrow. Next _week I am going hunting=

I am going to try again =to set up a discussion in which 90 percent of the
students (that is, except for two incurably shy ones and Georgia, who is still
living through her private hell) will =- respond -relevantly to the comments of
their classmates (so percent of the time) and loud enough_ for everyone to
hear (100 percent of the time) with a minimum of interventionfrom me (their
comments to exceed mine by at least four to-one). But tomorrow=tomorrow
I am going fishing. Because to teach English is to spend part of one's time
fishing.

(Tonight I am going to try again to- teach my- youngest daughter to brush
her teeth up and down. I am also going to kiss her goodnight and nuzzle her
a little. I would like her -to= grow up with clean, strong teeth. I'd also like her
to grow up nuzzled. I have the feeling it will make a difference, even if I
can't tell how that difference will manifest itself.)
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